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ABSTRACT 

The spectral behavior of a cotton canopy with four 

different soil types inserted underneath, respectively, was 

examined at various levels of vegetation density. Measured 

composite spectra, representing mixtures of vegetation with 

different soil backgrounds were compared with existing mea

sures of greenness, including the NIR-Red band ratios, the 

perpendicular vegetation index and the green vegetation 

index. Observed spectral patterns involving constant vege

tation amounts with different soil backgrollnds could not be 

explained nor predicted by either the ratio or the orthogo

nal greenness measures. All greenness measures were found 

to be strongly dependent on soil brightness. Furthermore, 

soil~induced greenness changes became greater with increas

ing amounts of vegetation up to 60% green cover. 

Three versions of factor analysis were subsequently 

utilized to determine if soil background influences could. 

be filtered from canopy spectral data sets. In R-mode 

factor analysis, canopy spectra were decomposed into ortho

gonal features called brightness and greenness. The 

greenness feature, however, was found to be dependent, not 

xii 



xiii 

only on vegetation density, but on soil background spectral 

properties. Of most concern were soil brightness influences 

which resulted in lowered greenness values with wet or dark 

soil backgrounds and identical vegetation conditions. 

The Q-mode version of factor analysis decomposed 

canopy spectra into additive, soil and vegetation, reflec

tance components. Although soil spectral response was found 

to contribute and mix into the derived greenness measure, 

significant improvements in vegetation discrimination 

occurred, especially at low vegetation densities. 

Finally, the T-mode version of factor analysis 

successfully separated the spectral influences of soil 

background from the larger response due to vegetation 

canopy development. Canopy spectra were decomposed into 

soil-dependent and soil-independent canopy components. The 

soil-dependent component was found to resemble the spectral 

response of green vegetation due to.the scattering and 

transmittance properties of the overlying vegetation 

canopy. Results showed how the soil-dependent signal mixed 

into various measures of greenness and hampered vegetation 

discrimination. The filtering of soil background response 

from spectral data sets significantly improved greenness 

indices and vegetation analyses. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The study and characterization of vegetation 

canopies through multispec~ral response measu~ements is 

hampered by ~~e influence and variability of soil back-

ground. Canqpy spectral responses have been shown to vary 

with the amount of soil exposed, soil type, and the moisture 

condition of the surface soil layer (Colwell, 1974; Rao, 

Brach, and Mack, 1979; Kollenkark et al., 1982). As a 

result, much effort has been devoted to the normalization 

of soil spectral variance so that spectral data can be 

better related to vegetative canopy characteristics such as 

leaf area index, green biomass, plant species, and plant 

health. 

Numerous vegetation indices have been developed in 

order to enhance spectral variation attributed to vegetation 

while controlling undesirable spectral influences associated 

with soil background (Kauth and Thomas, 1976.; Richardson and 

Wiegand, 1977; Tucker, 1979). Soil backgrounds vary spa-
. 

tially as well as temporally as a result of differences in 

organic matter, parent material, texture, structure, and 

moisture content (Angstrom, 1925; Bowers and Hanks, 1965; 

1 
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Orlov, 1966; Baumgardner et al., 1970; Stoner and 

Baumgardner, 1981). Despite this great diversity of soil 

types, soil spectral variance is presumed to be normalized 

by simple band ratios and one-dimensional soil lines. As 

a result, vegetation indices are often applied on a global 

scale, irrespective of underlying soil medium. 

There is a lack of detailed analyses concerning the 

limitations of vegetation indices in their application to 

canopy characterization and monitoring (Tucker, 1979). For 

the most part, quantitative information regarding the per

formance of the various greenness measures have been 

collected over uniform soil backgrounds with ground-based 

radiometers. Multispectral data collected from space- or 

air-borne sensors, on the other hand, will quite often 

include different soil types under several soil moisture 

conditions. 

Recent studies have demonstrated serious, soil

induced limitations in the application of vegetation indices 

to greenness assessment (Huete, Post, and Jackson, 1984; 

Elvidge and Lyon, 1984). Huete et ale (1984, See Appendix 

A) found bare soil'spectral deviations from a global soil 

line to mask discrimination of vegetation below 25% green 

cover.' Elvidge and Lyon (1984) reported a soil brightness 

influence in which darker soil, backgrounds resulted in lower 

greenness measures for identical amounts of vegetation. 



Ideally, vegetation indices should not only normalize bare 

soil spectra, but derived greenness results should remain 

invariant across experiments and localities. In other 

words) derived greenness data obtained at one location or 

time should be comparable with those from other studies. 

In this paper, ground-based spectral data are ob

tained over a developing plant canopy with different soil 

backgrounds placed underneath, thus physically guaranteeing 

3 

a constant green biomass during each experimental run. This 

allowed for the observation of soil background-plant canopy 

spectral interactions at constant vegetation density levels 

while varying soil types and soil moisture conditions. 

In this study, the global nature of various vege-

tation indices (NIR/Red ratio, normalized difference, trans-

formed normalized difference, perpendicular vegetation index, 

and green vegetation index) are critically examined as to 

their ability to (1) normalize a diverse spectral range of 

soil types; (2) reproduce. greenness results obtained over 

a developing plant canopy with different soil backgrounds 

and; (3) distinguish between spectral changes associated 

with the vegetation portion of the canopy from those invol-
a 

ving the underlying soil background. The objectives of this 

research are to study the nature of soil background influen-

ces on vegetation discrimination and to determine if such 

influences can be filtered from canopy spectral data sets. 
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In the first part of this study, soil background 

influences on plant canopy spectra are examined at constant 

vegetation density levels while varying soil types and soil 

moisture conditions. Canopy spectral patterns with differ

ent soil backgrounds are compared with the predicted 

behavior of the orthogonal and ratio-based greenness 

indices. Soil~induced greenness changes are found to become 

greater with increasing amounts of vegetation up to 60% 

green cover, regardless of whether or not bare soil spectra 

were effectively normalized. 

The second part of this study involves the decom

position of canopy spectra into independent soil and 

vegetation spectral components using three different modes 

of scientific factor analysis. In R-mode factor analysis, 

the brightness and greenness concepts of the tasseled cap 

model are derived and explored. The tasseled cap model is 

found to be limited in its ability to separate and distin

guish between the independent patterns of soil background 

and vegetation density spectral changes over developing 

plant canopies. 

Q-mode factor analysis decomposes canopy spectra 

into additive soil and vegetation reflectance components, 

however, part of the underlying soil response is found to 

contribute and mix into the derived greenness measure. 

Finally, in the T-rnode version of factor analysis, canopy 



spectra are successfully decomposed into soil-dependent and 

soil-independent spectral components. The resulting soil

vegetation interactive model isolates vegetation spectra 

5 

and removes soil background influences. Input of soil

dependent spectra into the various vegetation indices demon

strates how soil background signals mix with vegetation 

spectra to produce soil~dependent. greenness signals. 

Scientific factor analysis is shown to be a power

ful tool through which spectral data can be sifted to 

uncover their underlying structure and influences. The 

technique is valuable in hypothesis testing for suspected 

reflecting components and for uncovering real influences 

related to ground features. The target testing capability 

in factor analysis has the advantage of allowing one to 

develop appropriate soil lines and identify spectral signa

tures of unknown soil and plant types. 

The intent of the last three chapters of this study 

are to illustrate and apply scientific factor analysis to 

the study of multispectral reflectance data involving mix

tures of soil and vegetation. The general objective will be 

to remove the strongly correlated nature of most spectral 

measurements, create new, statistically independent vari

ables, and ascribe physical meaning to the new components. 



CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L. var DPL-70) was 

planted in early June, 1983 in half~meter rows oriented in 

a north-south direction on Avondale loam soil in Phoenix, 

Arizona. Plant density averaged 30 plants per square 

mete'r. A 6 m2 site wi thin the plot was s elected as the 

target site on which a support frame was constructed to 

allow soil-filled trays to be readily slid into position. 

When the cotton plants were approximately 0.15 m tall, the 

support frame was adjusted to fit snugly against the stem 

on each side of 5 cotton rows. 40 soil trays, 3 cm deep, 

were constructed to fit against the support frame (2 x 0.5m) . 

Four soil types with varying spectral properties were used 

to fill the soil trays using 10 trays/soil. Five soil trays 

inserted onto the target site provided the soil background 

for the two middle cotton rows. For each soil type, five of 

the trays were kept dry at all times, while the other set of 

five trays were moistened during wet soil background experi-

mental runs. 

Spectral readings were made using a Barnes multi

modular radiometer (MMR), which measured radiant flux 

6 



simultaneously in seven spectral bands (0.45-0.52, 0.52-

0.60, 0.63-0.69, 0.76-0.90, 1.15-1.30, 1.55-1.75, and 2.08-. . 

2.30 ~m), numbered one through seven, respectively, with a 
o 

15 field of view. The radiometer was mounted on a rotata-

7 

ble boom at a height of 2.6 m over the target site. On 

cloudless days, measurements were made from 1030 to 1130 MST 

over the same canopy cover with four different groups of 

five soil trays placed underneath. Each measured response 

represented an area of about half a meter in diameter. 

For each of the soil background types, four measure-

ments were made directly over the two middle rows as well as 

directly over the adjacent, between row sites. These four 

measurements were averaged to represent the composite spec-

tra of that canopy. For each soil background, triplicate 

readings of the four measurements were made, preceded by and 

followed by a spectral response reading from a 1.2 x 1.2 m 

barium sulfate (BaS0 4) panel mounted above the canopy. This 

sequence of measurements required approximately 2 minutes 

each to complete. This procedure was repeated for the four 

soil types, after which the soils were measured again in 

reverse order, such that the first group of soil trays were 

also the last group to be used. This was carried out in 

order to monitor sun angle effects within the one hour 

period and for adjustment of all measurements to a constant 



time (1100 h). Reflectance was calculated by ratioing the 

average of four measurements to the response from the BaS04 

panel, the reflectance of which was adjusted for sun angle 

effects. 

The root-mean-square deviation of the triplicate 

measurements on each set of soils was fairly constant and 

averaged to.12% reflectance. Consequently, all twelve 

measurements from the triplicate runs were averaged to 

represent the composite canopy spectra for a given soil 

background. Percent green covers, coinciding with experi

mental runs, were derived from 35 rnm slides taken with a 

camera attached to the radiometer. Green cover was esti

mated to about 5% by projecting a slide onto a dot grid and 

counting the dots that fell onto both sunlit and shaded 

plant surfaces. Leaf area index and wet and dry biomass 

were estimated with two plants of similar height and width 

selected from outside the plot (Table 1). 

8 

The four soils included a (1) dark, organic-rich 

Cloversprings loam, typical of many agricultural soils in 

the Midwest and Great Plains; (2) a brown Avondale loam, 

characteristic of many low organic matter agricultural 

soils; (3) a high iron, red Whitehouse sandy clay loam 

cornmon in Arizona rangeland soils, but also similar in 

spectral properties to many forested and tropical soils and; 

(4) a bright, yellowish-brown Superstition sand, typical of 



Table 1. Mean canopy characteristics for cotton from bare 
soil to full cover. 

Day Green Canopy Leaf Dry Wet 
of year cover height area

2
index biomass biomass 

(% ) (em) (m /m2) kg/m2 kg/m2 

------------------------------
170 0 0 0 0 0 

196 20 15 0.5 0.03 0.15 

198 25 22 0.7 0.06 0.30 

208 40 28 1.0 0.10 0.50 

215 55 36 1.5 0.14 0.6'0 

217* 60 39 

223 75 47 2.8 0.25 1.40 

228 90 

235 95 69 3.3 0.30 1. 70 

242 100 83 3.6 0.33 1. 80 

* field fertilized after readings 

9 
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many alluvial or aeolian soils. The physical characteris

tics of the four soils are given in Table 2. All four dry 

soil backgrounds were used during each experimental run 

except "at 100% green cover where only the dark Cloversprings 

loam and bright Superstition sand were used. The four wet 

soils were measured at, green cover levels of 0, 40, 60, and 

75%. The wet Cloversprings loam was also used under a 20% 

green cover. In Appendices Band C are shown the complete 

reflectance data sets before and after adjustment to 1100 h. 
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Table 2. Physical characteristics of the four soil 
background types. 

Soil Series 

Cloversprings 

Whitehouse-B 

Avondale 

Supers ti tion 

*Extractable 

Textural 
Class 

loam 

sandy 
clay 
loam 

loam 

sand 

Organic 
Matter 

(%) 

5.7 

1.5 

0.9 

0.2 

Iron CaC0 3 
(Ex)* (%) 

(%) 

Munsell color 

Dry Moist 

1.8 0 10YR3/2 10YR2/1 

2.5 0 2.5YR4/6 2.5YR3/6 

0.8 5 7.5YR5/4 7.5YR4/4 

0.2 3 10YR7/4 10YR5/4 



CHAPTER 3 

~ SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF A PLANT CANOPY 
WITH DIFFERENT SOIL BACKGROUNDS 

A major application of remote sensing involves the 

characterization of agricultural, range, and forest vegeta-

tion canopies through the measurement of multispectral 

response data. Spectral data collected over vegetative 

targets, however, often represent a complex mixture of indi-

vidual plant, shadow, and soil background spectral 

contributions. Various vegetation indices have been deve-

loped in order to enhance the spectral contribution from 

green vegetation while minimizing those from soil back-

ground, sun angle, senesced vegetation, and atmosphere. In 

this chapter, observed spectral patterns, representing 

various mixtures of vegetation with different soil back-

grounds are compared with several measures of greenness. 

Introduction 

Vegetation indices or greenness measures developed 

thus far can be classified into two broad categories; the 

ratio indices and orthogonal indices. The near-infrared to 

red ratio (NIR/Red), normalized difference (NIR - Red)/ 

(NIR + Red), and the transformed normalized difference 

12 
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«NIR - Red)/(NIR + Red) + 0.5)1/2 are the most common 

of the ratio transformations used as greenness measures. 

They involve ratioing a linear combination of the NIR and 

red bands by another linear set of the same bands. In two

dimensional, NIR-Red space, these indices are graphically 

displayed by lines of increasing slopes diverging out from 

the origin. Such indices have been found effective in 

normalizing soil bac~ground spectral variations (Colwell, 

1974) and variations in irradiance conditions (Tucker, 

1979) • 

The second broad category of greenness indicators 

are the orthogonal ·transformations which include the two

dimensional perpendicular vegetation index (PVI) of 

Richardson and Wiegand (1977) and the 4-dimensional green 

vegetation index (GVI) of Kauth and Thomas (1976). The soil 

line index (SLI) of Wiegand and Richardson (1982) and the 

n-dimensional GVI (Jackson, 1983; Crist, 1983; Crist and 

Cicone, 1984) also qualify as orthogonal indices. The 

orthogonal indices are distinct from the ratio indices in 

that lines of equal. greenness do not converge at the origin, 

but instead remain parallel to a predefined, principal axis 

of soil spectral variation termed the 'soil line'. A green

ness vector, orthogonal to the soil line, is computed to 

maximally include green vegetation signals while holding 

soil background constant. The projection of composite 
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spectra onto this vector is subsequently used as the measure 

of greenness. The soil line con~ept has become widely 

accepted as a method of normalizi~g soil background effects 

for vegetation discrimination (Wiegand and Richardson, 1982; 

Crist, 1983; Jackson, 1983; Miller et al., 1984). 

The performance of a vegetation index can be judged 

by the magnitude of soil~induced greenness changes caused by 

changes in soil background for constant vegetation amounts. 

Huete, Post, and Jackson (1984) I in a study of wet and dry 

reflectance behavior of a wide spectral range of soil types, 

found significant projection of bare soil spectral devia

tions onto a four-band GVI. The GVI was found to be 

sensitive to both soil type and soil moisture condition. 

Jackson, Slater, and Pinter (1983) found the PVI and GVI to 

be sensitive to soil moisture condition on a uniform soil 

type. 

Recently, Elvidge and Lyon (1984) examined the 

effectiveness of several vegetation indices in arid regions 

where soil variability is high. They additively mixed vege

tation spectra with a series of background substrates and 

discovered two forms of adverse soil spectral influences on 

vegetation discrimination. The first involved bare soil 

spectral behavior departing from soil lines or normalized 

ratios. Such deviations were particularly noticeable when 

bare soil spectra produced significant greenness values in 
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particular vegetation indices. The second adverse influence 

was a soil brightness effect whereby darker soil substrates 

resulted in higher greenness values under constant vegeta

tion amounts. The first soil influence affected both the 

ratio and orthogonal indices while the second influence only 

affected the ratio indices. The PVI was thus interpreted to 

be the most appropriate vegetation index for the assessment 

of green biomass in arid or semiarid regions. 

The data set computed by Elvidge and Lyon (1984) to 

model the influence of soil brightness, however, may be 

biased in favor of the PVI. They assumed that soil and 

vegetation spectra could be additively Inixed to represent 

incomplete canopy covers. Orthogonal-based vegetation 

indices rely on zero-correlation between soil and vegetation 

spectral behavior and thus assume additive mixing of soil 

and plant spectra. Consequently, one would expect the PVI 

to be unaffected by substrate brightness in data sets de

rived by additive mixing. 

In this chapter we present ground-based spectral 

data obtained over a developing plant canopy with different 

soil backgrounds placed underneath. The purpose of this 

research is to analyze soil background effects on composite 

plant canopy spectra and relate such influences to those 

predicted by the orthogonal and ratio-based greenness 

indices. 
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Methodology and Calculations 

The ratio-based greenness measures were computed 

from the equations presented above. The PVI was derived 

using the algebraic procedure described by Jackson et ale 

(1980). A mean soil line, using the dry and wet reflectance 

data from the four bare soil types, was first computed in 

NIR-Red waveband space. A vector was then calculated ortho

gonal to the soil line and in the positive NIR and negative 

red direction. Projection of spectra onto this vector be

came the measure of greenness or PVI. The resulting PVI 

equation was: 

(3.1) PVI = -.7294x + .684ly 1.70 

where x = red reflectance (%) and y = NIR reflectance (%). 

To derive a GVI, the mean soil line in 7-band space 

must first be calculated. This was accomplished by princi

pal component analysis of a covariance matrix constructed 

from bare soil spectral data. The resulting soil line or 

soil brightness index (SBI) , unit vector elements were: 

(3.2 ) (0.218 0.313 0.404 0.431 0.410 0.418 0.402) 

This line explained 91% of the total bare soil spectral 

variance. A vector orthogonal to the soil line and in the 

direction of maximum greenness (100% green cotton cover) 

was then computed following the algebraic, n-space procedure 



described by Jackson (1983). The unit vector elements of 

the GVI wer,=: 
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(3.3) (-0.127 -0.154 -0.365 0.736 0.324 -0.171 -0.388) 

Results 

The relationship between soil and plant composite 

red (band 3) reflectance and percent green cover for one wet 

soil and four dry soil backgrounds are illustrated"in Figure 

1. Significant decreases in red reflectance with increasing 

vegetation amounts occurred over the dry Superstition, 

Avondale, and Whitehouse-B soil types. On the other hand, 

measured red reflectance remained constant over the wet 

C1oversprings, regardless of vegetation cover. Composit~ 

red reflectance values converged to a constant value at 90% 

green cover, after which red reflectance increased slightly 

and remained independent of soil background. The influence 

of soil background and. green cover on measured near-infrared 

reflectance is plotted in Figure 2. With increasing vege

tation development, a fairly linear increase in reflectance 

was observed from bare soil to 90% green cover over each 

soil type. This was followed by a steep increase in NIR 

reflectance beyond 90% green cover, which was attributable 

to rapidly accumulating green biomass with only gradual 

lateral percent cover increases. Even at 100% green cover, 
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NIR reflectance measurements were consistently higher over 

the bright Superstition sand, which was possibly due to NIR 

penetration of the fully covered canopy. 

One can visualize and compare the observed spectral 

behavior of soil-vegetation mixtures with various NIR-Red 

band vegetation indices by mapping the raw spectral data in 

two-dimensional NIR-Red space (Figure 3). Each solid line 

represents the distribution of composite spectra taken at a 

constant v~getation density level, but with varying soil 

backgrounds. Since only soil backgrounds vary, each line 

may be considered a "greenness line" representing a constant 

amount of vegetation. The, greenness line with the least 

slope and closest to the main diagonal is the bare soil line 

characterizing the spectral behavior of nonvegetated plots. 

With increasing amounts of vegetation, the greenness lines 

behave in the following manner: (1) shift upward in the 

positive NIR and negative red direction, (2) decrease in 

vector length, and (3) increase in slope. Table 3 summari

zes the geometrical properties of each greenness line. The 

shift upward offsets the slope increases resulting in higher 

NIR intercepts with, greater vegetation densities. The de

crease in the vector length of each line approaches a point, 

representative of zero-soil influence. As the vector 

lengths approach zero, correlation coefficients become 

unreliable. 



Figure 3. 
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in two-Distribution of composite sgectra 
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Table 3. Geometric properties of soil-varying greenness 
lines at various vegetation density levels in 
NIR-Red waveband space. 

Green Slope Intercept Length No. of Correlation 
Cover (%) points coeff. ( r) 

------------------------------
0 1.06 2.55 39.56 8 0.997 

20 1. 24 10.57 30.12 5 0.998 

25 1. 30 13.11 27.83 4 0.999 

40 1. 54 18.56 22.40 8 0.997 

55 2.01 25.32 15.57 4 0.999 

60 2.50 24.01 15.31 8 0.997 

75 3.93 29.91 9.40 8 0.994 

90 15.26 0.58 5.21 4 0.977 

95 2.19 0.53 2.12 4 0.134 

100 55.33 -1.47 1.66 2 
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The greenness lines predicted by the NIR/Red vegeta

tion index are shown with dotted lines in Figure 3. The 

plotted index values simulate a logarithmic scale as the 

index scale becomes compressed at higher values. Since bare 

soils possess low ratios, large variations in soil spectral 

behavior resulted in low NIR/Red ratio deviations while at 

higher NIR/Red ratios, slight deviations in composite spec

tra resulted in large ratio differences. Figure 3 demon

strates how observed greenness lines of constant vegetation 

intersect and span several NIR/Red pred~cted greenness 

lines. The NIR/Red ratio lines only approximated the ob

served greenness lines at 0% cover and green covers. greater 

than 90%. 

A plot of the NIR/Red ratios as a function of soil 

background reflectance for various vegetation density levels 

is shown in Figure 4. Each line represents a greenness line 

of constant vegetation density with varying soil back

grounds. The x-axis is a relative measure of bare soil 

brightness in the NIR and is used only to spread the soils 

out with respect to soil type and moisture condition. Such 

a plot shows the correlation between a vegetation index and 

soil background and allows one to assess if there exists a 

soil brightness effect in the greenness measure. 

The boundary conditions for the NIR/Red ratio were 

satisfied in that at both 0% green cover and 90% and above 
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Figure 4. Relationship between NIR/Red ratios and 
bare soil NIR reflectance for various vege
tation density levels. (Squares- Supersti
tion; Diarnonds- Avondale; Triangles
Whitehouse; Circles- Cloversprings; Open 
syrnbols- dry; Closed- wet soil) 
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green cover, greenness was relatively independent of soil 

background. At vegetation covers between 20 and 75%, how

ever, greenness became strongly dependent upon soil 

background, and a definite brightness effect emerged. As 

soil background became less bright, the NIR/Red ratio in

creased curvilinearly with, the sharpest rise occurring at 

the darker soil end. The NIR/Red ratio nearly doubled from 

the dry Superstition sand to the wet Cloversprings loam at 

vegetation density levels between 20 and 60% green cover. 

A 20%-green cover over the wet Cloversprings loam possessed 

the same NIR/Red ratio as a 40%-green cover over the wet 

Avondale loam or a 55%-green cover over the dry Superstition 

sand. Even with the relatively flat bare soil line, the 

NIR/Red ratio of a bare, wet Cloversprings loam was nearly 

equivalent to that of a 20% green cover canopy over the dry 

Superstition sand. The differences in NIR/Red ratios, 

caused by various soil backgrounds, increased in magnitude 

with increasing v~getation amounts up to 60% green cover. 

Thus, the influence of soil background on this greenness 

measure was greater at higher vegetation densities (50-60% 

cover) than at lower vegetation densities where the relative 

fraction of soil showing was highest. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the normalized difference (ND) 

and transformed normalized difference (TND) substituted for 

the NIR/Red ratio as the greenness indicator. The ND and 
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TNO are similar to the NIR/Red ratio in that all lines of 

equal greenness converge at the origin in NIR-Red space. 

However, the slopes of the lines radiating out from the 

origin are transformed so that spectral deviations closer 
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to the main diagonal are enhanced. As shown in Figures 5 

and 6, greenness lines representing low vegetation covers 

are now spread further apart from each other while greenness 

lines at higher vegetation densities are more compressed 

than those in the NIR/Red ratio plot (Figure 4). The en

hancement at lower vegetation densities, however, created 

greater bare soil greenness variations and the bare soil 

line was no longer independent of soil background. A sig

nificant brightness effect still resulted in higher 

greenness values with darker soil backgrounds, however the 

slopes of the NO and TNO greenness lines were lower than 

those from the NIR/Red ratio lines. Nevertheless, all three 

indices produced a greenness value for a 20%-green cover on 

the wet Cloversprings loam that was equivalent to that of a 

55%-green cover on the dry Superstition sand. 

In contrast to the ratio-based greenness indices, 

the concept behind the PVI is quite different despite the 

common use of the NIR and red bands. In the PVI, the per

pendicular distance of a vegetated spectral point to the 

soil line is the measure of greenness. Consequently, for 

this concept to remain valid, greenness lines of constant 
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vegetation amounts must remain parallel to the bare soil 

line, and thus possess constant slopes in NIR-Red space. 

However, as demonstrated in Figure 3 and Table 3, the actual 

observed greenness lines increased in slope with higher 

vegetation amounts and did not parallel the bare soil line. 

Figure 7 demonstrates the non-parallel nature of the PVI 

greenness lines plotted against two-space brightness. 

Bright soils possessed the highest. greenness values for 

equal vegetation amounts, and the difference in greenness 

values from dark to bright soil backgrounds became greater 

with increasing vegetation densities up to 60% green cover. 

The overall magnitude of soil background influence 

on greenness appeared to be less with the PVI in comparison 

with the ratio indices. At worst, a 40% green cover on the 

dry Superstition sand had a PVI nearly the same as that of 

a 60% green cover on the wet Cloversprings loam. The PVI 

greenness measure resulted in a well-behaved bare soil line, 

uncorrelated with greenness and there was a distinct con

trast between the bare soil line and the 20% greenness line. 

The combined soil spectral and brightness effects were mi

nimal at low vegetation densities, and thus the PVI may be 

particularly useful in normalizing soil background influen

ces at vegetation levels below 30%. 

The previous analyses of vegetation indices only 

utilized NIR-Red band combinations which were easily 
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depicted and compared in two-dimensional space. The GVI 

extends this analysis into n-space, where "n" equals the 

number of bands incorporated into a particular vegetation 

index. Geometrically, the GVI behaves in a similar manner 

as the PVI. A soil line extending through an axis of maxi

mum soil spectral variation is first derived and greenness 

is made orthogonal to this line in a direction of maximum 

vegetation density. The GVI thus requires that individual 

. greenness lines, of constant vegetation amounts, be parallel 

to the bare soil line. This means that the unit vector 

coefficients of each greenness line must be identical and 

their slopes in all possible two-band combinations must 

remain invariant. 

Using all seven MMR~bands, F~gure 8 shows the rela

tionship of the GVI, at different v~getation amounts, with 

changes in soil background. In comparison with the PVI, 

the dynamic range of greenness increased from 40 units to 

55 units, however, the noise presented by bare soil devia

tions increased more drastically. There was no longer a 

clear contrast between the greenness values of bare soil and 

20% green cover. A brightness effect, similar to that en

countered with the PVI, was evident and increased with 

higher vegetation densities. The brightness effect was 

similar in magnitude with the PVI such that a 60%-green 

cover on the wet Cloversprings loam resembled a 40%-green 
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cover on the dry Superstition sand. However, it is clear 

that the added problems due to soil variations in greenness 

diminished the usefulness of this 7-band GVI in relation to 

the 2-band PVI. This does not necessarily imply that the 

GVI becomes less useful with the use of more bands in linear 

combination. However, it should be realized that the inclu

sion of certain bands in the GVI may enhance nonvegetative 

spectral components more so than the spectra from the 

vegetated canopy. 

Discussion 

Remote sensing of agricultural, forest, and range

lands frequently involves the measurement of two or more 

components (vegetation, soil, atmosphere, etc.) in the 

presence of each other. The development and usefulness of 

vegetation indices is thus dependent upon the degree to 

which the spectral contribution of nonvegetation components 

can be isolated from measured response data. The results 

presented in this paper support the two types of adverse 

soil influences reported by Elvidge and Lyon (1984). Soil 

brightness influences involved greenness lines which were 

nonparallel with each other causing a particular measure 

of greenness to be correlated with soil background. As 

shown in Figures 4-8, not only were all tested greenness 

measures dependent on soil background, but the soil 
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brightness effect from the ratio indices was completely 

opposite that from the orthogonal indices. In the NIR/Red, 

ND, and TND vegetation indices, greenness values decreased 

with increasing soil brightness under a constant amount of 

vegetation. When the PVI and GVI were used, greenness in

creased with increasing soil brightness under equivalent 

vegetation amounts. The second soil background influence 

on greenness assessment involved those soil spectral differ

ences, aside from brightness, that cause deviations in 

spectra away from a greenness line. Such influences were 

most pronounced in the 7-band GVI and appear to be dependent 

on specific soil types. Thus, greenness is also sensitive 

to soil type within a given brightness range. 

The vegetation indices explored in this study 

attempt to remove soil background influences on measured 

canopy spectral response through simple ratios or orthogonal 

rotations. Both types of transformations assume that once 

bare soil spectral variance is normalized, then soil influ

ences can only decrease with vegetation development since 

the relative fraction of bare soil exposed is reduced. Con

sequently, soil background influences on canopy reflectance 

would approach a maximum level at low vegetation densities. 

Based on the data presented here, both the NIR/Red ratio and 

PVI greenness measures successfully normalized bare soil 

spectral behavior to either a constant ratio or a soil line. 



Regardless of how bare soil spectral behavior was normal

ized, soil brightness influences became greater with 

increased vegetation densities up to 60% green covers. 

Spectra from a 75% green canopy cover was more sensitive 
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to soil-background influences than spectra from either a 0% 

or a 20% green c~ver when the PVI and NIR/Red ratio were 

used as greenness measures. Whereas, soil brightness in

fluences became greater with increasing canopy cover, soil 

spectral influences or deviations within a greenness line, 

generally decreased with canopy development as a result of 

the decreasing amount of exposed soil background. 

In general, all the vegetation indices produced a 

series of non-parallel greenness lines such that each green

ness measure became independent of soil background only over 

a limited range of vegetation density levels. The orthogo

nal indices exhibited minimal brightness effects at low 

vegetation covers. The ND and TND produced soil-independent 

greenness lines at 75% and above green covers. In general, 

the observed soil-vegetation spectra was best approximated 

by the PVI at low vegetation densities, while at higher 

densities, the NIR/Red ratio was the most useful index. At 

intermediate vegetation levels, neither greenness measure 

adequately described 'the observed behavior of canopy 

spectra. 
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The nonparallel nature of the individual greenness 

lines suggest that soil and vegetation spectral behavior 

are somehow correlated and dependent upon each other. In 

other words, soil background spectral response may be 

dependent upon the reflection properties of the overlying 

canopy. Lillesaeter (1982) showed how light and dark in

strument backgrounds affect leaf spectral reflectance 

measured spectrophotometrically. Single leaf NIR reflec

tance was most highly dependent on instrument background 

while the red reflectance of a single leaf was nearly inde

pendent of background. 

Allen and Richardson .(1968) demonstrated how NIR 

radiation can be transmitted through eight layers of leaves. 

Jackson et ale (1980) similarly reported higher NIR radia

tion penetration through plant canopies and showed how 

sunlit and shaded soil backgrounds might affect measured 

greenness. Transmission of NIR radiation without a corres

ponding penetration of red light through a plant canopy may 

account for the brightness effect observed in greenness with 

the orthogonal indices. As soil background becomes bright

er, much more of the vegetation transmitted NIR radiation 

is reflected upward toward the sensor in relation to the 

nontransmitted red light. Due to the highly selective 

absorption of red radiation by leaf chlorophyll pigments, 

one would expect composite red reflectance to become 
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independent of soil background much earlier in canopy 

development. At 100% green cover, the average number of 

leaf layers in the cotton canopy ranged from five, over the 

rows, to three between rows. Thus, NIR radiation was able 

to penetrate through five or six leaf layers between the 

rows, thereby enabling the sensor to detect soil background 

influences. 

The or~h~gonal greenness indices assume simple, 

additive mixing of fractional amounts of soil and vegetation 

spectra. Consequently, differences in spectral transmission 

of radiant energy are ~gnored. In theory, one would expect 

the slope of a greenness line (.6.NIR/ 6Red) to increase in 

relation to the bare soil line because of NIR radiation 

penetration and reflectance from brighter soils. In other 

words, the greenness lines would not remain parallel to the 

soil line, and the slopes of the greenness lines would 

increase with higher vegetation amounts due to a greater 

extent of canopy-transmitted, soil-reflected NIR spectra. 

This trend would continue until a canopy is nearly closed 

and NIR transmission is diminished by the increasing biomass 

from vertical canopy development. 

The NIR/Red ratio predicts such increases in green

ness slopes and NIR light penetration. However, the 

predicted changes in slope over-compensate the observed 

changes, and an opposite soil brightness behavior emerged, 
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namely, darker soil backgrounds produced higher greenness 

measures. The apparent problem with the NIR/Red ratio is 

that it does not account for fractional increases in vege-

tation cover as all. greenness lines approach the origin. 

Such direct additive increases from the vegetation itself 

should result in a shifting of a greenness line to a higher 

NIR intercept. In other words, if a green canopy were grow-

ing over a soil that resembled a blackbody in spectral 

behavior (zero brightness), then with increasing vegetation 

densities, the measure NIR reflectance would climb up the 

NIR axis. The NIR/Red ratio has lines of equal greenness 

that all converge at the origin and thus predict a constant 

NIR reflectance of zero for any vegetation amount growing 

over a black soil. 

Conclusions 

Soil background influences were found to seriously 

hamper the assessment and characterization of vegetated 

canopy covers. Both a soil brightness and a soil spectral 
. . 

effect were found to influence greenness measures, not only 

at low vegetation densities but also at canopy covers 

approaching 75%. Soil brightness influences were of great-

est concern, because even under conditions of complete bare 

soil spectral normalization, soil influences became greater 

with increased vegetation canopy covers. Consequently, the 
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normalization of soil background to a constant ratio or a 

perfect one-dimensional soil line only removed bare soil 

spectral influences and not the greater soil brightness 

influence. Furthermore, the soil brightness influence of 

the ratio indices behaved oppositely to that of the ortho

gonal indices. It thus becomes apparent that soil and 

vegetation spectra interact in a complex manner to produce 

composite spectra and the normalization of bare soil 

spectral pehavior is only a first step in removing soil 

background influences from composite canopy spectra. The 

removal and understanding of all soil background influences 

would greatly enhance the study of the vegetated canopy 

component. 



CHAPTER 4 

CONCEPT MAPPING OF SOIL-PLANT 
SPECTRAL FEATURES 

In remote sensing research and application, we are 

often interested in the study of multispectral data 

structures for the purpose of uncovering complex interrela-

tionships among spectral phenomena, discern independent 

patterns of behavior, and mold findings into predictive 

models. In R-mode factor analysis, spectral data matrices 

are arranged with row designees represented by sample tar-

gets and column designees represented by the wavebands 

characterizing each sample. The major concern in such data 

sets is with variation in values for a sample target from 

band to band. Multispectral data patterns are subsequently 

analyzed within a vector space filled by sample points and 

coordinate axes defined by the individual wavebands. 

Introduction 

Multispectral data patterns in waveband-coordinate 

space have been used by remote sensing analysts in classifi-

cation schemes, cluster analysis (Swain and Davis, 1978; 

Hutchinson, 1982; Badhwar, Carnes, and Austin, 1982), and 

40 
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concept mapping which include the soil line and tasseled 

cap (Kauth and Thomas, 1976; Richardson and Wiegand, 1977). 

Multispectral response dat~ collected over vegetated 

regions include varying mixtures of plant, soil, and shadow 

components. The spectral properties of soils are rarely 

uniform, varying in moisture content, surface roughness, 

color, and tillage while vegetation canopies vary in densi

ty, degree of development, plant species, and geometric 

configuration. As a result, distinct clusters of data 

points are rarely found and instead, a continuum o~ data 

points forms a large spectral cloud when spectral response 

data are plotted in waveband-coordinate space. 

The resulting spectral cloud will take on a certain 

structure, size, and shape and the density of data points 

will vary throughout. The dimensionality of the data cloud 

will also be considerably less than the number of coordinate 

band-axes. Finally, an important property of the distribu

tion of spectral data points is that points in close 

proximity to each other represent target samples of similar 

spectral properties and characteristics. 

Kauth and ThomaE (1976) and Kauth et ale (1979), in 

a study of the distribution of soil spectra in 4-dimensional 

Landsat MSS signal space, found most of the variability of 

bare soil signals to be attributed to brightness as nearly 

all spectral data fell along a line extending from the 
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origin. The emergence of green vegetation over a soil 

causes composite red radiance to decrease because of chloro

phyll absorption and overall NIR response to increase as a 

result of leaf mesophyll structure (Knipling, 1970). Thus, 

deviations of spectral data from the bare soil line, in an 

appropriate direction, are attributed to the presence of 

green biomass. 

Kauth and Thomas (1976) computed linear combinations 

of the four MSS bands (Tasseled Cap Transformation) to 

enable projection of 4-space spectral data onto a plane 

defined by soil brightness and plant canopy greenness axes. 

In such a plane, soil and plant spectral behavior are least 

correlated to one another, and plant greenness measurements 

are relatively insensitive to soil background. The visual 

tasseled cap has been shown to be most useful in modelling 

vegetation development from bare soil to full canopy 

(Fukuhara et al., 1979; Malila et al., 1980; Jackson, Slater 

and Pinter, 1983; Miller et al., 1984). 

More recently, Crist (1983) and Crist and Cicone 

(1984) have developed a thematic mapper (TM) version of the 

tasseled cap model, employing six reflective spectral bands. 

Whereas, the vast majority of soils and vegetation spectral 

variance was confined to a two-dimensional plane in the 

MSS-tasseled cap, the inclusion of the longer mid-infrared 

bands in the thematic mapper extended the feature space to 



three dimensions, partly due to soil moisture spectral 

behavior. Several studies have shown certain limitations 
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in the ability of the tasseled cap transformation to sepa

rate soil from vegetation spectral response. Jackson et ale 

(1980) reported a curvilinear soil line when a wide spectral 

range of soils were plotted. Malila and Gleason (1977) 

demonstrated soil brightness effects in the tasseled cap 

transformation of simulated wheat reflectances. Huete, 

Post, and Jackson, (1984) found. greenness to be sensitive 

to both soil type and soil moisture condition. They sugges

ted that soil-dependent greenness indices would greatly 

enhance vegetation discrimination. 

In this chapter, R~mode factor analysis is used to 

decompose composite, soil-vegetation spectral data sets into 

brightness and greenness components. First, the domain of 

a tasseled cap made of spectra from a developing cotton 

canopy over a si~gle soil type is explored and analyzed. 

The resulting greenness values are then compared with those 

obtained from separate, individual-soil tasseled caps. 

Finally, all soil backgrounds are included in the derivation 

of a global factor model. The purpose of this study is to 

determine the extent to which the tasseled cap model can 

separate the independent patterns of soil background and 

vegetation density spectral changes over developing plant 

canopies. 
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Methodology and Calculations 

Initially, we start with a data set consisting of 

multispectral reflectance measurements made over a canopy 

from bare soil to full green cover with a Superstition sand 

background (Table 4). Soil bac~ground varies only in mois

ture content. Such a .data set is representative of spectral 

measurements made over agricultural fields with a fairly 

uniform soil type, but irregular .soil wetti~g and drying 

cycles. The variability in soil moisture condition as well 

as vegetation density are both spatial and temporal pheno-

mena normally encountered in ~gricultural fields. 

The data in Table 4 are arranged in an i x k matrix 

such that each row des~gnates a canopy plot reading and each 

column desigriates a particular wavelength band character-

izing the canopy. Factor analysis is applicable whenever 

measured data can be expressed as a linear sum of product 

terms. We search for solutions in the form: 

n 
(4.1) d ik =j~lrijcjk = rilclk + r i2c 2k + ••• + rincnk 

where n is equal to the number of controlling factors which 

account for the data variance within experimental error; 

r .. represents each of the j feature elements for plot i; 
l.) 

and c jk are the k eigenvector elements for feature j. Each 

reflectance data point, d
ik 

' is viewed as a linear sum of 

feature components with each feature weighted differently by 
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Table 4. Reflectance data set of cotton canopy with 
Superstition sand background at various moisture 
conditions. 

Green Spectral Waveband (MMR) 
cover Soil* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

- (!) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 dry 18.04 25.64 33.69 37.79 43.64 46.20 42.40 
0 d-w 12.56 18.72 25.42 29.08 34.29 35.08 28.47 
0 wet 8.80 13.6l 18.65 21.24 23.59 19.71 11.61 

20 dry 14.13 20.92 25.65 41.78 45.32 42.03 34.46 
25 dry 12.83 19.60 23.07 42.77 45.31 40.00 31.19 

'40 dry 10.31 16.51 17.88 45.75 45.49 35.52 24.51 
40 wet 5.99 10.49 10.15 33.90 31.37 18.91 7.49 
55 dry 7.62 13.18 11.62 48.57 44.87 29.88 17.14 
60 dry 6.90 12.19 9.95 49.05 44.31 28.16 14.89 
60 wet 5.31 9.90 7.38 42.30 37.27 21.85 8.99 
60 wet 5.28 9.96 7.41 42.27 37.58 22.10 9.08 
60 wet 5.28 9.95 7.51 42.39 37.68 22.16 9.17 
75 dry 4.72 9.07 5.65 51.98 42.70 22.99 9.33 
75 d-w 4.39 8.56 5.01 50.20 41.07 21.76 8.23 
75 wet 4.08 8.07 4.47 47.47 38.62 20.04 7.11 
90 dry 3.48 6.45 3.48 53.55 42.14 20.88 6.79 
92 dry 3.63 6.80 3.42 60.56 46.82 23.46 7.52 
95 dry 3.68 7.21 3.53 61.59 47.48 23.73 7.64 
97 dry 3.68 7.27 3.57 61.61 47.03 23.42 7.45 
97 wet 3.66 7.26 3.56 60.44 46.47 23.22 7.41 
98 dry 3.83 7.53 3.70 62.49 47.60 23.67 7.62 

100 dry 4.14 8.03 3.84 65.38 49.39 24.43 7.94 

* 
d-w: drying soil 



feature components with each feature weighted differently 

by their corresponding e~genvector elements. 

In matrix notation, equation (4.1) becomes: 

(4.2) [oj = [~] [c] 

where [0] is the experimental data matrix of size i x k; 

[R] is the row or feature matrix of size i x n; and [C] is 
. 
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the loadi~g or eigenvector matrix of size n x k. Note that 

the feature matrix is only associated with the row designees 

of the data matrix while the e~genvector matrix is only 

associated with the column des~gnees or wavebands of the 

data matrix. In the MSS-tasseled cap model, the row matrix 

consists of the four features; brightness, greenness, yel

lowness, and" non-such, and a measured data point is 

expressed as: 

where C1k' C
2k

' C
3k

' C4k represent the eigenvector coeffi

cients for a particular waveband, k, and BRil' GRi2 , YEi3 , 

and NS i4 are the respective four features mentioned above 

for a particular plot, i. 

The problem to be solved by factor analysis is 

threefold; (1) from a knowledge of ~J, find the various 

sets of [R] 's and ~] 's which reproduce the data in accord 

with equation (4.2); (2) find the minimum number of product 
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terms or factors, n, which adequately account for the data 

within experimental error and; (3) transform the derived 

'abstract' eigenvector axes into 'real' axes which possess 

ground-related, physical significance. 

Decomposition of Covariance Matrix 

The raw data matrix ~] is not factored directly, 

but is first converted into a symmetric covariance matrix 

[z] , constructed by premultiplying the data matrix by its 

transpose: 

(4.4) [Z] = [01 T [0] 

Two types of covariance matrices are used in factor analy-

sis: (1) covariance about the mean, ~)rn' and (2) 

covariance about the origin, [zJ • 
o The covariance about the 

mean matrix is found in most statistical packages. Here the 

raw data matrix is pre-processed by subtracting the column 

mean from each column data entry. This centers the data set 

to a zero mean and causes the origin of the factor space to 

shift with the addition or deletion of data points. An 

unfortunate result for scientific studies is that we lose 

information concerning the absolute zero point of the expe-

rimental scale. According to Cattell (1972), factoring Z 
m 

matrices leads to semi-real base factors because we retain 

real differences in variance from study to study, but we 
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lose direct comparison of results since each data set was 

first transformed to some artificial mean. 

In covarianca about the origin, the data remains 

untransformed as the normalization process is omitted. This 

preserves the true or~gin of the factor space as well as the 

relative error. Since spectral response data and theory 

usually possess a 'real' or absolute zero, as in the Kelvin 

temperature scale, the covariance matrices used throughout 

this study are derived from un-processed, raw data matrices. 

The covariance about the origin matrix for the data 

set presented in Table 4 is: 

(4.5) 

1412.5 
2242.2 
2430.6 
6678.1 
6307.8 
4699.7 
3091. 6 

3603.3 
3791. 9 

11493.1 
10665.2 

7686.6 
4863.2 

[zJ = 
o 

4309.0 
9911.2 
9713.7 
7675.6 
5350.1 

53112.0 
45279.0 39295.0 
27709.6 24946.6 17079.9 
13968.8 13337.5 10182.8 6921. 0 

The covariance matrix, Z , is now decomposed into k e~gen
o 

vectors and k eigenvalues employing a least-squares 

technique called principal component analysis. The result-

ing eigenvectors delineate the coordinate axes of the factor 

space and the eigenvalues measure the relative importance of 

the associated eigenvectors. This process decomposes the 

covariance matrix into a linear sum of components and yields 

mathematical, abstract expressions for ~J and ~J. In 
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principal component analysis, the eigenvectors are conse-

cutively calculated so as to minimize the residual error in 

each step. Thus, each successive eigenvector accounts for 

a maximum of the remaining variance in the data. 

To find the eigenvectors, an iterative procedure is 

used whereby: 

(4.6) = 

where C
l 

is the first, principal e~genvector and ~l is the 

corresponding eigenvalue. As a first approximation, Cl is 

arbitrarily set to the normalized vector: 

(4. 7) = ( .38 .38 .38 .38 .38 .38 .38) 

Multiplying~] by this vector results in a column vector, 
o 

~lCl ' which is then normalized by dividing each element by 

the square root of the sum of squares of the elements: 

10153.0 0.103 
16761.1 0.169 
16321. 4 0.165 
63555.4 0.642 

(4. 8) [z] oCl = 56522.7 = /tlC l = 98936.3 0.571 
37789.2 0.382 
21814.2 0.220 

The reciprocal of the normalization constant, 98936.3 , is 

a first approximation to the first eigenvalue, ~l. As a 

second approximation to C
l

, the computed normalized column 

vector on the far right of (4.8) is multiplied by ~]o ' 



resulting in better approximations t~ Cl and ~l' This 

process is continued until equation (4.6) is satisfied. 

Such iteration finally yilds: 

~l = 118409.35 and 
.... 

Cl = (. .095 .159 .148 .659 .575 .370 .202) 

The first eigenvector axis is oriented in the factor space 
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so as to account, in a least-squares sense, for the greatest .. . \' 

possible variance in the data. Dividing the first eigen

value by the sum of the diagonal entries of ~]o. informs us 

that 94% of the data variance, from the origin, can be ex

plained by the first component. Typically, the first 

e~genvector defines the best one-factor model for the data 

and represents a common factor averaged over all designees. 

To obtain the second eigenvector and correspondi~g 

eigenvalue, the residual covariance matrix is calculated by 

subtracting the variance accounted for by the first eigen

value from the original covariance matrix. The complete 

decomposition of a covariance matrix may be written as: 

(4.9) [z] 0 C = ["1 [C] or, 

(4.10 ) [z] 0 = [).] [C) [C] -1 or, 

(4.11) [z] = 'IJ. Cl C1 + t-2C
2

C; + ..... + f...kCkC; 0 
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The removal of the variance accounted for by the first 

principal component results in a residual covariance matrix, 

[RS] l' equal to: 

(4.12) 

344.0 
447.7 
766.4 

-739.5 
-164.2 

537.9 
820.0 

589.4 
997.0 

-964.6 
-204.3 

697.0 
1048.3 

1717.1 
-1641.8 
"-366.4 
1193.6 
1812.2 

1617.8 
349.6 

-1182.2 
";'1800.4 

93.5 
-261.9 
-421.3 

869.6 
1335.20 2091.9 

The second e~genvector is obtained by the iterative 

procedure analogous to (4.6) except that ~~ 1 is substi-

tuted for [z] : o 

(4.13 ) 

To start the iteration, arbitrary normalized values for C2 

are chosen and equation (4.13) is applied until the no~a-

1ized elements of C
2 

converge to constant values. Such an 

iteration onto ~~ 1 eventually yields: 

= 7180.95 and 

C; = (.218 .282 .484 -.473 -.106 .347 .533) 

Because the variance associated with the first component was 

removed, this second eigenvector is in the direction con-

taining the maximum remaining variance, independent of, and 



normal to, the first component. The second component 

accounts for maximum deviation of spectral data from the 

average behavior defined by the first eigenvector. 

Removing the variance accounted for by the second 

principal component produces a 'second residual covariance 

matrix: 

(4.14 ) 

4.00 
7.25 

10.64 
.04 

1. 45 
-4.09 

-12.16 

18.90 
17.94 
-6.63 
10.28 
-5.10 

-29.78 

[as] 2. = ~SJ 1 

36.94 
2.19 
1.75 

-1.1.25 
;"37.77 

9.23 
-.10.63 12.84 
'-3.25 2.17 

9.71 -.15.92 
5.52 
8.53 54.94 
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As the initial covariance matrix is further decomposed, less 

and less covariance-variance remains as the principal 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors are extracted. Consequently, 

each successive component is responsible for a smaller 

fraction of the total variance in the data. Eventually, the 

smallest eigenvalues may account for experimental and random 

error only. Full decomposition of the covariance matrix 

results in the residual covariance matrices shown below. 

The last residual matrix represents the remaining variance 

describing the seventh component. Extraction of the seventh 

eigenvalue from this matrix results in a residual matrix 

of zeroes. 
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(4.15 ) ~S] 3 = 

.91 

.18 2.72 
1.19 -3.67 8.08 
1.83 ";'2.52 7.67 8.19 

-1. 82 2.80 -8.24 -8.73 9.38 
-1.64 .50 ";'3.77 ";'4.67 4.75 3.58 

.78 -.19 ~.75 '2.20 -2.24 -1.70 .81 .. .. 

(4.16) ~] 4 = 

.55 

.78 1.72 
-.46 -.92 .50 

.12 . .32 -.17 .07 
-.00 -.24 

. . 
• 12 -.08 .16 

";'.69 -1.09 .59 ';';'.15 -.07 1.06 
.34 .56 -.30 ... 08 .• 02 -.52 .26 

(4.17) [RS] 5 = 

.09 
-.08 .11 

.01 -.04 .03 
-.03 .• 05 -.02 .02 

.06 -.12 .06 -.06 .15 
-.05 .• 12 -.06 

.. ' 
.06 -.15 .16 

.• 02 -.05 ..• 03 -.02 .• 07 -.07 .03 

(4.18) [RS] 6 = 

.06 
-.02 .01 
-.02 .01 .00 

.00 . -.00 -.00 .00 
-.01 .00 .00 -.00 .00 

.02 -.01 -.01 .00 -.00 .01 
-.01 .00 .00 -.00 .00 -.01 .00 



The resulting eigenvector matrix is shown below: 

(4.19 ) [c] = 

.0950 .1595 

.2176 .2819 

.1687 .3858 

.1107 -.1845 

.3494 .6572 

.2579 -.4508 

.8451 -.2774 

c ..... 
1 c ..... 
2 . 
" Ck 

.1480 

.4837 

.5153 

.5082 
-.3582 

.2039 
-.2247 

= 

.6595 .5754 .3700 .2020 
-.4733 - .10 60 .3469 .5326 
-.0979 .1784 -.13.34 -.7057 
.• 5260 -.5606 -.2928 

.. 
• 1374 

.1136 -.0483 -.4916 .• 2463 
-.2044 .5373 ':'.5515 .2325 

.0139 -.1437 .3057 -.2098 
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All the eigenvectors are mutually orth~gonal to each other. 

The eigenvalues extracted at each st~ge of the decomposition 

are summarized in Table 5. The cumulative percent~ge of 

data variance accounted for by the extracted e~genvalues 

indicate that 99.9% of the data structure lies along a two-

dimensional planar surface in 7~band coordinate space. 

Analytically, any component can be characterized by 

a direction term, the normalized e~genvector, and by a 

second term, the square root of the eigenvalue, specifying 

the length of this vector. Table 6 compares the eigen-

vectors and eigenvalues of the first two factors obtained 

when a Zm or Zo matrix is used to decompose the data set. 

As can be seen, there is a considerable difference in the 

percentage variance loaded onto each factor. The eigen-

vectors or direction terms also differ, but more 



Table 5. Eigenvalue extraction and error analysis 
for decomposi,tion of Superstition 
covariance about the origin matrix. 

Factor Eigenvalue VarianGe Cumulative RSD* 
n ?-- (%) variance(%) 

--------------------------
1 118,409.35 94.175 94.175 7.448 

2 7,180.95 5.711 99.887 1.138 

3 108.69 .086 99.973 .619 

4 29.35 .023 99.997 .256 

5 3.73 .003 100.000 .116 

6 .51 .000 100.000 .062 

7 .08 .000 100.000 

* Residual standard deviation 
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Table 6. Comparison of eigenvectors and eigenvalues for 
the first two extracted components from 
Superstition data set using either a covariance 
about the origin or mean matrix. 

Factor 
n 

Variance 
(%) 

Covariance about 

1 72.11 
2 27.46 

Covariance about 

1 94.18 
2 5.71 

Eigenvalue 
(s quare-root) 

the mean: 

18.5 (.22 
11.4 (.06 

the origin: 

344.1 (.09 
84.7 (.22 

Eigenvector elements, C' 

.28 .49 -.46 -.09 .36 .54) 

.07 .04 .69 .52 .37 .32) 

.16 .15 .66 .58 .37 .20 ) 

.28 .48 -.47 -.11 .35 .53) 
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importantly, the first two eigenvectors in each set are 

also reversed. One advantage of Zm matrix decomposition 
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is that the square root of the eigenvalues define the ex

act size of the data cloud. The data set essentially forms 

an ellipse in 7-band coordinate space with a length 1.6x 

as long as wide. In the Zo matrix decomposition the square 

root of the eigenvalues delineate the boundaries of the 

data cloud in units measured from the origin. 

Abstract Solution 

From equation (4.2), the abstract feature matrix 

[~ is computed by post-multiplying the data matrix by the 

inverse of the eigenvector matrix: 

(4.20) [R] = [D] (e]-:-l or [RJ = [D] [e] T , 

since [e] is orthonormal. Each element of the row matrix 

represents the projection of a row designee point onto the 

respective eigenvector axis. 

The abstract feature matrix for all seven compo

nents are shown below: 

(4.21) = 



86.48 43.54 -1.71 2.10 1. 00 .07 .05 
65.58 30.24 .94 .57 -1.00 -.26 -.06 
42.98 15.24 7.65 1.71 -.22 .10 -.03 
84.61 29.74 -2.26 -.26 ~.12 .09 .06 
83.13 24.92 -1.84 -.80 ~.21 -.03 -.01 
80.70 14.45 -1.08 -1.29 -.38 .06 -.07 
52.66 .35 4.76 -.38 -.24 .12 .04 
76.91 2.75 -.47 -1.68 .04 .08 -.06 
75.34 -.46 -.17 -1.67 .11 .03 .01 
62.42 -4.09 1.77 -1.29 .20 -.17 .11 
62.70 -3.95 1.76 -1.54 .09 -.14 .07 
62.89 -3.90 1.74 -1.49 .05 -.10 .04 
71.97 -9.87 .08 -.33 .42 .09 -.14 
68-.97 -10.39 .32 -.41 .41 .01 -.07 
64.71 -10.50 .66 ~.34 .55 -.03 -.05 
-70.53 -14.69 -.44 .33 -.34 .46 .02 
79.01 -17.12 -1.02 .66 ':".55 .16 .12 
80.28 -17.34 -.90 .75 -.32 .03 .00 
79.90 -17.48 -.76 1.09 -.17 -.11 -.02 
78.72 --16.97 -.70 .84 ":'.19 -.07 -.02 
81.01 -17.61 ~.71 1.22 .00 -.13 -.02 
84.42 -18.45 -.68 1.57 .34 -.22 .02 

Having obtained an abstract feature matrix [R] and 

an eigenvector matrix ~], one can regenerate exactly any 

point in the data matrix ~] with the formula: 

k 
(4.22) dik =jE

1 
rijc jk 

However, random and experimental error as well as unwanted 

influences are also regenerated. Instead, the data matrix 

may be regenerated to within acceptable experimental error 

by dropping the less important, 'secondary' eigenvectors 

(Simonds, 1963; Ohta, 1973). The correct number of compo-

nents which account for meaningful variation in the data 

set must now be determined. 
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A stepwise, abstract reproduction procedure is 

utilized to deduce the correct number of factors: 

(4.23) 
? 

[RJ j [C] j = [D] j .:. [D] raw 

where [R] j and [C] j are abstract matrices based on the j 

most important features and eigenvectors, [D] j is the data 

matrix regenerated using the first j abstract factors, and 
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~] raw is the original data matrix. When the correct number 

of factors are employed (j=n) , the regenerated data matrix, 

~] n' should equal the original data matrix to within 

experimental error. 

Table 5 lists the residual standard deviation (RSD) , 

which is a measure of the deviation of the regenerated data 

matrix from the original data matrix, employing one, two, 

and more factors (Malinowski and Howery, 1980). If too few 

factors are employed in the abstract regeneration scheme, 

the data will not be reproduced with sufficient accuracy. 

A~ can be seen, a one-factor model accepts a level of real 

error in the experiment of t7.4% reflectance. A two-factor 

model assumes that reflectance measurements may be off by 

±l.l% reflectance. The root-mean-square uncertainty of this 

experiment was much closer to the error found in the four-

component model, however, radiometric measurements 

invariably contain additional sources of error due to 

instrument temperature variation (Jackson and Robinson,l984) , 
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atmospheric haze, temporal variability, and standard plates 

that are not perfectly Lambertian (Kimes and Kirchner, 1982; 

Jackson et al., 1980). As a result, a realistic level of 

error in the data set would probably match that of a three-

component model, and a two-component model may also be of 

sufficient accuracy for further analysis. 

The regenerated spectral data matrix employing the 

first two feature columns of [R] and the first two eigen

vectors of [C] is shown below: 

(4 • 24) 

17.69 
12.81 

7.40 
14.51 
13.32 
10.81 
5.08 
7.90 
7.06 
5.04 
5.10 
5.13 
4.69 
4.29 
3.86 
3.50 
3.78 
3.85 
3.79 
3.79 
3.86 
4.00 

[0] n=2 = [R1 R21 [~n = 

26.07 
18.99 
11.15 
21.88 
20.29 
16.95 

8.50 
13.04 
11. 89 

8.81 
8.89 
8.93' 
8.70 
8.08 
7.37 
7.11 
7.78 
7.92 
7.82 
7.78 
7.96 
8.27 

33.86 
24.33 
13.73 
26.90 
24.35 
18.93 

7.96 
12.71 
10.92 

7.26 
7.37 
7.42 
5.88 
5.18 
4.50 
3.33 
3.41 
3.49 
3.37 
3.44 
3.47' 
3.56 

36.42 
28.93 
21.13 
41.73 
43.03 
46.38 
34.56 
49.42 
49.90 
43.09 
43.21 
43.32 
52.13 
50.40 
47.64 
53.47 
60.21 
61.15 
60.96 
59.94 
61.75 
64.40 

45.14 
34.53 
23.12 
45.53 
45.19 
44.90 
30.26 
43.96 
43.40 
36.35 
36.49 
36.60 
42.46 
40.79 
38.35 
42.14 
47.28 
48.03 
47.82 
47.09 
48.48 
50.53 

47.10 
34.75 
21.19 
41.62 
39.40 
34.87 
19.60 
29.41 
27.72 
21.68 
21.83 
21.92 
23.21 
21.92 
20.30 
21.00 
23.29 
23.69 
23.50 
23.24 
23.87 
24.83 

40.66 
29.35 
16.80 
32.92 
30.06 
23.99 
10.82 
17.00 
14.97 
10.43 
10.56 
10.62 
9.28 
8.40 
7.48 
6.42 
6.84 
6.98 
6.83 
6.86 
6.98 
7.22 
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In comparing this regenerated data set with the raw data 

set (Table 4), there appears to be little information lost 

by deleting the last five components as 99.9% of the 

original data variance has been accounted for. This compa

rison enables one to pinpoint 'troublesome' data points, 

or points not adequately represented by the primary factors. 

Such points are associated with the smaller, deleted eigen

values and generally account for relatively "unique" 

behavior from only a few samples. 

The two abstract features are plotted in two

dimensional space with coordinate axes defined by the first 

two principal eigenvectors in Figure 9. The feature and 

eigenvector axes are abstract in that they only possess 

mathematical meaning. The next step is to select a new set 

of axes, within the'same factor space, which will transform 

the abstract solution into a real solution with physical 

meaning. Orthogonal rotations are used, preserving the 

angles between the original set of eigenvectors that emerged 

from factor analysis. 

Target Transformation 

The familiar tasseled cap found in Figure 9 allows 

for easy rotation. Rotation is accomplished through proper 

alignment of the base soil line with a newly created eigen

vector axis. If the first eigenvector axis is rotated so 
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as to lie parallel with the soil line, real feature 1 can 

be labelled 'brightness' and real feature 2, orthogonal to 

brightness and in the direction of vegetation spectral 
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~response, may be called 'greenness'. Thus, by proper trans

formation of the abstract coordinate axes, we are able to 

find new axes, which will possess physical significance. 

Furthermore, since we remain within the planar space, 

defined by the abstract axes, we do not lose any of the 

99.9% of the data variance accounted for by the original 

plane. 

For two-dimensional problems, graphical transfor

mation is easily accomplished. For higher-order dimensions, 

however, graphical techniques are unsuitable as they can 

only display two-dimensional projections. A least-squares 

method, k~own as target transformation, is particularly 

useful for locating 'real' axes in 'n' dimensions (Rummel, 

1970; Malinowski, 1980; Wiener, Malinowski and Levinstone, 

1970) . 

We focus attention on column matrix transformation 

since the tasseled cap model is based on a soil line vector. 

Target transformation is an empirical method of reference 

axis rotation. By specifying various suspected soil line 

vectors, the reference axis can be rotated so that a least

squares approximation to the suggested vector is generated. 

A quantitative measure of fit of the suggested vector to 
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the rotated vector is produced. Thus, if soil line vectors 

for various types of soils are known, one can test the 

hypothesis that particular soils are present in the data 

set. Transformation of the abstract axes is accomplished 

by carrying out the mathematical operation: 

(4.2S) ~] real = [T] [C] abs tract 

where ~] is the transformation matrix of dimension n x n, 

and [C] real is the eigenvector matrix in the new coordinate 

system. The inverse of the transformation matrix is then 

used to calculate the new feature matrix, rR] , in the 
l: real 

new coordinate system: 

(4.26) [R] real = [R] abstract [T] -1 

The transformed feature and eigenvector matrices are related 

to the raw data matrix according to: 

(4.27) [D] = [R] real [C] real 

Target transformation enables one to test various 

soil line orientations by carrying out a least-squares 

procedure that minimizes the deviation between the test 

vector and the resulting predicted vector according to: 

(4.28) 

(4. 29 ) 

T. 
~ 

= C T [c]-l 
i abstract 

C. P = T [C] 
~ i abstract 

and, 
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where ci
P is the predicted vector; Ti is the associated 

transformation vector; and CiT is the test vector. We wish 

to find the transformation vector, T., that yields a pre-1. . 

dicted vector, c i
P , most closely matching the test vector, 

c. T. 
1. 

To convert the first abstract eigenvector, we use 

the Superstition sand (dry~wet) soil line vector, obtained 

algebraically following the procedure described by Jackson 

(1983), as the test eigenvector. This test vector is not 

pure, as it possesses the same degree of experimental un-

certainty and error as the data set (Malinowski, 1981). 

Consequently, we should use most of the abstract factors 

in equations (4.28) and (4.29). We use here, a three-

component model for target testing, keeping in mind that 

our test vectors will possess more error than our derived 

abstract matrices. Our first test vector, representing 

the Superstition sand soil line is: 

C
1

T = ( .175 .228 .285 .314 .380 .502 ,584) 

post-multiplying this vector by the first three column 

vectors of [RJ 

Tl = (.825 .537 .021) 

Post-multiplying Tl by the first three column vectors 'of 

(RJ res ul ts in: 
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c
1

P = ( .165 .214 .290 .307 .386 .515 .578) 

The root-mean-square deviation of the test and predicted 

vectors is to.0097. The predicted soil line agrees fairly 

well with the test vector, as expected by experimental 

design since we are using a soil line derived from the data 

set itself. The agreement between the test and predicted 

vectors would be exact if all seven factors were used in 

forming the transforrnationvector. If we insert, instead, 

a (dry-wet) soil line of a different soil type, for exam

ple, the Whitehouse sandy clay loam, we obtain the following 

resu1 ts: 

C1
T (soil 2) = .041 .081 .168 .224 .356 .579 .672) 

T1 = ( .744.528 -.385) 

c
1

P 
(soil 2) = ( .121 .119 .167 .279 .304 .510 .703) 

T~e root-mean-square deviation for this test vector and 

predicted vector is :0.0566. The soil line that would 

normally be appropriate for the Whitehouse soil type has 

produced an unsuccessful test vector for data collected 

over plots with the Superstition soil type. 

To align the second abstract eigenvector orthogonal 

to the soil line and in the direction of maximum greenness, 

we again test various greenness vectors. Using full canopy 
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cotton spectra and Jackson's (1983) algebraic procedure, we 

compute a greenness vector orthogonal to the Supers'tition 

sand soil line: 

C2
T = -.151 -.188 -.388 .756 .374 -.080 -.272) 

c2
P = (-.151 -.193 -.383 .757 .374 -.084 -.271) 

The root-mean-square deviation is ±0.003S. 

Actually, we need not target test a greenness com

ponent since the eigenvector describing the greenness axis 

is already fixed as there is only one orthogonal direction 

to the soil line in a planar space. However, if we employ 

three or more components or if we allow for oblique rota

tions, then target transformation would be essential. In a 

three-component model, we would need a specific target test 

vector to search for a third feature, since the first two 

features have already accounted for greenness and the dry 

and wet soil line. An analysis of a third dimension is not 

considered here since this study is primarily concerned with 

the brightness-greenness plane. If we wanted to explore the 

influences or consequences of a third feature, a 'dummy' 

vector, orthogonal to the first two components within the 

abstract three-dimensional subspace could be inserted. 



The two-dimensional transformation matrix for 

brightness and greenness becomes: 

(4.30) [T] = 10.8246 
L.:-.5367 

0.53671 
0.824.§J 

Utilizing equation (4.26), the abstract" feature matrix, 

~J , is transformed into a real feature matrix, 
l! abstract 

[R] real : 

98.01 10.73 
72.83 10.48 
45.27 10.73 
88.97 21.35 
85.10 24.60 
77.35 32.08 
45.59 28.59 
67.79 39.87 
64.71 41.71 
51. 61 37.68 

(4.31) [RJ real = [R1 R2] = 51.93 37.71 
52.12 37.78 
56.73 47.79 
53.87 46.58 
50.14 44.34 
52.90 51.07 
58.90 57.76 
59.87 58.6~ 59.47 58.55 
58.73 57.47 
60.36 59.27 
62.84 61.85 

Results 

Figure 10 shows the brightness-greenness features 

plotted onto the new coordinate axes. The rotational· 

process aligned the soil line parallel with the brightness 
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feature axis, so that bare soil spectra are now uncorre1ated 
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with the greenness axis. However, the transformation 

process only rotated the feature space without translation 

of the bare soil line to zero greenness. This problem may 

be solved by using the greenness value of the bare soil line 

to shift the tasseled cap to a zero base line. Thus, the 

development of a greenness equation involves a linear com

bination of In' bands and a 'zero' adjustment, or constant, 

term. 

Of primary concern in Figure 10 is the brightness 

effect seen at vegetation densities over 40% green cover. 

Wet soil backgrounds produced lower greenness values than 

dry soils under identical amounts of vegetation cover. With 

increasing vegetation cover, the brightness effect became 

stronger in magnitude as the 'greenness lines' of constant 

vegetation did not remain parallel with the base soil line, 

but instead increased in slope. For the single, Supersti

tion soil type, however, this soil influence was relatively 

minor, especially at low «40%) vegetation covers where the 

greenness lines appeared almost parallel with the soil line. 

In general, it appears that the soil moisture condition of 

the Superstition soil type could, at worst, cause one to 

misinterpret a vegetation density level by approximately 10% 

green cover and this would mainly occur between green covers 

of 40 and 75%. Soil brightness influences on greenness were 

reduced at both lower and higher vegetation covers. 
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Factor Comparison 

The next question to consider is whether the green

ness results obtained above are reproducible with identical 

vegetation conditions but different soil backgrounds. 

Table 7 summarizes the greenness values obtained by applying 

the equivalent factor analysis and target transformation 

approach to the same cotton canopy but different soil back

grounds. Such results represent tasseled cap models 

developed over research plots at different locations and 

soil types. Several results were evident; (1) all soils 

produced a brightness effect as wet soils resulted in lower 

greenness values for equivalent amounts of vegetation; (2) 

the greenness values of bare soil lines varied greatly with 

soil type, thus requiring separate, soil-dependent adjust

ment terms to achieve 'zero', soil base lines and; (3) 

despite the large differences in greenness values for bare 

soil, the greenness values at full and nearly complete cano

py covers were more similar and less dependent on soil type. 

Such a situation presents a dilemma because one 

cannot simply translate the base of a tasseled cap model to 

zero greenness. Table 8 shows the greenness values obtained 

when the base of each tasseled cap is adjusted to zero, bare 

soil greenness. Although greenness values became more com

parable at lower vegetation covers, there were considerable 

discrepancies between the greenness values obtained over the 
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Table 7. Greenness values obtained from the decomposition 
of individual-soil data sets. 

Gre~n Soil Superstition Avondale Whitehouse C10versprings 
cover sand loam s.c.1 loam 

-(!)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

0 dry 10.73 5.50 13.03 1.48 
0 d-w 10.48 5.18 12.27 1.15 
0 wet 10.73 5.50 13.03 1.48 

20 dry 21.35 15.66 22.63 12.30 
25 dry 24.60 18.18 25.24 15.46 
40 dry 32.08 25.16 32.59 23.63 
40 wet 28.59 22.55 30.42 22.45 
55 dry 39.87 33.27 39.37 32.94 
60 dry 41.71 34.28 40.29 33.72 
60 wet 37.68 32.10 39.28 31. 34 
60 wet 37.71 32.77 39.36 31. 73 
60 wet 37.78 32.11 37.91 30.76 
75 dry 47.79 41.86 47.52 43.13 
75 d-w 46.58 40.61 46.13 42.81 
75 wet 44.34 39.56 45.97 42.75 
90 dry 51.07 45.64 51.08 48.88 
92 dry 57.76 53.40 60.15 57.96 
95 dry 58.64 54.23 61.26 59.80 
96 dry 58.55 59.89· 
96 wet 57.47 59.42 
98 dry 59.27 60.59 

100 dry 61. 85 63.90 
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Table 8. Adjusted greenness to a zero base soil line, for 
individual-soil data sets. 

Green Soil Superstition Avondale Whitehouse C10verspring 
cover sand loam s.c.1 loam 
- (.1) ____________________________ 

0 dry 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0 d-w -.25 -.33 -1.03 -.32 
0 wet 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

20 dry 10.62 10.16 9.32 10.82 
25 dry 13.87 12.68 11.94 13.98 
40 dry 21. 35 19.66 19.29 22.15 
40 wet 17.86 17.05 17.12 20.97 
55 dry 29.13 27.77 26.07 31.47 
60 dry 30.98 28.78 26.98 32.24 
60 wet 26.94 26.60 25.98 29.87 
60 wet 26.98 27.27 26.06 30.25 
60 wet 27.04 26.61 24.61 29.29 
75 dry 37.06 36.36 34.22 41. 65 
75 d-w 35.85 35.11 32.83 41. 33 
75 wet 33.61 34.06 32.66 41.27 
90 dry 40.33 40.14 37.78 47.41 
92 dry 47.03 47.90 46.84 56.48 
95 dry 47.91 48.73 47.96 58.32 
96 dry 47.81 58.42 
96 wet 46.74 - 57.95 
98 dry 48.53 - 59.11 

100 dry 51.12 - 62.43 
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Cloversprings loam and Superstition sand for identical 

vegetation conditions, and this problem intensified at high

er vegetation densities. In short, the range in greenness 

values or 'dynamic range' varied with soil type. Figure 11 

compares the two derived tasseled caps for the Cloversprings 

loam and Superstition sand in their individual soil bright

ness-greenness planes. 

These results s~ggest that greenness indices have 

to be scaled for each soil type, normalizing the soil

dependent dynamic range of greenness. In Table 9, the soil

specific greenness measures are scaled from zero to one, 

forcing the bare soil and full canopy greenness readings to 

be the same for all soil types. This scaling procedure 

resulted in a linear correlation between percent green cover 

and scaled greenness. At 20% green cover, the scaled green

ness values ranged from 0.17 to 0.27. At 40% green cover, 

which included eight soil backgrounds (dry and wet), scaled 

greenness varied from 0.30 to 0.42. At 60% green cover 

(0.46 to 0.60) and at 75% green cover (0.61 to 0.72). The 

linear relationship between scaled greenness and green cover 

was weak at 90% cover (0.70 to 0.79). In general, deviation 

in scaled greenness was around 0.10, which was approximately 

equivalent to a 10% green cover. Maximum variation in 

greenness occurred at 60% green cover, resulting in a 14% 
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Table 9. Scaled greenness to zero base line and unit full 
green cover, for individual-soil data sets. 
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Green Soil Superstition Avondale Whitehouse Cloversprings 
cover sand loam s.c.l loam 

-(!) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

o 
o 
o 

20 
25 
40 
40 
55 
60 
60 
60 
60 
75 
75 
75 
90 
92 
95 
96 
96 
98 

100 

dry 
d-w 
wet 
dry 
dry 
dry 
wet 
dry 
dry 
wet 
wet 
wet 
dry 
d-w 
wet 
dry 
dry 
dry 
dry 
wet 
dry 
dry 

0.000 
-.005 
0.000 

.208 

.271 

.418 

.349 

.570 

.606 

.527 

.528 

.529 

.725 

.701 

.657 

.789 

.920 

.937 

.935 

.914 

.950 
1. 000 

0.000 
-.006 
0.000 

.177 

.221 

.343 

.297 

.484 

.502 

.464 

.475 

.464 

.634 

.612 

.594 

.700 

.835 

.849 

0.000 
-.015 
0.000 

.193 

.245 

.392 

.349 

.528 

.547 

.527 

.528 

.499 

.692 

.664 

.661 

.763 

.945 

.968 

0.000 
-.005 
0.000 

.173' 

.224 

.355 

.336 

.504 

.517 

.478 

.485 

.469 

.667 

.662 

.661 

.759 

.905 

.934 

.936 

.928 

.947 
1. 000 
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green cover range. The scaling procedure did not remove 

a soil brightness influence which lowered greenness values 

over wet soil backgrounds. 

Global Factor Model 

Table 10 shows the greenness values obtained when 

all soils (soil type and moisture condition) and vegetation 

densities were factor analyzed from one, overall data set. 

We ignore soil type differences and derive one global green

ness index. The mean soil line was used to rotate the 

abstract eigenvector axis. 

The greenness values of bare soils were no longer 

uniform and varied from -5.5 to 5.1, a greenness range of 

10.6 units from an overall dynamic greenness range of 57.9 

units for vegetation. Thus, 18% of the total greenness 

range was occupied by bare soil spectra alone without the 

presence of vegetation. 

In Figure 12, the dry to wet reflectance behavior 

of specific soil types is plotted in the global brightness

greenness plane at various levels of vegetation cover. 

Individual bare soil lines were not parallel with each other 

or with the overall, mean soil line, but instead, were 

oriented such that spectra from wet soil backgrounds pro

duced higher greenness values than dry soil backgrounds. 

With increasing amounts of vegetation, the four lines repre

senting different soil types but constant vegetation amounts 
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Table 10. Greenness values obtained from the decomposition 
of all soils as a single, global data set. 

Green Soil Superstition Avondale Whitehouse Cloversprings 
cover sand loam s.c.l loam 

-(!) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 dry -5.52 -.40 3.14 -1. 40 
0 d-w -1. 67 1.22 4.20 -.44 
0 wet "1.80 2.12 5.12 .20 

20 dry 7.34 9.37 11.84 7.10 
25 dry 11.31 12.08 14.44 9.83 
40 dry 20.19 19.34 21.55 16.83 
40 wet 20.74 18.64 21.06 16.79 
55 dry 29.65 27.91 28.44 24.79 
60 dry 31.99 29.01 29.58 25.90 
60 wet 29.66 27.69 29.25 24.47 
60 wet 29.69 28.23 29.33 24.79 
60 wet 29.72 27.74 28.45 24.04 
75 dry 39.25 36.79 36.88 34.04 
75 d-w 38.47 35.74 35.75 33.83 
75 wet 36.73 34.88 35.72 33.91 
90 dry 43.28 40.95 40.62 39.30 
92 dry 49.17 48.03 48.01 46.83 
95 dry 49.86 48.66 48.84 48.16 
96 dry 49.74 48.08 
96 wet 48.79 47.81 
98 dry 50.28 48.57 

100 dry 52.42 - 51.16 
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Figure 12. Dry to wet spectral behavior of specific 
soil types plotted in the global 
brightness-greenness plane. Square symbols 
represent Superstition sand; diamonds, 
Avondale loam; triangles, Nhitehouse-B; and 
circles, Cloversprings loam. D~l and wet 
soils are represented by open and solid 
symbols, respectively. 
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gradually converged and became linear in overall behavior. 

However, the convergence to a single line, such as at 75% 

green cover, did not produce a greenness line parallel with 

the mean soil line. Instead, greenness lines were signifi

cantly sloped and the range of greenness values for constant 

vegetation amounts were high. Thus, at 40% green cover, 

greenness varied from 16.8 to 20.7 and at 60% cover, the 

greenness range doubled in magnitude from 24.0 to 32.0. At 

75% green cover, the range of values was still high (33.8 to 

39.2), while the greenness variation at 90% cover (39.3 to 

43.3) was equivalent to that from a 40% green cover. 

The greenness variation or soil background influence 

at low «60%) green covers were primarily a result of unique 

soil spectral effects caused by different soil spectral 

reflectance curves. With increasing vegetation densities, 

such effects gradually diminished as the separate, soil

dependent greenness lines converged to global greenness 

lines. However, the second soil influence, soil brightness, 

then became prominent as the greenness lines became sloped, 

causing higher greenness values over brighter, or drier, 

soils than over darker, or wetter, soils for identical 

amounts of vegetation. 

Although this study was primarily concerned with the 

soil brightness-greenness plane, the decomposition of the 

global data matrix produced a four-dimensional factor space 
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based on the error criteria developed earlier. The two

component global model used here accepted a level of 

experimental error qf ±1.69% reflectance, much higher than 

the analogous error from the individual-soil data matrices. 

Thus, when more than one soil type is included in a data 

set, soil brightness and wetness become separate features 

as was suggested by Crist and Cicone (1984). 

Discussion 

The hypothesis behind the tasseled cap model is that 

vegetation spectral response is maximally enhanced if soil 

background variables are held constant. The first factor 

or factors are computed and rotated to maximally involve the 

background variables. A subsequent factor, uncorrelated 

with the first factors, are then computed to encompass 

vegetation signals, holding the other variables constant. 

The R-mode version of factor analysis compressed 

seven-band spectral data into two principal components which 

accounted for over 99.9% of the original, individual-s~il, 

data variance. The resulting two-factor model, when plot

ted onto feature space, produced an abstract version of the 

familiar tasseled cap model. The tasseled cap then had to 

be rotated in order to convert the abstract eigenvector axes 

into the physically significant brightness and greenness 

axes. 
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Proper rotation was fairly easy to accomplish 

because the triangular-shaped tasseled cap possesses dis

tinct, ground-related apices. The two apices delineating 

the base of the tasseled cap are defined by extreme dry and 

wet, or extreme dark and bright, soil spectra. The third 

apex represents spectra from nearly-full green canopy 

covers. Thus, all three boundary points defining the 

tasseled cap involve pure spectral targets. This allows 

us to test and search for the tasseled cap boundaries using 

the target transformation technique of factor analysis. In 

this 'study, rotation was accomplished by matching the soil

defined base of the tasseled cap with user-supplied soil 

line vectors. 

Having accomplished proper rotation, the empirical 

domain of the tasseled cap was explored to determine if the 

decomposed brightness and greenness features adequately 

accounted for the spectral behavior of soil-plant mixtures. 

As reported in this study and also shown in the previous 

chapter, the tasseled cap model does not completely separate 

soil spectral response from vegetation spectra (Huete, 

Jackson and Post, 1984). The greenness feature is depen

dent, not only on vegetation density, but on soil background 

spectral properties. 

Soil brightness, or moisture, influences caused 

greenness lines of constant vegetation amounts to become 
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sloped and therefore not remain parallel with the base 

soil line. Within individual, soil-specific tasseled caps, 

increasing soil moisture content resulted in lower greenness 

values for constant vegetation amounts. Such influences 

were most serious at vegetation densities of around 60% 

green cover. However, at green covers below 40%, as well 

as above 90%, soil influences on greenness were minimal in 

the tasseled caps derived from individual soil types. 

There were, however, several major problems with the 

use of soil-specific tasseled cap. models. First of all, 

individual soil lines varied in location and slope in 

feature space, thus requiring separate adjustment terms to 

shift the base of a tasseled cap to zero greenness. Second

ly, the dynamic range of greenness from bare soil to full 

green cover also varied for each soil type, necessitating 

the development of soil-specific greenness scales. The 

dynamic range of greenness found in this study, for identi

cal vegetation conditions, varied from 51 units to 62 units, 

depending on soil background. The extra steps involved in 

developing separate greenness indices were essential in 

order for greenness results to remain comparable across 

experiments, however, these steps did not remove the soil 

brightness influences mentioned above. 

If a global tasseled cap is utilized, the problems 

reported in the previous chapter as well as in other studies 
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remain (Huete, Post and Jackson, 1984; Ezra, Tinney and 

Jackson, 1984). The four soil types used here, resulted in 

bare soil spectra that encompassed a greenness range equiva

lent to 18% of the total dynamic range of greenness. Such 

noise or deviation of soil spectra at the base of the global 

tasseled cap prohibits reliable discrimination of vegetation 

at low densities. Furthermore, the greenness lines within 

the domain of the global tasseled cap were also not parallel 

with the base soil line, creating the additional soil 

brightness effect. 

The target transformation procedure in R-mode factor 

analysis has several important uses for remote sensing 

studies. Site-specific soil lines can be searched for and 

tested without previous knowledge of regional soil types, 

enabling the best soil line to be found for particular data 

sets. This capability allows for the development of site

intensive tasseled cap models with minimal, if any, ground

collected data. The ability to regenerate data sets with 

the newly created tasseled cap models, allows one to pin

point the troublesome points that were not adequately 

reproduced. These outlying data points may indicate, for 

example, the presence of separate soil types not accounted 

for in the model. Although not tested here, such an ap

proach may also work for crop species types. 
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The major benefit of factor analysis, as used in 

this study, is that models may be constructed that are not 

data- or .scene-dependent, but based upon physical, ground

related targets. Although the abstract factor solution is 

data dependent, we don't want the physically derived eigen

vectors to be sensitive to data cloud density and shape. 

We would like the results to be invariant and comparable 

across experiments. All that are needed for the development 

of scientific factor models are; (1) we work with un

processed raw data matrices, creating covariance about the 

origin matrices that preserve the origin of the experimental 

measurements; (2) we repo'rt and specify the target test 

vectors used to transform abstract, statistical models, 

into real solutions. 

These two conditions enable analysts in different 

locations to replicate factor models over different data 

sets. Thus, even the positive greenness values of indivi

dually derived soil lines are reproducible and comparable 

from soil to soil. This would not be the case if each data 

set had first been shifted to their data-dependent zero 

means. Such invariance would be valuable in categorizing 

soils, and their spectral influences on vegetation, into 

user classes. 
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Conclusions 

The brightness and greenness components, produced 

by the decomposition of plant canopy data matrices in R

mode, could not fully differentiate between spectral changes 

associated with vegetation from those due to changes in soil 

background. The two forms of background influences, soil 

spectral and soil brightness, were found to hamper vegeta

tion discrimination at all stages of canopy development. 

Soil brightness effects were found in all the derived 

brightness-greenness planes, regardless of whether bright

ness changes were associated with soil type differences or 

soil moisture conditions. Soil spectral effects prohibited 

the discrimination of low vegetation levels in the global 

factor model. However, soil spectral influences are also 

responsible for the non-uniform, individual-soil tasseled 

cap models. Nevertheless, R-mode factor analysis is useful 

in vegetation studies in that soil-specific or site

intensive tasseled cap models may be developed through 

target testing and transformation. Soil brightness and 

spectral effects are minimal in such intensive models and 

thus, vegetation analysis would be improved. 



CHAPTER 5 

DECOMPOSITION OF CANOPY SPECTRA 
INTO NON-INTERACTIVE 
REFLECTING COMPONENTS 

In this chapter we focus attention on variation in 

values on a single spectral waveband as one moves from 

sample to sample. Each spectral waveband is considered a 

vector whose elements are the values for each sample. Each 

sample is therefore a coordinate axis onto which the wave-

band vectors are plotted. The entire set of wavebands form 

the vector space and the resulting data cloud. The Q-mode 

factor approach is analogous to the previous, R-mode, exeept 

that the data matrix is transposed and the data values are 

plotted, not in In' band coordinate space, but are plotted 

in In' sample coordinate space, where In' is equal to the 

number of sample readings or pixels in the data matrix. 

Introduction 

Spectral response data frequently involve, within 

the field of view of the remote sensing instrument, the 

simultaneous measurement of two or more reflecting compo-

nents (soil, vegetation, shadow, atmosphere, etc.) in the 

presence of each other. The principal reflecting components 

of a vegetated canopy will often include sunlit leaves, 
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shaded leaves, shaded soil, and sunlit soil (Jackson et al., 

1979; Daughtry et al., 1982). Each of these components 

possess different reflectance properties, which may vary 

with sun angle or canopy development stage. Furthermore, 

the relative spatial proportions of these components also 

vary with sun angle as well as stage of canopy growth. As 

a result, changes in overall canopy reflectance are general

ly caused by simultaneous fractional changes of all the 

various reflecting components (Colwell, 1974). For example, 

an increase in green cover may be accompanied by increases 

in percent shaded soil. 

In Q-mode factor analysis, the multicomponent canopy 

system is treated as a linear sum of product functions. 

Each product function involves the spectral signature of a 

component multiplied by its' relative concentration in the 

canopy mixture. This approach is similar to the composite 

scene reflectance model developed by Jackson et ale (1979). 

In short, we assume additive mixing of reflecting components 

with minimal interaction among the components. 

This is analogous to Beer's law for multicomponent 

absorbing mixtures and allows for the determination of the 

number of absorbing components in a solution as well as the 

spectral signatures for each component (Kankare, 1970; Ohta, 

1973; Reeves, 1966; Simonds, 1963). In accordance with 
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Beer's law, however, such models become weak when absorbing 

components are present in high concentration and interfere 

with the absorptance behavior of other components in the 

mixture. 

The objectives of Q-mode factor analysis in this 

study will be to (1) determine the number of reflecting 

components in sample canopy mixtures; (2) ascertain the 

relative amount of each component in the mixtures and; (3) 

develop and identify the reflectance spectrum of each com

ponent. The purpose of this study is to determine if such 

a model can explain the manner in which vegetative canopy 

reflectance is modified by soil background. 

Methodology and Calculations 

To illustrate how Q-mode factor analysis can be 

applied to multispectral studies, we first analyze a simple 

matrix, [~ , involving measured reflectances obtained over a 

plant canopy at three stages of green cover, with a uniform, 

dry Superstition sand background. The row designees are the 

wavebands used to characterize the sample targets and the 

column designees represent constant-site targets at various 

temporal stages of vegetation development. Our vegetation 

gradient, although temporal in nature, could also simulate 

spatially-varying vegetation conditions. The data matrix 

is: 
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1 14.13 10.31 4.72 
'0 2 20.92 16.51 9.07 
s::: 3 25.65 17.88 5.65 m 

(5.1) [0] = ..0 4 41.78 45.75 51.98 
Q) 
:> 5 45.32 45.49 42.70 
m 6 42.03 35.52 22.99 ~ 

7 34.46 24.51 9.33 

(20%) (40%) (75%) 
Green Cover 

Composite reflectance, for a multicomponent system, 

is represented as a linear sum of product functions: 

(5.2) 

where the sum is taken over all reflecting components, n, in 

the system; dik is the measured reflectance for sample k in 

waveband ii r .. is the pure reflectance of component j in 
~J 

waveband ii and Cjk is the eigenvector loading, or concen

tration, of component j in sample k. In matrix notation, 

equation (5.2) is represented as: 

(5.3) [D) = [PJ [C] 

where [~ is the data matrix; [~ is the row, or reflectance 

matrixi and [C] is the eigenvector or concentration matrix. 

The first step is the construction of a covariance 

about the origin matrix: 

(5.4) [z] 0 = [0] T [0] = a048.7l 
7260.25 
5796.03 

6723.38 
5665.22 



k 
The total variance in this matrix is ~ zii = 20,049.61. 

i=l 

The next step is the extraction of the eigenvectors and 

eigenvalues characterizing the data space. An iterative 

procedure which extracts the principal components consecu-
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tively so as to minimize the residual error in each step is 

utilized: 

(5.5) = /..1 Cl 

where Cl is the first principal eigenvector and ~l is the 

corresponding first eigenvalue. We proceed with the decom-

position as described in Chapter 4. The resulting 

eigenvalues and error analyses are shown below: 

------ -------- ---------
Component Eigenvalue Variance Cumulative RSD 

n ?- (%) variance(%) 

1 19,342.61 96.475 96.475 7.105 
2 705.90 3.521 99.996 .348 
3 0.85 .004 100.000 

- - -- ------ ------ - --

The cumulative variance of the first two components 

accounts for nearly the entire.variance of the original 

data matrix. The residual standard deviation (RSD) is a 

measure of the level of experimental error and uncertainty 

that we accept through deletion of secondary eigenvectors. 

Thus, a two-factor model accepts a level of error of ±0.348% 



reflectance, which is greater than, but comparable to the 

root-mean-square deviation encountered in the replicate 

measurements. We conclude that the data matrix is two-

dimensional with only two reflecting components present in 

the three mixtures. 

The resulting abstract eigenvector matrix is: 

(5.6) ~~bstract = ICC~2~ = ro.635l 0.5895 0.499~ 
~"'U L:.5908 -.0455 0.805~ 

The abstract row matrix is obtained in accordance with 

equation (5.3): 

(5.7) 

(5.8) [R] = 

[RI - [D] [c] T 
:-'abs tract -

~l R~,= 

17.41 
27.55 
29.65 
79.45 
76.91 
59.11 
40.99 

or, 

-5.02 
-5.81 

-11.42 
15.10 
5.55 

-7.93 
-13.96 

Mul tiplying, vectorially, the rows of [R] by the columns 

of [C] regenerates the data matrix. If all three eigen-

vectors are used, the raw data matrix is regenerated 

exactly, including experimental and random error. To 

verify that the two component model adequately reproduces 

the data matrix, within experimental uncertainty, we rege-

nerate the data matrix with the equation: 
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14.02 10.49 4.65 
20.92 16.50 9.07 

~1 ~fl 
25.58 18.00 5.60 

(5.9) ~ = ~ = 41.54 46.15 51.82 
n=2 45.57 45.09 42.86 

42.22 35.20 23.12 
34.28 24.80 9.22 

The regenerated data matrix agrees very closely with the 

raw data matrix and represents a filtered, cleaner data set, 

devoid of much experimental error. 

Principal component analysis has defined the mini-

mum dimensionality of the data set, but the unique 

orientation of the eigenvectors is based upon mathematical, 

not physical characteristics. The abstract eigenvectors 

may be linear combinations of important, physical properties 

rather than the separate important properties themselves. 

We now attempt to transform the abstract eigenvectors into 

vectors that possess physical meaning. Target transforma-

tion is utilized to rotate the abstract eigenvectors. In 

this study, however, we remove the restriction involving 

orthogonal rotations and allow for oblique rotations, the 

general case of which orthogonal rotations are a subset. 

Oblique rotations are important in the physical sciences 

because most influences in nature tend to be somewhat 

correlated (Malinowski and Howery, 1980; Cattell, 1972). 

In contrast to the tasseled cap model, we transform 

the abstract row matrix, [~ ,by specifying the spectral 
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signatures of suspected components. If we suspect the 

presence of vegetation in the measured plots, we provide 

the reflectance spectrum for a particular vegetation type 

and the reference axes are rotated so that a least-squares 

approximation to the suggested spectrum is generated. 

Similarly, one can test various soil backgrounds by supply-

ing the spectral reflectance curves of the suspected soil 

types. The model testing capability of target factor analy

sis allows one to develop the best possible solution that 

will explain the measured data matrix in accordance with 

the initial, additive reflectance model. 

Transformation of the abstract eigenvector axes is 

acc~mplished by carrying out the following mathematical 

operation: 

(5.10) [~real = [R] abs tract [TJ 

where ~J is the transformation matrix. 

is postmultipliea by the appropriate [~ 

When [R] b t t a s rac 

, a physically 

significant row factor matrix, [~ l' emerges. Conse-
rea 

quently, if [C]abstract is premultiplied by the inverse 

of the same transformation matrix, the associated real 

eigenvector matrix, [C] l' emerges: rea 

(5.11) [C] real = (T] -1 [C] abstract 



and the data matrix is expressed as: 

( 5. 12) [0] = [R] real [C] real 

The procedure for obtaining the appropriate [T] is 

called target testing. Using a method of least squares, 

Malinowski'and Howery (1980), showed how a transformation 
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column vector for each suspected target test can be obtained 

by carrYing out the calculation: 

(5.13) = [)Jl [RJ T Rl 
abstract 

where Tl is the least-squares column vector transformer; 

~-l is the diagonal matrix containing the reciprocals of 

the eigenvalues and; Rl is the target test, column vector, 

composed of numerical reflectance values of the suspected 

component. 

The data matrix used here consists of different 

mixtures of cotton with Superstition sand background. The 

abstract solution may be transformed into a real solution 

by specifying the spectral reflectance curves of the bare 

soil type and full-canopy cotton, the two major suspected 

components. The bare soil target test vector for dry Super-

stition sand is shown below: 

(5.14) R~oil = (18.04 25.64 33.69 37.79 43.64 46.20 42.40) 
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Carrying out the computations involved in equation (5.13) 

results in: 

(5.15) T , 1 = ,0. 66421 
so~ L:l.089~ 

To determine if the test soil vector is a real vector, 

present in the data space, we compute the predicted vector, 

RP 
soil 

(5.16) RP = soil [RJ abstract T 'I so~ 
= 

17.03 
24.62 
32.14 
36.31 
45.04 
47.90 
42.44 

which agrees fairly well with the target test vector. 

Correspondingly, the full cotton canopy test vector is: 

(5.17) R/ =(4.14 8.03 3.84 65.38 49.39 24.43 7.94) 
cotton 

and the transformation column vector becomes: 

( 5. 18) T - [)..r 1 (RJ T R = 
cotton - abstract cotton 10.57751 

l2-.l98!J 

The predicted vector for cotton then becomes: 

(5.19) R~ =(4.04 8.95 3.44 63.98 51.06 24.63 6.95) 
cotton 
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Again this agrees closely with the test vector, as expected, 

since both test vectors were taken from the same, but 

larger, data set. Table 11 summarizes the results of the 

target test procedure for obtaining a real solution using 

the two known components. In Table 12 are presented the 

results of three unsuccessful test vectors; full canopy 

wheat, wet Superstition sand, and Whitehouse sandy clay loam 

soil. The predicted values for wheat in bands 2, 3, 4, and 

5 were in poor agreement with the test values. For the wet 

Superstition sand, agreement was particularly bad in bands 

2, 3, and 7. The Whitehouse soil was unsuccessful due to 

very poor agreement in bands 1 and 2. The root-mean-square 

deviation between the test and predicted vectors are aiso 

shown for comparison purposes. 

Having accepted the dry Superstition sand and cotton 

as appropriate real components in the data set, we utilize 

the resulting transformation matrix, [TJ, to convert the 

abstract eigenvector matrix into a real, concentration 

matrix, [c] real : 

(5.20) [C]re 1 = [T]-l[c] b t t=Io.7734 0.5140 0.09321 
a a s rac ~.2l03 0.4296 0.84l~ 

The data matrix, [DJ, presented in (5.9) is regene-

rated exactly through equation (5.12). Each reflectance 

value in the data matrix is equal to the sum of .the products 

of two components, namely the reflectance of bare soil 
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Table 11. Successful test vectors in target transformation 
of Superstition sand and cotton spectral mixtures 
using a two component model. 

Waveband D~ SUEerstition Sand Full Cotton CanoEY 
(MMR) 

Test Predicted Test Predicted 

1 18.04 17.03 4.14 4.04 
2 25.64 24.62 8.03 8.95 
3 33.69 32.14 3.84 3.44 
4 37.79 36.3l 65.38 63.98 
5 43.64 45.Q4 49.39 51.06 
6 46.20 47.90 24.43 24.63 
7 42.40 42.44 7.94 6.95 

RMS* 1.385 1.063 

* Root-mean-square deviation 



Table 12. Unsuccessful test vectors in target 
transformation of two-component Superstition 
sand and cotton spectral mixtures. 
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Waveband Wheatl~anopy Superstition Sand Whitehouse scl 
(MMR) ___ (fu!.lL _____ iw~tL ______ (dryJ __ _ 

Test Predicted Test Predicted Test Predicted 

1 2.94 2.47 8.80 7.04 4.02 8.94 
2 4.70 6.05 13.6l 10.53 7.84 13.14 
3 2.69 1.31 18.65 12.82 15.77 16.58 
4 52.94 49.49 2l.24 21. 23 20.60 22.88 
5 34.68 38.78 .23.59 23.15 28.75 26.43 
6 16.78 17.53 19.71 21.30 29.72 26.06 
7 5.44 3.65 11.61 17.20 23.06 22.06 

RMS* 2.464 3.664 3.595 

* Root-mean-square deviation 

1var • Siete Cerros 
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times the relative concentration plus the reflectance of 

'spatially' pure cotton times its' concentration in the 

mixture. The real row matrix, [~real ~ supplies the pure 

spectral signatures of each component and the real eigen-

vector matrix, [c] , contains the relative amounts or real 

concentrations of each component in the mixtures. Thus, the 

NIR (band 4) reflectance value for a 20% green cover over-

lying a dry Superstition sand is equal to: 

(5.21) + 

= 36.31(0.7734) + 63.98(0.2103) 

= 28.08 + 13.45 

d
4l 

= 41.53, where the raw value was 41.78. 

The small difference between the two values is due to the 

third component which may be considered an unimportant in-

fluence or an error term. 

The eigenvector elements of the second eigenvector 

appear to correlate well with percent green cover estimates, 

especially at the two lower vegetation densities. The 

eigenvector elements of soil and vegetation for each mixture 

do not add up to 1.00 and decrease with increasing vegeta-

tion. These loadings represent proportional amounts of a 

signal pattern relative to the pure signal. Thus, the soil 
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loading at 40% green cover was only 0.51, instead of 0.60, 

possibly low as a result of soil shadowing which would 

decrease the soil signal relative to the pure signal. 

Multiplying the vegetation loadings by pure vegeta

tion reflectances ( r i2c 2k ) produces the spectral 

reflectance contribution of the vegetation component toward 

canopy reflectance. Similarly, multiplying the soil load

ings by the pure soil reflectances generates the soil 

spectral contribution toward composite reflectance. Table 

13 demonstrates the resulting decomposition of canopy 

reflectances into soil and vegetation spectral components. 

Figure 13 shows the resulting spectral components of canopy 

reflectances plotted as spectral reflectance curves. The 

addition of a soil and a vegetation spectral curve for a 

certain mixture regenerates the original canopy spectral 

curve. 

We now extend the previous analysis to include all 

reflectance measurements made with the Superstition sand 

background, wet and dry, and at all vegetation density 

levels. The data set is identical with that presented in 

Chapter 4 (Table 4), but now we look at variation in values 

in each spectral waveband instead of spectral variations in 

each sample. In other words, we factor analyze the trans

pose of the data matrix in Table 4. However, the covariance 

matrix of the transposed data matrix is much larger 
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Table 13. Decomposition of canopy reflectance into soil 
and vegetation spectral components for the 
Superstition sand data set. Values are percent 
reflectance. 

Waveband Percent Green Canopy Cover 
(MMR) 20% 40% 75% -------------------------

cotton Soil Cotton Soil Cotton Soil 

1 0.85 13.17 1 •. 74 8.75 3.40 1.59 
2 1.88 19.04 3.84 12.66 7.53 2.30 
3 0.72 24.86 1.48 16.52 2.89 3.00 
4 13.46 28.08 27.48 18.66 53.84 3.39 
5 10.74 34.83 21.93 23.15 42.96 4.20 
6 5.18 ·37.05 10.58 24.62 20.73 4.47 
7 1.46 32.82 2.99 21.82 5.85 3.96 
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(22 x 22) and would become unmanageable with larger data 

sets. Fortunately, the initial decomposition of unprocessed 

data sets yield the same eigenvalues and abstract solution, 

regardless of data transposition (Rozett and Petersen, 

1975). The main difference between the abstract solutions 

obtained in Q- vs R-mode factor analysis is that the role of 

the row and column matrices are reversed after the eigen-

values are extracted. This enables us to factor analyze 

the smaller (7 x 7) covariance matrix. 

As developed earlier, decomposition of the 7-band by 

7-band covariance matrix, resulted in the following princi-

pal eigenvalues and eigenvectors: 

Factor Eigenvalue 
n (variance,%) 

1 94.18 
2 5.71 
3 0.09 

c ..... 
Abstract Eigenvectors 

(.095 .159 .148 .659 .575 .370 .220) 
(.218 .282 .484 -.473 -.106 .347 .533) 
(.169 .386 .515 -.098 ".178 -.133 -.706) 

The first three components of the abstract row matrix were 

derived in Chapter 4 in equation (4.21) and are represented 

as; [RJ abstract = ~l R2 R~ 
The abstract row and column matrices that would be 

obtained if we had started with the larger 22-samp1e by 22-

sample covariance matrix is now computed. We normalize the 

column vectors of (R] and un-normalize the unit eigenvectors 

of ~J. The new abstract row matrix, [R]new ' is obtained 
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by multiplying the transpose of the old column matrix, 

[c]old' by the square root of the diagonal eigenvalue matrix 

(5.22) [RJ new = [C] ~ld [?-.r
1

/
2 

The new eigenvector or column matrix, [C] ,is calculated 
new 

by normalizing each column vector of the old row matrix, 

[RJ old' and then transposing the resulting matrix. The 

converted three-component model becomes: 

32.69 18.44 1.76 
54.90 23.89 4.02 

~1 Rij 
50.91 40.99 5.37 

(5.23) (R] new = R2 = 226.92 -40.11 -1. 02 
197.99 -8.98 

l.ID 127.32 29.39 -1. 39 
69.49 45.13 -7.36 

.2513 .5139 -.1636 

.1906 .3568 .0899 

.1249 .1:798 .7338 

.2459 .3509 -.2169 

.2416 .2940 -.1764 

.2345 .1705 -.1035 

.1530 .0041 .4561 

.2235 .0324 -.0452 

.2189 -.0055 -.0163 

[C] ~ew ~l clJ .1814 -.0482 .1693 
(5.24) = C2 = .1822 -.0466 .1688 

.1828 -.0460 .1671 

.2092 -.1164 .0079 

.2004 -.1226 .0311 

.1881 -.1239 .0628 

.2050 -.1734 -.0418 

.2296 -.2020 -.0975 

.2333 -.2046 -.0861 

.2322 -.2062 -.0729 

.2288 -.2002 -.0674 

.2354 -.2078 -.0677 

.2453 -.2178 -.0651 
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The transformed solution is still an abstract one. 

We now employ target testing to rotate this abstract solu-

tion into a real one. We start by target testing the 

reflectance spectra of bare, dry Superstition soil, full 

canopy cotton, and bare, wet Superstition soil; the three 

known reflecting components in the data set. Tables 14 and 

15 summarize the results of the successful and some unsuc-

cessful target test vectors. The first three test vectors 

were successfully predicted, meaning that each of the com-

ponents tested were present in the data set. This, however, 

does not guarantee that we have accounted for a three-

dimensional data structure since the two .soil-test vectors 

may be explaining the same variance or occupy the same 

subspace. We first test a two~component model using dry 

soil and cotton test vectors. A third, wet soil component 

will then be included to determine if new information or 

model improvement occurs. 

The test transformation matrix for the two-component 

model, using dry Superstition sand and full canopy cotton 

is: 

(5.25 ) [TJ = ro. 2513 
~.53l9 

0.24531 
-. 2l7~ 

and the resulting real eigenvector matrix becomes: 

(5.26) [C] real = [T] -:-1 [C] abstract or, 



Table 14. 

Waveband 
(MMR) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

RMS* 

* 

Successful test vectors in the three-component 
Superstition sand~cotton data set. 
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Superstition Cotton Canopy Superstition 
__ sand_(dry) ____ Ifu11) _____ ~and_(~et)_ 

Test Predicted Test Predicted Test Predicted 

18.04 17.40 4.14 3.89 8.80 8.69 
25.64 25.41 8.03 8.00 13.61 14.10 
33.69 32.98 3.84 3.21 18.65 17.67 
37.79 36.59 65.38 64.47 21.24 20.38 
43.64 44.84 49.39 50.41 23.59 24.48 
46.20 47.33 24.43 24.92 19.71 20.17 
42.40 41.86 7.94 7.70 . 11.61 11.40 

0.377 0.660 0.345 

Root-mean-square deviation 



Table 15. 

Waveband 
(MMR) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

* RMS 

* 
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Unsuccessful test vectors in the three-component 
Superstition sand-cotton data set. 

Whitehouse s.c.1. Whitehouse s.c.1. 
_____ l dnrl. ________ J..w~tl. ____ _ 

Test Predicted Test Predicted 

4.06 8.30 3.30 6.04 
7.84 11.68 6.32 9.46 

15.77 14.56 12.63 11.44 
20.60 23.62 16.41 18.41 
28.75 25.51 22.10 19.83 
29.72 26.23 18.90 16.70 
23.06 24.71 10.50 11.56 

3.384 2.377 

Root-mean-square deviation 
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%Cover Soil 

1.000 .000 a dry 
.714 .046 0 drying 
.394 .105 0 wet 
.772 .211 20 dry 
.690 .278 25 dry 
.514 .430 40 dry 
.190 .429 40 wet 
.313 .590 55 dry 
.256 .630 60 dry 
.153 .583 60 wet 
.156 .583 60 wet 

(5. 27) (C] T = .158 .583 60 wet 
real .094 .756 75 dry 

.075 .740 75 drying 

.058 .707 75 wet 

.012 .824 90 dry 

.002 .933 92 dry 

.003 .948 95 dry 

.000 .947 97 dry 

.004 .928 97 wet 

.002 .958 98 dry 

.000 1.000 100 dry 

Dry Cotton 
Soil 

When the Superstition wet soil component is added to the 

model, we compute the three-component transformation matrix: 

(5.28) [T] = a·2513 
0.5139 
-.1636 

0.2453 
-.2178 
-.0651 

and the real eigenvector matrix becomes: 

(5 . 29 ) [C]T - Ic 
real - L 1 Cil or, 

o .124~ 
0.1798 
0.7338 
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%Cover Soil 

1. 000 .000 .000 0 dry 
.611 .018 .260 0 drying 
.000 .000 1.000 0 wet 
.810 .221 -.095 20 dry 
.712 .284 -.056 25 dry 
.510 .428 ·.011 40 dry 

-.062 .362 .640 40 wet 
.291 .584 .055 55 dry 
.224 .621 .083 60 dry 
.039 .552 .288 60 wet 

[C] T 
.042 .552 .289 60 wet 

(5.30) = .045 .553 .287 60 wet 
real .058 .747 .090 75 dry 

.030 .728 .114 75 drying 

.000 .691 .147 75 wet 

.005 .822 .017 90 dry 

.020 .938 -.045 92 dry 

.015 .951 ";'.030 95 dry 

.005 .948 ";'.014 97 dry 

.007 .929 ";'.008 97 wet 

.004 .959 -.006 98 dry 

.000 1. 000 .000 100 dry 

dry veg. wet 
soil soil 

Results 

The vegetation loadings correlated well with esti-

mates of percent green cover (r=0.996) in the two-component 

model. Moisture, or change in soil background, however, did 

have an effect on vegetation loadings. At the bare soil 

stage of canopy development, the moist soil surfaces pro-

duced higher vegetation loadings. The bare wet soil would 

be misinterpreted as a 10% green cover. Under a 40% green 

cover, soil moisture content had no influence on the vege-

tation loadings, but at higher vegetation amounts 
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(60% and 75% green covers), wet soils lowered vegetation 

loadings. Soil moisture mainly presented problems at the 

bare soil stage and in 60% to 75% green canopy covers. The 

dry soil loadings, on the other hand, appeared to be related 

with the degree of sunlit, dry soil. Soil moisture, green 

canopy cover, and shadowing all lowered the dry soil load

ings. Thus, the soil loading over a 75% green cover was not 

0.25, as might be expected, but instead was only 0.09 since 

only a minor fraction of the soil surface was sunlit. 

The inclusion of the wet soil component in the 

three-component model, improved the vegetation loadings. 

This additional component in the model had the effect of 

cancelling out the influence of soil background on vegeta

tion loadings at the bare soil stage as both dry and wet 

soil spectra were scaled to zero. Although bare soil influ

ences were removed, soil moisture still reduced vegetation 

loadings at all stages of green canopy covers. This created 

a soil brightness effect similar, but smaller in magnitude, 

to that found in the tasseled cap model. The worst situa

tion was over a 60% green cover where the dry soil 

background produced a vegetation loading of 0.62 while that 

from the wet soil background was 0.55. At both higher and 

lower green covers, the magnitude of soil background influ

ences on vegetation loadings decreased, again as was found 

in the tasseled cap model. 
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The wet soil loadings appeared to respond to soil 

moisture conditions. Wet loadings obtained over dry soil 

backgrounds were close to zero or were negative. On the 

other hand, distinctly higher wet loadings were encountered 

over wet or drying soil backgrounds. Over a 40% green 

cover, the loading obtained was 0.64 when the soil was wet, 

and was only 0.01 with the dry soil background. Similarly, 

the dry soil loadings responded well to dry soil surfaces 

and approached zero in wet soil conditions. For both dry 

and wet soil loadings, increasing vegetation covers reduced 

the response sensitivity to soil moisture conditions. 

A separate, independent test to determine if the 

inclusion and orientation of a wet soil component improved 

the factor model is to regenerate the data matrix with the 

row matrix of test vectors, [R]test' instead of the derived 

[RJ real : 

(5.31) [DJ = [R1 test [C] real 

A portion of the regenerated two-component data matrix is 

.presented below: 

(5.32) [DJ test 
n=2 
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%Cover Soil 

18.04 25.64 33.69 37.79 43.64 46.20 42.40 a dry 
13.07 18.67 24.22 29.96 33.40 34.09 30.63 0 drying 

7.55 10.96 13.69 21.78 22.41 20.79 17.56 a wet 
14.81 21.50 26.83 42.99 44.13 40.84 34.42 20 dry 
11. as 16.62 18.96 47.50 43.64 34.23 25.20 40 dry 

5.20 8.32 8.05 35.24 29.49 19.26 11.46 40 wet 
7.23 11.63 11. as 50.87 42.30 27.23 15.87 60 dry 
5.17 8.60 7.39 43.87 35.45 2J..30 11.11 60 wet 
4.83 8.48 6.07 53.00 41. 45 22.82 9.99 75 dry 
4.42 7.87 5.37 51.23 39.83 21.55 9.06 75 drying 
3.98 7.17 4.68 48.41 37.45 19.96 8.09 75 wet 
3.62 6.91 3.55 54.29 41.18 20.66 7.03 90 dry 
4.14 8.03 3.84 65.38 49.39 24.43 7.94 100 dry 

The three-component model produces: 

(5.33) [D] test = [Rdry Rcotton Rwei;.~ ~~ = 
n=3 

soil so~ 

18.04 25.64 33.69 37.79 43.64 46.20 42.20 a dry 
13.39 19.36 25.51 29.82 33.71 33.81 29.08 a drying 

8.80 13.6.1 18.65 21.24 23.59 19.71 11.61 a wet 
14.69 21. 25 26.36 43.04 44.02 40.94 34.99 20 dry 
11. a 6 16.65 19.01 47.50 43.65 34.22 25.13 40 dry 
6.00 10. a 1 11.22 34.90 30.25 18.57 7.65 40 wet 
7.34 11.85 11. 46 50.82 42.39 27.14 15.38 60 dry 
5.53 9.37 8.82 43.72 35.79 20.99 9.40 60 wet 
4.94 8.72 6.52 52.95 41. 56 22.72 9.45 75 dry 
4.56 8.17 5.93 51.17 39.97 21. 43 8.38 75 drying 
4.16 7.56 5.41 48.33 37.63 19.81 7.21 75 wet 
3.64 6.96 3.64 54.28 41.21 20.64 6.93 90 dry 
4.14 8.03 3.84 65.38 49.39 34.43 7.94 100 dry 

The two-component factor model regener,ated the data 

matrix fairly well with the exception of several of the wet 

soil background samples in wavebands 2, 3, and 7. The two-

component model failed to account for high absorption in 
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these bands over moist soils and thus, overestimated canopy 

reflectance. The three-component model produced regenerated 

data values more closely matching the raw data matrix and 

the values for wet soil conditions were considerably im-

proved. We conclude that the inclusion of the third 

component (wet soil) was not redundant with the dry soil 

component and improved the fac~or model. 

Below are shown the results obtained if we had 

rotated the abstract solution in accordance with the unsuc-

cessful test vectors representing the dry and wet Whitehouse 

sandy clay loam backgrounds (Table 15) : 

%Cover Soil 

.978 -.281 1.718 0 dry 

.444 -.189 1. 657 0 drying 
-.588 -.134 2.332 0 wet 

.848 .006 1.170 20 dry 

.729 .091 1.092 25 dry 

.492 .284 .901 40 dry 
-.437 .294 1. 385 40 wet 

.252 .495 .630 55 dry 

.170 .547 .577 60 dry 
-.131 .503 .740 60 wet 

[C] T 
-.128 .502 .746 60 wet 

(5.34) = -.125 .502 .745 60 wet 
.004 .718 .310 75 dry 

-.037 .704 .317 75 drying 
-.088 .671 .344 75 wet 
-.005 .818 .048 90 dry 

.046 .939 -.070 92 dry 

.032 .950 -.043 95 dry 

.014 .948 -.023 97 dry 

.011 .928 -.006 97 wet 

.008 .958 -.008 98 dry 

.000 1.000 .000 100 dry 

dry veg. wet 
soil soil 
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This model lost the zero vegetation loading scale 

and the bare soil samples resulted in high negative load-

ings. The vegetation loading for a 20% green cover was 

0.006 and for a 40% cover was only 0.28. The relative 

scale for the loadings on the dry and wet soil components 

are also disrupted. The easiest way to determine the con-

sequences of a bad factor model are to reproduce portions 

of the data matrix using the suspected test vectors: 

(5.33) [DJ n=3 = ~dry Rcotton 
soil 

= 

%Cover Soil 

8.48 16.27 38.04 29.94 52.19 54.66 38.35 0 dry 
8.49 12.44 27.21 24.02 40.08 39.92 26.15 0 drying 
4.75 9.05 18.66 17.37 27.99 23.31 9.85 0 wet 
7.33 14.08 28.17 37.06 50.52 47.45 31.88 20 dry 
6.14 11. 83 20.22 43.46 48.05 38.57 23.05 40 dry 
4.01 7.68 11. 72 32.91 32.53 20.34 8.78 40 wet 
4.86 9.38 12.07 48.75 44.87 29.33 14.33 60 dry 
3.99 7.68 9.21 42.29 37.40 22.38 8.73 60 wet 
4.01 7.76 8.74 52.14 42.46 23.54 9.06 75 dry 
3.81 7.37 6.12 50.49 40.73 22.09 8.06 75 drying 
3.56 8.89 5.56 47.76 38.28 20.34 8.95 75 wet 
3.52 6.83 3.87 54.17 41. 32 20.74 6.88 90 dry 
4.14 8.03 3.84 65.38 49.39 24.43 7.94 100 dry 

In comparing this to the raw data matrix, we see that the 

two sets of data do not resemble each other in any manner. 

The vegetation loadings as well as the soil loadings 

approximated the relative amount of each component in the 

target mixtures. We proceed to reconstruct the reflectance 
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contribution from each of these components toward measured 

reflectance. In multiplying the vegetation loadings by the 

corresponding vegetation column vector in the predicted row 

matrix, [R] l' we obtain the spectral contribution of 
rea 

vegetation toward overall canopy response. In Figure 14, 

the vegetation component reflectances are plotted for 

various percent. green covers using data from a constant dry 

soil background. Similarly in Figure 15 are diagrammed 

the dry soil spectral contributions at various levels of 

vegetation cover. Table 16 summarizes the decomposed re-

flectance values for vegetation and dry soil components. 

One important characteristic of the decomposed 

vegetation component is that the NIR/Red ratio remains 

constant at 20.1, regardless of amount of vegetation pre-

'sent in the sample. Similarly, the soil component possesses 

constant ratios (NIR/Red = 1.1), regardless of the canopy 

stage of development. This is a result of the initial 

factor model where we hypothesized that canopy reflectance 

equals vegetation reflectance times the amount of vegetation 

plus soil reflectance times the amount of soil: 

(5.36) r = r c + r 'I c 'I canopy veg. veg. so~ so~ 

The vegetation and soil loadings, c veg . and c soil ' are 

invariant across wavebands. Thus, an increase in green 

cover is accompanied by proportional increases in 
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Figure 14. Vegetation reflectance curves obtained from the 
decomposition of the Superstition sand-cotton data 
set using the dry soil backgrounds. 
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Table 16. Decomposed dry soil and cotton spectral 
reflectance for the Superstition sand 
data set. 

Waveband Percent Green Canopy Cover 

119 

(MMR) -------------------~------------------------------
20% . 40% . 60 % 75% 

Soil Cotton Soil Cotton Soil Cotton Soil Cotton 

1 14.09 0.86 8.87 1.67 3.89 2.42 1.02 2.91 
2 20.58 1. 77 12.95 3.43 5.68 4.97 1.48 5.97 
3. 26.71 0.71 16.81 1.38 7.38 1. 99 1.93 2.40 
4 29.63 14.26 18.65 27.62 8.18 40.05 2.14 48.15 
5 36.32 11.15 22.85 21.60 10.03 31. 31 2.62 37.65 
6 38.33 5.51 24.12 10.68 10.58 15.48 2.76 18.61 
7 33.90 1. 70 21. 33 3.30 9.36 4.78 2.44 5.75 
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reflectance for all bands, and all waveband ratios become 

independent of vegetation cover. 

Figure 16 shows how such a model fails to account 

for soil background moisture changes. Plotted are the 

decomposed reflectance values for a constant 60% green. cover 

with different, dry· and wet, soil backgrounds. If the 

decomposition process successfully separates soil spectral 

response from vegetation spectra, then the two vegetation

component reflectance curves should be identical. However, 

Figure 16 shows this was not the case as soil mosture con

tent lowered the vegetation component reflectance spectrum. 

The dry and wet soil spectral responses for a 60% green 

cover are also plotted. Addition of the two wet curves or 

the two dry soil background curves, reproduces measured 

canopy reflectance for these soil conditions. 

Factor Comparison 

Table 17 summarizes the vegetation loading results 

obtained for individual, soil-specific three-component mo

dels. Since we use the appropriate dry-wet soil spectra 

for each data set, we obtain zero vegetation loadings for 

bare soil backgrounds. However, the vegetation loadings 

obtained with the presence of green vegetation covers were 

dependent on soil background. At 20% green cover, the 

loadings ranged from 0.15 to 0.22, while at 75% green cover, 
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Table 17. Vegetation loadings obtained from Q-mode factor 
analysis of individual, soil-specific three
component models. 

Green Soil Superstition Avondale Whitehouse C10versprings 
cover sand loam s.c.1. loam 

(%) 

a dry 
a drying 
a wet 

20 dry 
25 dry 
40 dry 
40 wet 
55 dry 
60 dry 
60 wet 
60 wet 
60 wet 
75 dry 
75 drying 
75 wet 
90 dry 
92 dry 
95 dry 
97 dry 
97 wet 
98 dry 

100 dry 

.000 

.018 

.000 

.221 

.284 

.428 

.362 

.584 

.621 

.552 

.552 

.553 

.747 

.728 

.691 

.822 

.938 

.951 

.948 

.929 

.959 
1. 000 

.000 

.002 

.000 

.150 

.187 

.310 

.281 

.467 

.487 

.454 

.464 

.455 

.661 

.641 

.618 

.761 

.911 

.926 

.000 
-.001 

.000 

.160 

.207 

.345 

.322 

.488 

.511 

.498 

.501 

.477 

.674 

.653 

.653 

.762 

.913 

.932 

.000 
-.004 

.000 

.161 

.208 

.335 

.321 

.483 

.497 

.463 

.469 

.453 

.656 

.651 

.651 

.756 

.903 

.933 

.937 

.928 

.946 
1. 000 
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the loadings varied from 0.62 to 0.75. The worst case 

occurred over a 60% green cover where vegetation loadings 

ranged from 0.45 to 0.62, depending on soil background. In 

all cases, soil moisture lowered the vegetation loadings 

for a constant v~getation cover. There was also soil 

brightness effect whereby the dark Cloverspring loam back-

ground consistently produced lower vegetation loadings than 

the bright Superstition sand background for equivalent 

vegetation amounts. Soil spectral effects, not attributed 

to brightness, were also apparent in the red; Whitehouse 

soil and Avondale loam. 

Global Factor Model 

When the entire data set consisting of four soil 

types, variable vegetation amounts, and different soil 

moisture conditions is factor analyzed, we obtain the fol-

lowing extracted eigenvalues and error analyses: 

-----------------------------------------------------------
Factor . Eigenvalue' . 'Variance Cumulative RSD 

n ~ % Variance, % 

1 326539.25 95.180 95.180 5.833 
2 15374.74 4.481 99.661 1. 694 
3 866.53 .253 99.914 .956 
4 197.74 .058 99.972 .636 
5 92.43 .027 99.999 .190 

Decomposition was terminated after five components 

since the RSD had dropped below the level of experimental 
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uncertainty known to exist in the data, and thus the fifth 

component would be regenerating error. The data set appear

ed to .be two-dimensional, however, there were four 

important 'influences' or reflecting components based on 

the RSD criteria developed earlier. 

Transformation of a four~component model with nine 

possible target test vectors (four dry soil types, full 

canopy cotton, and four wet soil types) becomes difficult 

as there certainly exists much overlap in the various soil 

test vectors. Using full-canopy cotton, dry Superstition 

sand, wet Cloversprings loam, and dry Whitehouse sandy clay 

loam as target test vectors, we obtained the vegetation 

loadings presented in Table 18. The three soil test vectors 

represented, respectively, extreme bright and dark soil 

spectra, and a red-colored soil which deviates the most 

from normalized soil behavior (Kauth et al., 1979; Huete, 

Post,and Jackson, 1984; Colwell, 1983). 

As shown in Table 18, the soil test vectors control

led vegetation loadings over bare soil backgrounds fairly 

well. Bare soil spectra produced vegetation loadings from 

-0.04 to +0.03, a range of 0.07 from a zero-to-one vegeta

tion scale. The global factor model resulted in a slightly 

greater soil background dependency on vegetation loadings 

compared with the individually, soil-derived models. Al

though there was more bare soil spectral noise in the global 
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Table 18. Vegetation loadings obtained from Q-mode factor 
analysis of global four-component model. 

Green Soil Superstition Avondale Whitehouse Cloversprings 
cover sand loam s.c.l. loam 

(%) 
-----------------------------------------------------------

0 dry .000 .024 .000 .034 
0 drying -.019 .015 -.015 .014 
0 wet -.038 .005 -.021 .000 

20 dry .205 .200 .170 .176 
25 dry .266 .242 .218 .213 
40 dry .408 .368 .357 .327 
40 wet .342 .325 .324 .304 
55 dry .573 .526 .504 .467 
60 dry .612 .545 .525 .483 
60 wet .543 .510 .509 .447 
60 wet .540 .520 .511 .454 
60 wet .540 .505 .485 .431 
75 dry .750 .695 .682 .637 
75 drying .731 .676 .663 .633 
75 wet .696 .655 .661 .631 
90 dry .819 .770 .760 .734 
92 dry .937 .912 .909 .884 
95 dry .952 .927 .928 .915 
97 dry .953 .918 
97 wet .933 .910 
98 dry .966 - .928 

100 dry 1. a 15 .985 
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model, there were less soil influences over a 20% green 

cover. At 40% and above green canopy covers, the extent 

of soil background influences were generally the same for 

the global and individual soil models. Regeneration of 

the data matrix using the four target test vectors showed 

that all subsets of the overall data matrix seemed to be 

adequately reproduced and accounted for. 

Discussion 

The Q-mode version of factor analysis did not remove 

soil background influences on vegetation discrimination. 

However, in comparison with R-mode analyses, there were 

considerable improvements with respect to soil background 

influences. In the Superstition sand-cotton data set, soil 

influences on vegetation discrimination were greatly reduced 

at all stages of canopy development. In the factor compa

rison and global factor models, soil background effects 

remained the same at higher vegetation densities (60 to 75% 

green cover) for Q- and R-mode models, however, the Q-mode 

results greatly reduced soil noise problems at lower vege

tation densities «40% cover). Bare soil variations were 

also better controlled in Q-mode, especially when the two 

global factor models are compared. 

Q-mode factor models are easily constructed by 

supplying the spectrum of suspected ground features, one 
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at a time. There is no need to derive soil lines and com

pute orthogonal vectors, and more importantly, the measure 

of greenness (vegetation loadings) is already scaled, 

eliminating all the adjustment terms incorporated into the 

tasseled cap models. Consequently, the results in Q-mode 

factor models are more easily comparable across experiments 

and site locations. 

Q-mode factor analysis is most suited to data sets 

where the spectrum of each component present differ signi

ficantly in at least some of the wavebands. Condit (1972) 

applied characteristic vector analysis to the study of 

s6il spectral reflectance curve forms. Analyzing 160 

different soil samples, he found soil spectral variability 

to be three-dimensional, meaning all soil spectra may be 

classified into three principal curve shapes. Stoner and 

Baumgardner (1981) extended the study of characteristic 

soil variations to more soils and to greater wavelenghts. 

and found that five soil reflectance curve forms accounted 

for the variation in reflectance of 485 soil types. 

These studies suggest that in Q-mode factor analysis 

there are only five, 'unique' soil target test vectors that 

account for meaningful variation in soil data sets. Conse

quently, unknown soil backgrounds may be initially 

identified with respect to these general curve shapes. On 

the other hand, if one were interested in vegetation 
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analysis, rather than identifying soil types, the five 

soil test vectors may be all that are needed for target 

testing to cancel soil background effects at low vegetation 

densities. It is interesting to note that in Q-mode factor 

analysis we are ma~nly concerned with spectral curve shapes 

while in R-mode analysis we are concerned with a soil line 

that is based upon intensity differences of an overall, mean 

soil spectral cu~ve form. Thus in R-mode, soils are essen

tially one- or at most two-dimensional, while in Q-mode we 

may construct five-dimensional soil models. 

In the target testing results of this study, full

canopy wheat was an unsuccessful test vector suggesting 

that one might be able to identify crop type by supplying 

the spectrum of different plant species. As with the soil 

curve shapes, there almost certainly exists only a few 

plant curve forms from which target testing could be used 

for discrimination. Such general vegetation curve forms, 

however, may vary with planting orientation, sun angle, 

and plant health as well as plant species. If a stressed 

plant produces an altered spectral curve shape, then Q-mode 

target testing would easily allow one to identify stressed 

areas in a field. The practical dividend of target testing 

is the ability to search out spectral components according 

to direct differences in reflectance curve shapes. 
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The main conclusion to be drawn from the unsuccess

ful removal of soil background influences is that soil and 

vegetation spectra are non-additive and, instead, may be 

interactive. An additive model is based upon the extent 

of spatial coverage of the various reflecting components 

as viewed from above a canopy. A 50% spatial green cover 

is expected to produce a vegetation spectrum that is exactly 

one-half the intensity of a full-canopy spectrum. As men

tioned earlier, additive models result in NIR/Red ratios, 

as well as all other ratios, that are independent of changes 

in green cover. The major reason such a model is unrealis

tic can be shown by considering the behavior of Red vs NIR 

radiation in a canopy. The spatial cover, additive model 

assumes all wavebands to be equally absorbed and reflected 

in a canopy on a proportional basis. This fails to account 

for NIR transmission through plant leaves or the possibility 

that all wavebands interact uniquely with the vegetation 

portion of a canopy. 

It becomes apparent that soil-vegetation spectral 

behavior should be studied one waveband at a time. If some 

wavebands are readily transmitted through a canopy, rather 

than being absorbed at the uppermost layers of a canopy, 

then it is possible that t~e spectral response of the under

lying soil may be modified by the presence of an overlying 

canopy. 



Conclusions 

The Q-mode version of factor analysis was able 

to extract a vegetation signal from measured composite 
~ 

canopy reflectance. However, a portion of this signal 

was soil-dependent and thus, soil influences were not 

totally removed. In particular, a soil brightness effect 

was observed whereby brighter and drier soils resulted in 

greater measures of greenness for constant amounts of 
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vegetation. In addition, the spectr~l reflectance signals 

from dry and wet soils were also successfully identified 

and separated. A main benefit of Q-mode factor analysis 

is its ability to distinguish reflecting components in 

accordance with its reflectance curve shapes. Once a 

reflecting component was identified, however, a quantitative 

measure of the amount of that component present was hampered 

through interactive mixing of the various signals. 



CHAPTER 6 

DECOMPOSITION OF CANOPY SPECTRA 
INTO SOIL-DEPENDENT AND 

SOIL-INDEPENDENT "SPECTRAL COMPONENTS 

The third mode investigated in this study, although 

less commonly used, is of special interest in uncovering 

radiant flux interaction patterns among reflecting compo-

nents. Often, agricultural spectral measurements involve 

three-dimensional data arrays. We measure spectral response 

(1) in several wavebands, (2) over various spatial plots, 

(3) at different times of the growing season. In the T-mode 

version of factor analysis, data matrices are defined by 

temporal column designees and spatial row designees. The 

data entries are of one spectral band only. If the tempo-

ral, column designees represent a developing plant canopy and 

the spatial, row designees represent different soil back-

grounds, then we may plot canopy spectral mixtures in 

soil-space or in vegetation-space and thus, study the 

dependency or interaction between the two reflecting compo-

nents. 

Introduction 

The interaction of radiant flux with incomplete 

vegetation canopies is highly complicated and obscure. As 

131 
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demonstrated in the previous chapters, canopy spectral 

response is sensitive to variations in soil background 

reflectance as well as differences in the vegeta~ion target. 

Furthermore, the spectral contributions from the soil and 

vegetation reflecting components toward canopy response 

are waveband dependent due to differential transmission 

properties through green leaves. 

Infrared radiation is more highly transmitted and 

scattered through a canopy than visible light. Red flux, 

on the other hand, is readily absorbed by chlorophyll 

pigments and is unable to penetrate beyond the uppermost 

leaf layers of a canopy. As a result, the irradiance 

reaching the soil background is dependent upon t~e spectral 

prop~rties of the overlying canopy. Thus, soil background 

response is not only a function of the amount of soil ex

posed, a waveband-independent property, but is also related 

to the waveband-dependent scattering and transmission pro

perties of the plant canopy. Lillesaeter (19&2) studied 

the influence of spectrometer background on single-leaf 

reflectance in a spectrophotometer and found NIR reflectance 

to be highly dependent on instrument background while red 

reflectance was nearly independent of background. Thus, in 

a field canopy situation, spectra from the vegetated compo

nent may be expected to interact with the underlying soil 
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to produce a soil background response that is a product of 

both soil and vegetation spectral properties. 

In this study, a simplified approach to radiant 

flux interactions in plant canopies is utilized to study 

radiant transfer through a canopy and to separate measured 

canopy ~eflectance into soil-dependent and soil-independent 

-canopy components. The reflectance properties of both 

components are subsequently used as input for an analysis 

of soil background influ~nces on various greenness measures. 

Theory and Approach 

The model presented here decomposes measured canopy 

reflectance of soil and vegetation mixtures into the sum 

of direct vegetation reflectance plus all radiation pene-

trating the canopy, reflecting off the soil and transmitted 

upward through the canopy toward the sensor. This simpli-

fied approach is analogous to that used by Lillesaeter 

(1982) in a study of laboratory leaf reflectance as a func-

tion of spectrophotometer background. We express this 

model with the equation: 

( 6 • 1) d (}.) = r (i--) + r ()-..) x t 2 
(I--) m c s c 

where measured reflectance, dm, is the sum of; (1) inherent 

vegetation canopy reflectance, r c ' which is the radiation 

that would be reflected if an ideal blackbody were ~laced 
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underneath and; (2) the background component, r s t 2 , which . c 

is the product of the downward global transmittance through 

the canopy,tc ' the soil reflectance, r s ' and the upward 

transmittance through the canopy, t. Global transmittance . c 

includes all radiation reaching the soil surface, whether 

by plant leaf transmittance, canopy scattering, or direct 

sun and diffuse flux penetration. This quantity becomes 

squared as soil-reflected radiation must also penetrate 

the canopy upward in order to reach the sensor. The major 

utility of such a model is that the fraction of radiant 

flux reaching a soil is waveband dependent and not based 

solely on the relative fraction of exposed soil. 

The boundary conditions include: 

(a) dm = r , when the target measured is not in-s . 

fluenced by the presence of nearby presence of vegetation, 

ie., rc = 0 and tc = 1, for 100% transmittance. 

(b) d = r when the canopy reaches a vegetation m c' 

density where no measurable quantity of radiation reaches 

the soil surface, ie., t = o. c 

(cl d = r , when the soil background approaches m c 

a perfect blackbody, and thus, rs = o. 

The resulting separation of measured reflectance in 

equation (6.1) has produced a soil-independent canopy 
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reflectance term, r c ' and a soil~dependent term represented 

as the product of a soil variable, r s ' with a canopy varia

ble, t. To convert equation (6.1) into a linear sum of 
c 

product terms so that factor analysis may be applied, we 

define the plant-canopy reflectance as: rc = r 2c 2 , where 

r 2 is the reflectance of an individual canopy element and 

c 2 is the relative density or amount of that element present 

in the measured target. If we further set r
l 

= r s ' and 

then equation (6.1) becomes: 

(6.2) 

If this model were to adequately account for the spectral 

variance of soil~vegetation mixtures, free of atmospheric 

and sun angle differences, then factor analysis would yield 

a two-dimensional, two component model with the first two 

eigenvalues accounting for almost all data variance within 

experimental error. Furthermore, one set of unit vector 

coefficients would represent the relative densities of green 

biomass, c 2 ' and the other set the two-way global transmit

tance terms, cl. The final factor analyzable equation may 

be written: 

( 6 • 3) d 
m + + e 

where e is the acceptable experimental error in the analysis. 

In matrix notation, the measured data matrix is decomposed 



into a row, or reflectance matrix, [RJ, arid a loading, or 

eigenvector matrix, [C], according to: 

(6.4) [D] = [R] [C] 

Methodology and Calculations 

In this study we are interested in separating the 

soil medium effect from the larger spectral change due to 

vegetation canopy development. We would like measured 
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reflectance, d ik ' from each soil background, i , at k vege

tation development stages to constitute a one-row, k-column 

data vector. For i soil backgrounds, the i row vectors are 

arranged to form an i-row, k-column data matrix, [D]. Since 

all terms in the factor model are waveband dependent, factor 

analysis is carried out one band at a time. 

The transpose of the raw data matrix, [~T or [D~ , 

for the NIR band is presented below: 

%Cover 
37.79 23.24 20.60 9.33 0 
41.78 31.90 28.37 18.57 20 
42.77 33.00 30.12 20.69 25 
45.75 37.15 35.61 27.08 40 

( 6. 5 ) [D"1 = 48.57 41. 92 40.44 34.61 55 
49.05 42.38 40.94 34.89 60 
51.98 47.58 46.68 42.87 75 
53.55 50.44 49.89 48.35 90 
60.56 59.16 58.97 57.59 92 
61. 59 60.16 60.14 59.47 95 

Included are spectral data taken over four, dry soil back-

ground plots at ten temporal stages of vegetation 
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development. The raw data matrix is not factored directly 

but is first converted into a symmetric covariance matrix. 

Since the number of rows of [D] is smaller than columns, we 

construct the smaller, i x ii covariance matrix by directly 

pre-multiplying data matrix [D~ by its transpose: 

(6.6) [z] = [D~ T [D~ 

where [z] is a covariance matrix about the origin, ie., the 

data matrix is not pre-processed by vector mean subtraction. 

The resulting covariance matrix, [z], is: 

(6.7) [Z] = ~
489l.30 

21899.09 
21226.72 
18612.55 

19507.36 
18975.07 
16890.76 

18478.30 
16520.52 15037.3J 

Table 19 summarizes the four factors, derived from 

principal component analysis of [z], ranked according to 

their ability to account for variation in the data. The 

resulting four eigenvectors form the abstract column matrix, 

[c]. To derive the abstract row matrix, [R], we rearrange 

equation (6.4) in the form: 

(6. 8) [R] = [D~ [C] ~l or 

(6.9) [RJ = (D*.! [C] T , since [c] is orthonormal. 



Table 19. Principal component analysis of T-mode matrix 
of NIR spectra. 

Factor Eigenvalue Variance 
n (%) 

Eigenvector elements 
C .... 
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---------------------------~-~-----------------------------................ . . .. . 

1 77180.62 99.058 .5642 .5027 .4891 .4356 

2 730.86 0.938 -.6681 -.0213 .1423 .7300 

3 2.28 0.003 -.4688 .7498 .1606 -.4384 

4 0.52 0.001 .l250 .4296 -.8454 .2917 



Thus, postmultiplying the raw data matrix, [D-A] , by the 

transpose of the eigenvector matrix, [C]T , yields the 

abstract row matrix: 

,. 
47.14 -16.00 -1.07 0.01 
61.57 ~11.00 0.75 0.36 
64.46 "-9.89 0.46 0.10 
73.70 -6.52 0.25 -.53 

(6. 10 ) [RJ = 83.33 ~2.32 -.02 ~.Ol 

84.20 -2.38 0.06 ~ .10 
94.75 '2.20 0.01 ~.02 

101.03 5.54 -.47 0.29 
117.03 8.7l 0.19 . -.07 
120.31 9.54 -.18 0.05 
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Statistically, this data set appears one-dimensional 

since 99% of the data variance loaded onto the first, 

average component (Table 19). However, if we reproduce the 

data matrix using one component (n=l) , we obtain: 

26.59 23.70 23.06 20.54 
34.74 30.95 30.12 26.82 
36.37 32.41 31. 53 28.08 
41.58 37.05 36.05 32.11 

(6.11) [D*] = 47.01 41.89 40.76 36.30 
n=l 47.50 42.33 41.18 36.68 

53.46 47.63 46.34 41.28 
57.00 50.79 49.42 44.01 
66.48 59.24 57.63 51.34 
67.88 60.48 58.84 52.41 

A two component model, accounting for 99.996% of the data 

variance, yields the following reproduced data matrix: 
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37.29 24.04 20.78 8.86 
42.09 31.19 28.55 18.79 
42.97 32.62 30.12 20.86 
45.93 37.19 35.12 27.35 

( 6 • 12) IP*J = 48.56 41.94 40.43 34.61 
n=2 49.09 42.38 40.84 34.95 

51.99 47.59 46.66 42.88 
53.29 50.67 50.20 48.06 
60.66 59.05 58.87 57.69 
61.50 60.28 60.20 59.38 

There is a considerable improvement in data repro-

duction with the inclusion of a second component which 

accounts for nearly all the data variance. The residual 

standard deviation (RSD), for a one-component model is 

~4.95% reflectance, whereas the acceptable experimental 

uncertainty is considerably reduced to to.37% in the two-

component model. 

The two-component abstract solution was derived 

from the shortened, i x i, covariance matrix. To obtain the 

abstract solution for the larger, k x k, covariance matrix, 

we interchange the roles of the abstract row and column 

matrices. The new abstract row matrix is computed by mUlti-

plying the transpose of the old column matrix by the square 

root of the diagonal eigenvalue matrix: 

(6.13) [RJ = [c] T [~Jl/2 
new old 

This is equivalent to un-normalizing the unit eigenvectors. 

The new eigenvector matrix is calculated by normalizing each 



column of the old row matrix to unit vectors and then 

transposing the new matrix. The converted two-factor 

abstract solution becomes: 

(6.14 ) [oJ = 
n=2 U

56 . 73 
139.66 
135.88 
121.03 

-18.rn 
0 

-0.58 
'3.85 
19.74 
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1.170 .222 .232 .265 .300 .303 
~592 -.407 ~.366 -.241 -.086 -.088 

.341 .364 

.081 .205 
.424 
.322 

.4331 
• 3 ill 

The converted abstract solution will regenerate the data 

matrix exactly as was presented in (6.12). 

The most important benefit of a principal component 

analysis is that it reveals the number of factors responsi

ble for the reflectance data set. The unique orientation of 

the eigenvectors, however, is not based on ground related 

properties. The last stage of factor analysis is the trans-

formation of the abstract factors into physically signifi-

cant, real factors. This is accomplished through a 

rotational alignment of the eigenvector axes to new, physi-

cally interpretable axes, subject to the constraints that 

we remain within the two-dimensional abstract factor space. 

To solve the problem, we search for an appropriate 

transformation matrix, [T], in order that: 

(6 • IS) [DJ = [R] abstract [TJ [TJ -1 [C] abstract and 
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(6. l6) IPJ = ~J real fJ real 

where the transformed solution possesses real, physical 

characteristics. Using bare soil and full canopy spectra, 

we derive a transformation matrLx to rotate the abstract 

solution into a real one. 

A least-squares transformation column vector for 

each target test is obtained by carrying out the calcula-

tion: 

(6.l7) = [RJT R 
abstract 1 

where Rl is the target test, column vector and Tl is the 

corresponding transformation column vector. For the bare 

soil test vector, we obtain: 

~7·1] ~.169~ 
(6.l8) R = 23.24 and T = -.5918 

1 20.60 (soil) 
9.33 

For the full canopy test vector, we use the reflectance data 

obtained at 100% green cover: 

(6.l9) T = 
(veg. ) 1 T li5

.

3TI ~. R 64.55 = [j []abstract 64.55 

63.72 

[
46311 

• 393~ 



The resulting transformation matrix becomes: 

(6.20) [TJ = 10.1697 
L:.59l8 

0.46311 
0.393!l 
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The real row matrix [R] ,is obtained by postmultiplying 
real 

the abstract row matrix by the transformation matrix: 

(6.21) [R] real = [R] abstract [T] = u~:~: 
20.78 
8.86 

65.4~· 
64.46 
64.44 
63.82 

and the real column matrix '[C~eal' is calculated by 

premultiplying the abstract column matrix by the inverse 

of the transformation matrix: 

(6.22) [C] real = [T] -:-1 [C] abstract = 

r:i.000 .809 .765 .634 .463 .470 .284 .141 .052 .oill 
L-.OOO .182 .221 .340 .478 .482 .633 .733 .897 .922J 

Multiplication of [R]real with [C]real will regenerate the 

data matrix, once again, as presented in (6.12). A final 

and independent test to ascertain whether the set of target 

test vectors adequately spans the factor space, involves 

the regeneration of the data matrix, [0], by premultiplying 

the abstract column matrix, [C]abstract' by the matrix of 

test vectors, [~test: 



(6.23) [R] test [C] abs tract 
? 

== [D] 

The resulting computations show that the data matrix is 

satisfactorily reproduced within experimental error: 

37.79 23.24 20.60 9.33 
42.48. 30.56 28.42 19.16 
43.34 32.03 30.01 21. 20 
46.22 36.71 35.04 27.61 

(6.24) [D] target = 48.75 41.62 40.39 34.78 
49.28 42.05 40.81 35.12 test 52.07 47.42 46.67 42.95 
53.30 50.63 50.26 48.05 
60.60 59.10 58.96 57.63 
61. 42 60.35 60.30 59.29 

Recalling the soil-vegetation interaction model 

developed earlier: 

(6.25) = + + e 

we see that the error term, e, represents the secondary 

factors removed from the abstract factor model; r l and r2 

are the column vectors of the row matrix, [~ 1; and c
l rea 

and c'2 are the row vectors of the eigenvector matrix, 

[C] . The elements of the first column vector of 
real 

[R]real are bare soil reflectances for each soil back-

ground, while those of the second column vector are the 
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reflectances of a unit canopy element from a fully developed 

canopy cover. The elements of the first eigenvector are 

2 the two-way transmittance terms, t e , and those of the 



second eigenvector represent the proportional amount of 

green biomass relative to the fully developed canopy. 

Measured composite reflectance, d, ,is now decomposed 
~k 
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into a soil-dependent canopy component, rilc
lk 

' and a soil-

independent canopy component, r
i2

c
2k

. 

Results 

The eigenvector coefficients, or loadings, of both 

canopy components are plotted against percent green canopy 

cover in Figure 17. The eigenvector elements describing 

two-way global transmittance values decreased linearly with 

percent green cover, ranging from l.O (bare soil) to 0.0 

(dense vegetation). The loadings of the vegetation compo-

nent, on the other hand, did not increase linearly with 

percent green canopy cover. The vegetation loadings, 

instead, were more closely correlated with leaf area index 

(Figure 18). Since several layers of a vegetative canopy 

may contribute NIR spectra, one would expect fractional 

increases in vegetation to be more closely related with 

leaf area index than with percent lateral green cover. 

Multiplication of the global transmittance loadings 

by the first column vector of [RJ generates the NIR spectral 

contribution toward measured response that has interacted 

with the soil and is thus, soil dependent. Multiplication 

of the vegetation loadi~gs by the elements of the second 
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Figure 18. Relationship between vegetation loadings 
and green leaf area index. 
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column vector of [RJ, produces the NIR spectral reflectance 

of the canopy, independent of soil background influences. 

Figure 19 illustrates the resulting decomposition of mea

sured canopy NIR reflectance into the ~oil-dependent and 

vegetation-canopy components. The spectral contributions 

from the vegetation~canopy component were almost identical 

for all soil backgrounds and increased linearly from zero 

to 90% green cover. The soil-dependent reflectances, how

ever, varied markedly with soil type and their contribution 

toward measured response decreased with increasing canopy 

cover. The addition of any soil~dependent curve with the 

vegetation-component curve regenerates composite, canopy 

reflectance data over the selected soil type. The influence 

of soil background on measured NIR spectra can be readily 

appreciated by noting that the soil~dependent spectral 

contribution from the Superstition sand underlying a 75% 

green canopy cover was greater than that from the bare 

Cloversprings loam (Figure 19). 

Variations in NIR reflectance with both soil back

ground and green canopy cover are depicted in Figure 20 

where NIR composite reflectance, dm ' is plotted against the 

NIR reflectance of the bare soil, rs ' underlying the cano

py. In such a graph, each 'greenness' line is of a constant 

green canopy cover with varying soil backgrounds. Each line 

is defined by the equation: 
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(6.26) d = r t 2 + m s r 
c 
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The slope of each line is the two-way global transmittance 

factor for the canopy which varies from one (bare soil) and 

reduces to zero (dense vegetation). The 'y' intercepts are 

the inherent vegetation canopy reflectances, r , with a 0% 
c 

reflectance or blackbody soil background. Inherent vegeta-

tion NIR reflectance started at zero (bare soil) and 

increased to 65% at the full canopy stage. The steeper the 

slope of a greenness line, the greater the NIR spectral 

influence of soil background. Such a nomograph allows an 

analyst to use measured NIR spectra to predict green canopy 

cover if prior knowledge of underlying bare soil reflectance 

were available. 

The presence of green vegetation raised canopy NIR 

reflectance only when soil background NIR reflectance was 

less than 50%. There would be little change in canopy NIR 

reflectances in vegetation covers ranging from 0% to 90% 

with underlying soils possessing NIR reflectances between 

50% and 60%. If the soil background NIR reflectance was 

greater than 60%, an increase in percent green cover would 

cause a decrease in canopy reflectance. With green vegeta-

tion covers above 90%, measured reflectance became nearly 

independent of soil background and greenness lines shifted 

upward across the entire range of soil backgrounds. 
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Composite red reflectance were decomposed in an 

analogous manner as accomplished with the NIR reflectance 

data. A two-factor model, using the red spectra from bare 

soil and full canopy cover as test vectors, produced the 

following row and column matrices: 

(6.27) [RJ = ~3~:j~ 
15.78 

. 5~83 

3'7~ 4.09 
3.85 
3.62 

and [cJ = 

Ii.ooo .691 .608 .444 .248 .205 .083 .011 .002 .0001 L. 000 . 729 . 789 . 853 . 881 . 857 . 758 . 80 2 . 880 . 9l~ 

Figure 21 is the resulting decomposition of composite red 

reflectance into the vegetation and soil-dependent canopy 

components. The soil-dependent ref1ectances decreased more 

rapidly with increasing green cover in comparison with the 

NIR spectra. The lowered influences are a result of the 

high red light absorption by plant leaves which minimized 

red light interaction with the soil backgrounds. The vege-

tation-canopy component increased rapidly from 0% (bare 

soil) to 3% reflectance (20% cover) and then remained 

essentially constant or independent of green canopy cover. 

Spatial increases of green cover accompanied by greater 

composite red reflectance would result in a relatively 

constant inherent vegetation reflectance behavior. In 

contrast to the low vegetation red spectral response, the 
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Figure 21. Relationship of decomposed red reflectance 
for vegetation and soil background compo
nents with percent green cover. 



soil-dependent red spectral contributions played the· 

dominant role in determining composite red reflectance. 
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Figure 22 shows the behavior of red reflectance as 

a function of green canopy cover and soil background. As 

with the NIR nomograph (Figure 20), the initial bare soil 

line had a slope of one for lOO% transmittance and with 

vegetation development the slopes of the greenness lines 

decreased. The intercepts were invariant as most lines 

converged at approximately 3% red reflectance. All green

ness lines showed an increase in measured response with 

increasing soil background reflectance, but for most soil 

backgrounds, increases in vegetation resulted in decreases 

in composite red response. 

Figures 21 and 22 suggest that measured canopy red 

reflectance is primarily a function of soil background which 

varied with vegetation development only to the extent to 

which green cover masked out the soil background. Figure 23 

demonstrates this as red transmittance through the canopy 

decreased linearly with percent green cover. For compari

son, the non-linear behavior of NIR canopy transmittance is 

also shown. It is important to note that the difference 

between the amount of red and NIR radiation reaching the 

soil surface became greater with increased green canopy 

cover. A maximum difference was obtained at 90% green cover 
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where only 11% of the red 1~9ht reached the soil while 

38% of the NIR radiation was able to penetrate the canopy 

cover. 

Spectral transmission coefficients,~ t c ' as a 

function of waveband were derived using the same boundary 
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condition test vectors to rotate the waveband-specific 

factor models (Figure 24). The global transmittance terms, 

which are independent of soil background, started at 100% 

transmittance, in all wavebands, for bare soil backgrounds. 

At dense canopy covers, global transmittance values 

approached zero, but were still waveband-dependent at 95% 

green canopy cover. At 20% vegetation cover, there were 

slight increases in global transmittance in NIR wavebands 

4 and 5. With increasing vegetation cover, the radiant 

flux transmittance curves reaching the soil surface resem-

bled vegetation spectral reflectance curves. Transmittances 

were high in wavebands 4 and 5 and low in wavebands 1, 2, 3, 

and 7. The most pronounced, waveband-dependent spectral 

curves occurred at 75 and 90% green covers. 

Multiplying the square of canopy transmittance by 

the reflectance of the underlying soil, rst2, produces the 

soil-dependent spectral contribution toward composite re-

flectance. In Figure 25, the soil-dependent spectra over 

the Superstition sand background are shown for various 

levels of vegetation cover. The upper reflectance curve is 
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the bare soil spectral curve for Superstition sand. With 

increased amounts of green cover, the soil~dependent 

spectral contribution became smaller. However, the lowered 

soil spectral responses were waveband dependent resulting 

in greater decreases in red reflectance relative to the 

NIR. This was especially noticeable at 75% green cover 

where the soil-dependent spectral curve showed absorption 

in the red waveband and high reflectance in the NIR. The 

soil-dependent spectral curves, consequently, took on the 

appearance of both the underlying bare soil as well as the 

overlying vegetation reflectance properties. One example 

of this combined effect was observed in bands 4, 5, and 6. 

At the bare soil stage, percent reflectance was highest in 

band 6, however, with the addition of green vegetation, the 

soil-dependent contribution in band 5 became more pronounced 

as a result of greater band 5 transmittance through the 

canopy. At a green canopy cover of 75%, band 4 reflectance 

was most pronounced owing to the greater band 4 canopy 

transmittance. 

The vegetation spectral contribution toward compo

site reflectance is shown in Figure 26. Each of these 

spectral reflectance curves are free of soil background 

influences, and thus, are relatively sharp in reflectance 

behavior between the absorbing and reflecting bands that 

are characteristic of green vegetation. Blue (band 1) and 
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red (band 3) absorption was relatively invariant to vege

tation cover, while NIR reflectance (band 4) responded the 

most to vegetation increases. In general, the spectral 

reflectance curves increased with vegetation canopy develop

ment, however, at 40% and 75% green covers, reflectances 

in band 7 were slightly lower than expected. The addition 

of any vegetation canopy spectral curve (Figure 26) with 

the corresponding Superstition soil-dependent spectral 

curve (Figure 25) reproduces measured reflectance to within 

experimental error. 

Figure 27 shows the spectral decomposition of 

measured reflectance, over a 40% canopy cover with four 

soil backgrounds, into the vegetation and soil~dependent 

components. The soil-dependent components were not similar 

in shape or intensity, indicating that differences in soil 

spectral variance do not only involve brightness, but also, 

waveband-dependent spectral influences. The non-parallel 

nature of the soil-dependent curves is a strong indication 

that soil background influences cannot be modelled with 

respect to brightness alone. 

To determine the effectiveness of vegetation indices 

in removing soil background influences, we inserted the 

derived soil-dependent and vegetation spectral components 

of measured reflectance data into various measures of 

greenness. An optimal greenness index would be invariant 
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to the soil-dependent reflectance component yet remain 

sensitive to spectral differences attributed to the vegeta

tion component. 

The NIR/Red reflectance ratios for the two decom

posed canopy components as well as for the composite data 

are plotted for the Superstition sand for various levels 

of vegetation cover (figure 28). The relationship between 

the NIR/Red ratio and percent green cover was fairly linear 

for the soil-filtered, vegetation component. The NIR/Red 

ratios for the soil-dependent component, however, were only 

invariant at low green vegetation covers. With increased 

amounts of green cover, the NIR/Red ratio increased curvi

linearly and introduced a soil-dependent greenness signal 

which mixed with that from the vegetation component. The 

composite data curve was situated between the two canopy 

component curves and represented the data that a sensor _ 

would collect. 

The dotted curves are the corresponding soil

dependent and composite data ratio values using the dark 

Cloversprings loam as background. Although the NIR/Red 

ratios from the vegetation component remained the same, 

those from the soil-dependent component and the composite 

data component increased, and resulted in a soil brightness 

influence whereby darker soils produced higher greenness 

values for a constant amount of vegetation. In fact, as a 
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soil background approaches zero reflectance, the NIR/Red 

ratios are raised for the soil-dependent component and the 

composite data curve becomes equivalent to the vegetation

component curve. 

In Figure 29, the normalized difference (ND) is 

substituted for the NIR/Red ratio as the greenness index. 

The relationship between the vegetation~component greenness 

values and percent. green cover was not linear, and values 

at low green covers were enhanced while those at higher 

green covers were compressed. The ND did, however, produce 

a fairly linear relationship between greenness and green 

cover for the composite data. The ND greenness measure was 

more sensitive to the soil-dependent component compared 

with the NIR/Red ratio. As a result, composite data 

greenness values were also more sensitive to soil bright

ness. As with the NIR/Red ratio, a composite data curve 

would be identical with the vegetation curve if a black, 

zero-reflectance soil, underlied the vegetation canopy. 

The decomposed as well as composite data sets for 

spectra collected over the Superstition sand are plotted 

in two-dimensional NIR-Red space in Figure 30. The spectral 

behavior of the three components formed the shape of a 

triangle. The uppermost apex, where the vegetation

component converged with composite data, represented the 

spectra of a dense canopy with minimal soil influence. The 
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apex with maximum red reflectance represented bare soil 

and delineated where the soil-dependent component converged 

with the composite data. The last apex formed the absolute 

reflectance origin with no soil or vegetation influence. 

The vegetation-component spectra was nearly parallel with 

the NIR axis and was essentially independent of red reflec

tance. The NIR and red spectra of the soil-dependent 

component were positively correlated while that from the 

composite data were negatively correlated. Another impor

tant property of the three spectral curves shown in Figure 

30 was that composite spectral values along either axis 

were the sum of the corresponding spectra of the two 

decomposed components. Thus, composite red reflectance 

over a 40% green cover was equal to the sum of red spectra 

for the soil-dependent and vegetation components at 40% 

green cover. 

The orthogonal-based vegetation indices involve 

the computation of a soil line, representing principal bare 

soil spectral variance. The dotted line in Figure 30, is 

the two-dimensional Superstition soil line. In the perpen

dicular vegetation index (PVI), the projection of spectra 

onto an axis drawn orthogonal to the soil line is used as 

the greenness measure. As shown in Figure 30, the soil

dependent spectra were not aligned with the soil line and 

instead, deviated away from the soil line. The magnitude 
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of this deviation from the soil line became greater with 

increased vegetation amounts which indicated the extent to 

which soil background mixed into the PVI greenness measure. 

The worst situation occurred at 60% green cover, where the 

soil~dependent spectra produced a, greenness signal equiva

lent to that of a 20% vegetation~component spectra. 

Soil~dependent spectral influences on greenness were low 

at vegetation covers above 90% and below 20%. 

The PVI of composite and decomposed canopy spectra 

are plotted against green vegetation cover for the Clover

springs loam and Superstition sand backgrounds (Figure 31). 

The PVI differed from the ratio-based greenness measures 

in that composite data values were the sum of the greenness 

values of the two decomposed components. Consequently, the 

PVI of composite spectra was higher than that of either 

component. Furthermore, the soil-dependent greenness values 

became higher with lighter soil backgrounds causing a soil 

brightness effect whereby brighter soils produced 4igher 

greenness values than darker soils for equivalent amounts 

of vegetation. Although an opposite soil brightness effect 

emerged compared with the ratio-based indices, composite 

greenness values from darker soil backgrounds still more 

closely approximated the actual greenness values of the 

vegetation component. 
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Figure 31. Perpendicular vegetation index values for 
composite and decomposed spectral components 
as a function of green cover, using the 
Superstition sand and Cloversprings loam 
backgrounds. 
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Figure 32.is a similar plot as the previous with 

the 7-band green vegetation index (GVI) used as the green

ness measure. Since the GVI also involved a linear 

combination of spectral components, the composite data 

curve was once again the sum of the greenness values of 

the two decomposed components. The spectra of the Super

stition sand component resulted in significant greenness 

values. Under a 60% green cover, the soil-dependent green

ness value contributed by the Superstition sand was 

equivalent to the greenness value of a 25% vegetation 

component cover. As with the PVI, soil influences increased 

with greater vegetation amounts and reached a maximum at 

60% green cover. This was depicted in Figure 32 by the 

difference between the vegetation and the composite green

ness curves. Also there was a soil brightness effect 

whereby higher greenness values were produced over brighter 

soil backgrounds under equal vegetation densities. As with 

all vegetation indices studied, the darker a soil back

ground, the better the composite greenness curve resembled 

the greenness curve of the vegetation component. 

In Figure 33, composite as well as decomposed 

spectra are plotted in two-dimensional space defined by the 

7-band greenness and brightness axes. The upper apex of 

the triangle-shaped curves represented a full canopy cover 

while the apex at maximum soil brightness represented 
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Figure 32. Green vegetation index values for composit~ 
and decomposed spectral components as a 
function of green cover, using the Super
stition sand and Cloversprings loam 
backgrounds. 
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Figure 33. Composite and decomposed spectral compo
nents for Superstition sand background 
plotted in the 7-band brightness-greenness 
plane. 
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Superstition bare soil. The spectra of the soil-dependent 

component projected significantly onto the 7-band greenness 

axis reaching a maximum at 60%, green cover. The small 

dotted right-triangle demonstrates what soil backgrouna 

influence does to a 60% vegetation cover. With the inclu

sion of spectra from the Superstition sand background, not 

only the soil brightness index (SBI) , but also the GVI 

were increased by approximately equal amounts. This 

demonstrated that soil background changes were strongly 

correlated with values of both the SBI and GVI. 

Discussion 

The results presented in this study indicate that 

vegetation indices may be significantly improved if differ

ences in radiant flux interaction with a canopy are taken 

into account. The waveband-dependent nature of radiant 

flux interaction with a vegetation canopy are of concern 

in assessing both green biomass and soil background influ

ences. Red light reflected from a vegetation canopy may 

only represent the uppermost leaf layers of the plant 

canopy due to intense absorption by chlorophyll pigments. 

On the other hand, NIR response from the same canopy will 

represent several layers or even the entire canopy as a 

result of low NIR absorption by the leaf elements. Thus, 

each waveband detects different amounts of green biomass 
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for a constant v~getation density-. This was most readily 

seen in nearly closed canopy covers where increased biomass 

production was strongly felt in the NIR while red response 

remained invariant. 

Because of the differential rates of radiant flux 

penetration in a canopy, the spectral composition of 

radiation interacting with the underlying soil varies 

markedly. The intensity of radiant flux reaching the soil 

surface under a canopy is much greater in strongly scattered 

and transmitted wavebands such as the NIR. Soil spectral 

contributions in the red were primarily from exposed soil 

surfaces reflecting direct solar radiation and diffuse 

skylight. Soil spectral contributions in the NIR, however, 

also included transmitted and scattered flux from the 

canopy elements. Overall soil spectral response was both 

a function of soil reflectance and overlying canopy 

spectral properties. Even though bare soil surfaces were 

most reflective in band 6, soil-dependent spectral contri

butions toward measured canopy reflectance were greater in 

the NIR bands 4 and 5 when vegetation was present, due to 

greater NIR radiant flux penetration through the canopy. 

In contrast, soil spectral contributions were very low in 

the visible wavebands 1, 2, and 3 and in waveband 7, due 

to the higher canopy absorption of radiant flux over these 

wavelengths. 
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The resulti~g spectral reflectance curves of the 

soil-dependent component appeared similar in shape, although 

lower in magnitude, to the spectral behavior of green 

vegetation. Thus, regardless of the vegetation index 

tested in this study, the greenness signal from the soil

dependent spectra was indistinguishable from that of. green 

vegetation. This spectral component is termed "soil

dependent" because the m~gnitude of the greenness signal 

varies with the reflectance properties of the underlying 

soil. 

Soil-dependent greenness signals may hamper vege

tation discrimination in two ways. If soil spectral 

variance could be modelled onto a one-dimensional soil 

line or a single normalized ratio, then the spectral reflec

tance curves of all soils would parallel each other and 

vary only in intensity. The only background influence on 

vegetation discrimination would be a soil brightness effect 

whereby darker or brighter soil backgrounds produced 

different greenness measures for constant vegetation 

amounts. Unfortunately, as was shown in Figure 27, the 

spectral reflectance curves of the four soil types, receiv

ing equal radiant flux inputs, were not parallel but varied 

in shape owing to soil-specific absorption bands. As 

reported by Stoner and Baumgardner (1981), five unique 

spectral reflectance curve shapes are found among soil 
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types, mainly a result of iron oxide- and organic matter

induced absorption bands. Such soil spectral variance are 

responsible for deviations away from soil lines and nor

malized ratios. Because of the limited number of soil 

types used in this study, primary attention was focussed 

on the more significant soil brightness effects which are 

usually the principal source of soil variation. 

Soil brightness effects were found to seriously 

hamper vegetation discrimination and development. Bright

ness influences behaved differently with the ratio-based 

indices in comparison to the orthogonal vegetation indices. 

Darker soil backgrounds resulted in higher greenness mea

sures for a constant vegetation amount when the NIR/Red 

ratio, ND, and TND vegetation indices were utilized, 

however, darker soils produced lower greenness measures 

when the PVI and GVI were tested. Regardless of whether 

a greenness index was positively or negatively correlated 

with soil brightness, such background influences were found 

to become greater with increased vegetation densities. In 

fact, soil brightness influences were greatest over vegeta

tion covers of 60 to 75%, in all vegetation indices 

utilized. Although not studied here, drastic and frequent 

soil brightness changes are common over most agricultural 

fields which undergo continual wetting and drying cycles. 
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Since soil brightness is correlated with changes 

in greenness values, it may be possible to adjust greenness 

measures according to underlying soil brightness. In all 

greenness indices tested, darkest soils most resembled 

the greenness behavior of the decomposed vegetation spectral 

component. Consequently, the brighter the soil background, 

the. greater the need for soil correction. This was expected 

since low reflecting soil backgrounds would minimize the 

soil-dependent spectral contribution toward composite 

canopy reflectance. 

The experimental approach used to filter or remove 

soil background influences cannot be readily applied in 

most field situations since the factor-analytic approach 

requires composite reflectance data of constant vegetation 

amounts with different soil backgrounds. One would have 

to obtain ground data information to verify that two plots, 

with distinct soils, possess equivalent vegetation densi

ties. Although such an approach may be unfeasible, in 

many agricultural fields spectral data are obtained over 

numerous days in a growing season and include composite 

reflectance data collected over dry and wet soil back

grounds. One could easily develop a model to filter soil 

background effects by utilizing wet and dry soil spectral 

data over identical plots, adjusted to constant days. A 

simple, algebraic procedure for subtraction of soil 



background usi~g dry and wet ~oil backgrounds under cons

tant vegetation densities, is presented in Appendix D. 

The soil-dependent influences presented in this 

study would also be expected to vary with plant canopy 
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type as well as canopy structure and arrangement. Since 

the soil~dependent spectral contribution is partly 'a func

tion of the overlying canopy, one would expect differences 

in soil spectral response with changes in the overlying 

canopy. Changes in leaf orientation, leaf angle, or leaf 

spectral properties will affect the extent of scattering 

and transmission through a canopy. Consequently, radiant 

flux transmission through a canopy and soil-depepdent 

spectral response will also provide vegetation canopy 

information, and may be particularly useful in discerning 

nutrient or water-stressed plant canopies. Thus, the soil

dependent spectral response, which provides information on 

soil background influences under constant vegetation cano

pies may also be used to characterize changes in plant 

canopy structure or spectra over a constant soil background. 

Jordan (1970), working under forested canopies, used a 

spectroradiometer pointed upward to analyze the spectral 

composition of transmitted flux. He found the spectral 

composition of radiant flux at the forest floor to be more 

useful in assessing leaf area index than the spectral 

response above the canopy. 
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In summary, the decomposition of composite canopy 

spectra can be used to (1) filter soil background influences 

on vegetation discrimination; (2) analyze soil background 

effects on vegetation indices; (3) study spectral trans

mission through a geometrically complex plant canopy; and 

(4) analyze soil-dependent spectral response to characterize 

the spectral and structural properties of the overlying 

canopy. 

Conclusions 

The simplified soil-plant canopy interactive model 

developed in this study was found to adequately separate 

spectral response in vegetative canopies into a linear 

sum of two independent components; one that was a function 

of plant cover only and another that represented an inter

active, combined influence of soil and vegetation spectral 

properties. Since the two components were both influenced 

by veget~tion spectral properties, all vegetation indices 

tested were found to be sensitive to both components and 

therefore to the soil background influences of the soil

dependent component. The soil-dependent component was 

found to transfer soil brightness effects as well as other 

soil spectral influences, unrelated to brightness, onto the 

various measures of greenness, thus hampering vegetation 

discrimination. The decomposition procedure, however, is 



a potentially valuable tool for more intense levels of 

vegetation analyses, including green biomass assessment, 

plant canopy geometry, and plant health and condition 

studies. 
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The influence of soil background on vegetation discrimination in four-band reflectance space was examined. Dry and 
wet reflectance data were obtained for 20 soils covering a wide range in spectral properties with a hand-held 
radiometer. Principal components anal)"i,5 was used to study the distribution of soil spectra in 4-space and to define a 
mean soil line. Soil-specific baclcground lines were similarly derived and used to examine the overall cloud of soil 
spectra in individual soil fOIlD. Reflectance data from a fuIl-canopy wheat plot were used to compute unit vector 
coefficients in the greenness direction from the mean soil line and from the individual soil lines .• \nalysis of the mean 
soil line showed that it was not possible to discriminate bare soil from low vegetation densities. Greenness 
measurements were shown to be sensitive to both soil type and soil moisture condition. In contrast. the use of 
individual soil lines as a base to measure greenness minimized soil background influence and improved vegetation 
assessment. particularly at low green plant canopy covers. 

Introduction 

The study of green vegetation from 
satellite multispectral scanner observa
tions is hampered by the influence and 
Variability of soil background. The prob
lem is particularly noticeable in arid and 
semiarid environments where there has 
been little success in extracting vegeta
tion information from areas with less than 
30% green canopy cover (Hutchinson, 
1982). Canopy spectral responses can vary 
with the amount of soil exposed, soil color, 
soil moisture and cultural practices 
(Colwell, 1974; Rao et al., 1979; Jackson 
et al., 1979; Kollenkark et al., 1982). As a 
result, much effort has been devoted to 
the development of multispectral band 
indices that can isolate green vegetation 
from soil background. 

Kauth and Thomas (1976) and Kauth 
et al. (1979), in a study of the distribu
tion of soil spectra in four~mensional 
L-\NDSAT MSS signal space, found most 
of the variability of bare soil signals to be 
attributed to brightness as nearly all spec-
'~Eb~vier Science Publishing Co .. Inc .. 1983 
.;2 Vanderbilt Ave .• :-few York. NY lOOli 

tral data fell along a line extending from 
the origin. Soil spectra have been shown 
to vary with surface moisture content, 
organic matter content, particle size dis
tribution, soil mineralogy, soil structure, 
surface roughness, crusting and presence 
of shadow (Angstrom, 1925; Bowers and 
Hanks, 1965; Stoner and Baumgardner, 
1981). The 4-space diagonal line, describ
ing maximum variations in soil spectral 
response, has been named the .. soil line" 
or soil brightness vector (Kauth and 
Thomas, 1976; Richardson and Wiegand, 
1977). 

The emergence of green vegetation over 
a soil causes composite red radiance to 
decrease because of chlorophyll absorp
tion and overall infrared response to 
increase as a result of leaf mesophyll 
structure. Thus, deviations of spectral data 
from the bare soil line, in an appropriate 
direction, may be attributed to the pres
ence of green biomass. 

Richardson and Wiegand (1977), using 
infrared and red band combinations, de
veloped a two-dimensional perpendicular 

OO'J.H25i /'3.'3/$3.00 
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vegetation index (PVI) with the orthogo
nal distance of a spectral point to the soil 
line as the' measure of vegetation density. 
Kauth and Thomas (1976) developed a 
green vegetation index (GVI) as the four
dimensional perpendicular distance of a 
spectral point to the soil line. They com
puted linear combinations of the four MSS 
bands (Tasseled Cap Transformation) to 
enable projection of 4-space spectral data 
onto a plane defined by a soil brightness 
and a plant canopy '~greenness" axis. In 
such a plane, soil and plant spectral be
havior are least correlated to one another, 
and plant greenness measurements are 
insensitive to soil background. Kauth and 
Thomas (1976) transformed Condit's soil 
reflectance data (Condit, 1970) into 
LANDSAT MSS signal space and dis
covered a second component of soil re
flectance attributable to red soils. Since 
this component was orthogonal to both 
the soil line and greenness, they sug
gested the concept of a .. plane of soils'· 
with vegetation growing outward from 
the plane. 

The soil line concept has become widely 
accepted in the interpretation and analy
sis of multispectral data (Fukuhara et al" 
1979; Jackson et aI., 1980; Thompson 
and Wehmanen, 1980; Wiegand and 
Richardson, 1982). Although the sQil line 
may shift with atmospheric conditions and 
LANDSAT calibration factors, it has gen
erally been assumed that there exists one 
unique soil line encompassing a wide 
range of soil types and soil surlace condi
tions. Jackson et al. (1980), however, re
ported deviations from linearity when a 
wide spectral range of soils were plotted. 
Such deviations among soil types could 
shift the slope of the soil line and alter the 
orthogonal distance of a vegetation spec
tra to the soil line. Thus, in areas where 
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the soil line does not match that derived 
by Kauth and Thomas (1976), greenness 
may become sensitive to soil background 
and vegetation analysis becomes less reli-
able. Furthennore, bare soil spectral devi-
ations from the soil line in the soil bright
ness-plant greenness plane may interfere 
in the discrimination of green vegetation 
from bare soil. Soil- noise may be of little 
concern to the current LANDSAT Sys-
tem; however, in future sensor systems, 
especially those that may be more agri
culture-intensive, .soil spectral behavior 
must be better understood if we are to 
improve our knowledge of composite 
soil-plant canopy systems. 

The purpose of this research was to 
demonstrate the nonconstant behavior of 
soil background when a single soil line, 
composed of soils with widely ranging 
spectral properties, is used as a base to 
measure greenness. Improvements in 
vegetation discrimination with the use of 
soil-specific background lines are dis
cussed. 

Experiment and Calculations 

Twenty soils, with a wide range in 
physical and chemical properties, were 
used (Table 1). The soils ranged from the 
black, organic-rich Cloversprings loam and 
dark brown Comoro gravelly loamy. sand, 
to the dark red, high iron Whitehouse (B) 
sandy clay loam and the highly reflective 
bright silica sand and yellowish brown 
Superstition sand. 

The soils were air-dried, passed through 
a lS-mm sieve, and placed inside .50 cm X 

50 cm X 25 cm wood boxes. Two boxes 
were used for each soil, and all boxes 
were position~da.0utdoors on a support 
frame at the Cambell A venue Experimen
tal Fann, Tucson, Arizona. Between ex-
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TABLE 1 Physiccl and Chemical Characteristics of the 20 Test Soils 

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRmtmON 
-"{, % 

MmlSELL COLOR T£."ml1W. % % % ORGANIC E:a. % 
SOIL SElIIESa CL.\SS GRAVEL CLAY SAND MAlTElI IlION CaC03 DRY ~IOIST 

Cloversprings loam 0 21.1 40.3 5.7 1.8 0 lOYR3/2 lOYR2/1 
Comoro loamy coarse sand 2B 4.5 84.2 2.2 1.5 0 lOYR4/2 lOYR2/2 
Holtville silty clay 0 40.6 8.7 1.7 0.9 10 lOYR5/3 10YR 3/'3 
Whltehowe (B) sandy clay loam 13 33.3 48.6 1.5 2.5 0 2.5YR4/6 2.5YR3/6 
Whitehowe (A) loamy coarse sand 13 7.2 79.3 1.5 1.5 0 5YR5/6 5YR4/4 
Avondale loam 0 22.1 40.1 0.9 0.8 5~ 7.5YR5/4 7.5YR 4/4 
Grabe loam 0 20.3 41.2 1.6 0.7 5 10YR5/2 10YR 3/2 
Pinaleno sandy loam 0 7.1 71.4 1.3 0.9 0 7.5YR5/4 7.5YR4/4 
Vint loamy fine sand 0 3.9 82.4 0.5 0.8 8 lOYR5/4 10YR4/4 
Agua fine sandy loam 11 11.5 59-. ., 1.3 0.5 .5 lOYR5/3 10YR4/3 
Pima loam 0 26.2 35.5 1.1 0.7 4 lOYR5/3 lOYR3/3 
Brazito sandy loam 12 9.6 68.2 1.3 0.4 4 10YR5/3 10YR4/3 
Contine sandy clay loam 2 25.6 52.2 0.6 0.7 3 i.5YR5/4 i.5YR4/4 
Laveen loam 5 19.2 46.3 1.0 0.8 9 i.5YR5/4 7.5YR4/4 
Pimer silt loam 0 19.8 20.9 1.0 0.6 15 10YR6/4 lOYR4/4 
Haybook sandy loam 12 4.8 69.9 0.4 0.9 0 7.5YR 4/4 7.5YR 4/4 
Mohave sandy clay loam 4 22.9 59.4 0.7 0.6 2 i.5YR5/4 lOYR 4/4 
Gila very fine sandy . 6 9.9 53.7 1.5 0.5 6 lOYR 6/3 lOYR 4/3 

loam 
Superstition sand 0 1.6 95.9 0.2 0.2 3 lOYR 7/4 lOYR.5/4 
SiUcasand coarse sand 0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0 10YR8/1 lOYR i/l 

'Soil series are arranged in order of their .. brightness." All laboratory analysis were completed by the Soil 
Conservation Service National Soil Survey Laboratory. Lincoln. Nebraska. The laboratory methods and procedures are 
presented in Soil Survey Investigations Report No.1. prepared by the soil survey staff. 

perime~ts, the boxes were covered with 
polyethylene bags to minimize dust con
tamination. 

Reflected solar radiation was measured 
with a portable Exotech Model l00A1 ra
diometer with spectral bandpass intervals 
similar to LAN'DSAT 4-MSS bands 1, 2, 
3, and 4 (0.5-0.6 p.m, 0.6-0.7 p.m, 0.7-0.8 
p.m, and 0.8-1.1 p.m, respectively). Mea
surements were taken over all soils in a 
dry state and at numerous drying stages 
after 2.5 cm water was added: The radi
ometer was hand-held so as to obtain a 
nadir view with a 15 0 field-of-view lens 
from a height of 1.5 m above the soil 

lTrade names and company names are included for 
the benefit of the reader and do not constitute an en
dorsement by the University of Arizona or the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture. 

surface. The experiment was conducted 
16-18 June and 19-23 July 1982 be
tween the hours 0930-1130 and 1330-
1530 MST. Only data from cloud-free 
days are reported here. Reflectance was 
calculated by ratioing the average of eight 
target radiance measurements to the 
irradiance. Irradiance measurements were 
taken from a standard BaSO -l plate ap
prOximately every 10 min. 

Measurements were first taken over all 
soils in a dry condition throughout the 
day during the hours mentioned. In sub
sequent days, one set of replicate soils 
were wetted in the morning, and readings 
were taken over all soils, dry and wet, 
throughout the day. The wetting and dry
ing cycles of the replicate soils continued 
throughout the experiment while the other 
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set of soils remained dry at all times. 
Readings were made on all soils during 
each measurement period which lasted 
approximately 20 min. 

Thirty-five sets of spectral measure
ments were collected per soil in each of 
the four bands. A principal components 
analysis was performed to determine the 
overall distribution of soil spectral data in 
four dimensions, and the unit eigenvec
tors of the first component were used to 
define the direction of the mean soil line. 
Unit vector coefficients defining green
ness were calculated orthogonal to the 
mean soil Ifue following an algebraic pro
cedure described by Jackson (1983). 
Green wheat spectra taken over an entire 
season with the same Exotech radiometer 
(data reported by Jackson et al., 1983)· 
was used to establish a relationship be
tween greenness and percent green wheat 
canopy cover. However, only full canopy 
wheat spectra (no soil showing) was used 
to compute the unit greenness vector. 
Thus, the soil brightness-plant canopy 
greenness plane was defined by the first 
principal component of bare soil spectra 
and a green wheat spectral point. 

Principal components analyses were 
similarly used on each soil type to calcu
late individual, soil-specific background 
lines. The same full canopy green wheat 
point was used to define unit greenness 
vectors orthogonal to each individual soil 
line. Consequently, separate soil bright
ness-wheat canopy greenness planes were 
derived for each soil type. This was nec-
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essary in order to (1) align individual soil 
lines parallel to the soil brightness axis, 
(2) maintain brightness as the axis of 
principal soil variation, and (3) bring out 
maximum variation between soil and 
vegetation spectra. 

Results 

A positive linear relationship of soil 
spectral data was found among all four 
bands (Table 2). Band 2 (red) correlations 
with the two infrared bands were very 
high while band relationships involving 
band 1 were least correlated. A trace view 
of the distribution of soil data from the 
band 4 vs. band 2 plane is plotted in Fig. 
1, demonstrating a two-dimensional soil 
line. 

Principal components analysis of all soil 
spectra verified the existence of a soil line 
in 4-space (Table 3). 98% of the soil spec
tral variance was explained by the first 
soil component while the second prin
cipal component, representing the great
est soil spectral variance orthogonal to the 
soil line. accounted for an additional 1.6% 
of the variance. In four-dirnensional 
Euclidean space. the distribution of soil 
spectra forms an elongated ellipsoid with 
a length 8 times as long as it is wide. a 
width 3 times as wide as it is thick. and in 
a fourth dimension. a thickness 1.2 times 
as thick as thin. Thus. the width of the 
cloud of soil spectra varies from a maxi
mum of 11 units to a minimum of .3 units 
(Table .3). 

TABLE 2 Correlation ~Iatrix of Soil Reflectance Data 

BA-'ro 1 B...rro2 B.-\.'ro :3 B.-\. ... " 4 

Band 1 1.000 0.968 0.947 0.9.54 
Band 2 1.000 0.990 n.9l1g 
Band 3 1.000 0.003 
Band 4 1.000 
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FlGURE 1. Trace view of mean soil line in the band -l versus band 2 plane. 

TABLE 3 Principal Components Analysis for All Soil 
Spectra 

PERCENTAGE OF 
COMPONENT VA.IUANCE AMPLITUDE" 

98.0 83.i (length) 
2 1.6 10.i (width) 
3 0.2 3.8 (thick) 

-1 0.1 3.1 (thin) 

'Square root of eigenvalue. 

Our results compare favorably with the 
analysis of Condit's data by Kauth and 
Thomas (1976). They described the 4-
space distribution of soil spectra as a flat
tened cigar-shaped ellipsoid with length 
seven times as long as wide and width 
two times as wide as thick. In both cases 
the first principal component is the soil 
line and the remaining components repre
sent soil spectral deviations away from 

the mean soil line. Table 4 shows a com
parison between the mean soil line 
parameters presented here and those from 
Condit's data. The two soil lines are very 
similar and their slopes are identical in 
the band 4 versus band 2 plane. 

Spectral data from full canopy wheat 
were used to derive unit vector coeffi
cients in the greenness direction, orthogo
nal to the mean soil line (Table 4). These 
coefficients, together with those defining 
the soil line, provide the appropriate 
transfonnation equations to plot 4-space 
spectral data onto a two-dimensional soil 
brightness-plant canopy greenness plane 
(Fig. 2). The width of the bare soil spec
tral data in this plane is critical to vege
tation analysis because such deviations 
from the soil line could be falsely inter
preted as green biomass. 

TABLE -1 Brightness and Greenness Coefficients for the ~Iean Soil Line and Brightness Coefficients 
for Condit's Soil Line 

-l-SPACE COEFFlCtE.'ITS 2-SP,I.CE" 

Al :\2 A3 A4 SLOPE LvrERCEPT 

Mean soil line O.~ OAi6 0.532 0 .. 5.5.5 1.166 0.Q.l2 
Condit's soil 0.398 O.~ 0.532 O .. 56i U6.5 

line 
Greenness - 0.39i - 0.606 0.16.5 0.669 

.. Band 4 versus band Z. plane. 
h4-.pace intersect that adjusts soil line to pass through origin. 
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FIGURE 2. Soil spectra in the mean soil brightness
greenness plane. 

The width of bare soil spectra along the 
greenness axis is approximately seven 
units, whereas the full canopy green wheat 
point has a greenness of 28 units. A per
cent green canopy cover scale, asSlUDing 
a linear relationship between greenness 
and percent green wheat cover, is in
cluded in Fig. 2. Such a relationship be
tween greenness and green cover is il
lustrated in Fig. 3, utilizing simultaneous 
measurements of wheat spectra and per
cent green wheat cover. As can be seen, 
soil spectral variations along the green 
cover axis is equivalent to a percent green 
wheat cover range of 25%. This demon-
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strates the noise and uncertainty in dis
criminating bare soil from green wheat if 
an overall, mean soil line is used to mea-
sure greenness. 

Skeletal soil cloud 

Figure 4 is the same plot as the previ
ous figure with the cloud of soil spectra 
replaced by individual soil lines. The dry 
and wet reflectance data delineating each 
line are presented in Table 5. The skeletal 
view of soil spectra enables uS to analyze 
the behavior of specific soils within the 
overall soil spectral cloud. The position 
along any individual soil line is dependent 
on the moisture status of that particular 
soil and the endpoints delineate the ex
treme dry and wet conditions. 

As can be seen in Fig. 4, most individ
ual soil lines do not coincide with the 
mean soil line, and greenness measure
ments are therefore likely to vary with 
changes in soil moisture condition. When 
the horizontal mean soil line is used as a 
base to measure plant canopy greenness, 
bare soil spectra will only be interpreted 
as zero" green" at the particular moisture 
condition where an individual soil line 

1~~----------------------~~ .. 

10 

" zo 

FIGURE:3. Relationship between green c-.mopy cover 
Jnd greenness for wheat on Avondale loam soil. 
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F1GURE 4. Individual soil lines in the mean soil bright
ness-greenness plane. 

intersects the mean soil line. In general, 
individual soils would appear" greener" as 
their surface goes from a wet to a dry 
condition. Dry, red soils (4,5,10,12) 
would be interpreted as much "greener" 
than either dark or bright soils. Greenness 
measurements over the Whitehouse (B) 
sandy clay loam could vary by over 10% 
depending on soil moisture status. On 
the other hand, soils as diverse as the 

Holtville silty clay and Supers/tition sand 
produced soil line slopes identical with 
that of the mean soil line. Consequently, 
if the mean soil line is used, greenness 
measurements over these soils would ap
pear independent of soil moisture condi
tion; however, since their soil lines are 
located below the mean soil line, a 10% 
green wheat cover .over these soils would 
be falsely interpreted as bare soil. 

In comparing Figs. 2 and 4, it is worth 
noting that the width of the overall cloud 
of soil spectra is determined by the dry 
and wet end points of individual soil lines. 
.As a result, measurements taken over dry
ing soils can be removed without affect
ing the width of soil spectra. Even if only 
dry soils were included, the width of the 
soil cloud would only be reduced from i 
to 6 units. . 

Soil-specific background lines 

Increased sensitivity in vegetation as
sessment can be achieved if soil-specific 

TABLES Dry and Wet Reflectance Data (%) Delineating Individual Soil Lines 

lAW WET 

SOIL Bl B2 53 54 Bl 62 53 54 

Cloversprings -" .:>.- 6.1 9.2 11.4 2.1 2.6 .'3.6 .5.0 
Comoro 10.3 13.3 18.1 21.6 4" 6.1 8.9 U.5 
Holtville 13.5 11.1 21.2 23.1 .5 .. 5 8.1 10 .. 5 12.0 
Whitehouse (B) 9.1 11.3 25" 21.1 .5.3 10.6 15.4 16.4 
Whitehouse (A) 12.2 20.1 26.8 29.9 .5 .. 5 ID.5 1.5.0 17.4 
Avondale 15.6 22.1 21.3 29.1 6.1 9.9 13 .. 5 1.H 
Grabe 11.2 21.1 27.6 30.8 .5.3 1.8 11.1 13.8 
Pinaleno 16.4 24.1 30.5 33.4 .5.9 9.9 13.9 16.1 
Vint 18.6 25.4 30.9 32.1 7.0 10.7 13.8 14.8 
Agua 19.3 24.1 30.8 34.1 6.6 9.-1 13 .. 5 15.9 
Pima 19.5 25.2 31.0 34.3 6.0 ·'l.9 12.5 l.H 
Brazito 19.6 25.3 31.5 . 3.5.1 7.3 10.-1 14.-1 17.2 
Contine 17.3 26.3 32.9 34.4 8 .. 5 14.5 18.8 19.8 
Laveen 18.6 26.1 .'32.3 34.7 7.0 ILl 15.1 16.9 
Pimt:r 20.2 26.5 32.1 34.1 ;.9 11.4 14.-1 16.6 
Hayhook 19.0 27 .. 5 34.8 3-" 1.- 5.6 13.1 1;.2 19.1 
~Iohave 18..l 27.8. 35.4 37.6 8.8 14.8 19.6 21..5 
Gila 22.0 :?S.5 3-1.9 38.3 ;.3 10.7 15 .. 5 18.0 
Su pt!rstition 24.; 32.9 :.38.0 39.7 13.9 20.1 :23.6 25.0 
SiUe-a sand 39.2 43.0 -19.1 .5-1.2 .,,, -

_.1 25.6 :30.2 :3-1.3 
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TABLE 6 Soil Line Parametef3 for 20 Soils in 2- and 4-space. in Order of Increasing Brightness (SBn" 

SBI 4-SPACE COEnlCIENl'S 2,SPACE (b4-b2) 

SOIL (DRy) Al A2 

Clovef3pring$ 17.0 0.311 0.408 
Comoro 32.8 0.300 0.429 
Holtville 38.4 0.399 0.487 
Whitehouse (B) 41.9 0.234 0.408 
Whitehouse (A) 46.5 0.321 0.459 
Avondale 48.5 0.376 0.485 
Grabe 49.7 0.394 0.465 
Pinaleno 53.7 0.351 0.475 
Vint 55.0 0.375 0.474 
Agua 55.5 0.396 0.478 
Pima 56.0 0.399 0.481 
Brazito 56.9 0.393 0.475 
Contine 57.1 0.350 0.472 
Laveen 57.2 0.372 0.481 
Pimer 57.8 0.386 0.474 
Hayhook 61.0 0.339 0.465 
Mohave 61.4 0.346 0.468 
Gila 62.9 0.406 0.490 
Supef3tition 68.6 0.407 0.483 
Silica sand 90.5 0.455 0,4i8 

"Soil brightness index - Et.1A,X % reflectance. band i. 

background lines are used as a base to 
measure greenness. The unit vector coef· 
ficients defining the individual soil lines 
are summarized in Table 6. Soil spectral 
variances in the first two prinCipal com
ponents for individual soils are shown in 
Table 7. In 14 of the 20 soils, over 99% of 
the spectral variance fell onto the first 
prinCipal component, and, in comparison 
to the mean soil line, maximum spectral 
deviations away from individual soil lines 
(second principal component) were 
smaller. Consequently, the spectral devia· 
tions from the soil lines in their respective 
greenness planes were also smaller and 
ranged from a low of 0.7 units to a high 
of 3.4 units. The average width of indi
vidual bare soil spectra in the direction of 
greenness corresponded to a green wheat 
cover range of i%, an improvement by a 
factor of 4 over that of the mean soil line. 

The width of a soil line in the direction 
of greenness determines a vegetation den-

A3 A4 SLOPE Irm:RCEPT 

0.560 0.650 1.596 O.i 
0.556 0.610 1.426 2.i 
0.542 0.501 1.146 2.8 
0.596 0.651 1.597 -0.6 
0.569 0.603 1.316 3.5 
0.549 0.567 1.169 3.9 
0.552 0.569 , 1.222 4.2 
0.558 0.583 1.226 3.9 
0.551 0.575 1.213 1.8 
0.542 0.566 1.185 4.8 
0.547 0.50/ 1.157 .5.1 
0.543 0.570 1.198 4.7 
0.564 0.580 1.226 2.1 
0.550 0.572 1.190 3.7 
0.553 0.566 1.19.5 3.0 
0.571 0.586 1.261 " . •. 0 
0.568 0.581 l.2.42 ·3.1 
0.533 0.558 1.140 .5.8 
0.542 0.5.54 1.148 1.9 
0.516 0 .. 546 1.143 .5.0 

sity limit below which vegetation cannot 
be discriminated from bare soil. Another 
source of variation which influences vege
tation analysis at all density levels in· 
volves the slope and location of soil lines 
in ~space, since it is the perpendicular 
distance from a green point to a soil line 
that is used to measure greenness. To 
demonstrate this influence the orthogonal 
distance from each soil line to a full 
canopy wheat point was calculated (Table 
7). The perpendicular distance or GVI to 
the full canopy green wheat point varied 
from 24 units to 30 units, depending on 
the selection of the soil line. Thus, a GVI 
of only 24 units corresponds to 100% 
green wheat cover over the Whitehouse 
(B) sandy clay loam, while a GVI of 
nearly 30 units would be needed to repre
sent total green cover over the Holtville 
silty clay or Superstition sand. 

If these differences in GVIs from indi
vidual soil lines are normalized by the 
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TABLE 1 Individual SoU Line Propertie3 in Their Greenness Planes 

PRINCIP.U.· SOIL GREENb % GREEN Noru.LU.IZED 
COMPONENT LIm: LINE LIm: GYI c PERCENT 

SOIL 1 2 LENGTH Wmm (Wmm) (WHEAT) GllEENu 

Clovmprings 99.4 0.4 10.0 0.7 2.8 25.4 90.0 
Comoro 98.5 1.0 16.7 1.8 7.1 26.4 93.8 
Holtville 99.5 0.3 19.9 1.3 4.4 29.9 106.1 
Whitehouse (B) 97.7 1.5 16.5 1.1 4.4 24.2 85.9 
Whitehouse (A) 99.0 0.7 20.9 1.9 i.4 25.7 91.2 
Avondale 98.9 0.8 25.2 3.2 11.2 28.1 99.9 
Grabe 99.6 0.3 30.0 1.7 6.2 27.8 98.8 
Pinaleno 99.7 0.1 29.8 1.5 .5.5 27.0 96.1 
Vint 99.8 0.1 21.1 1.1 3.9 29.1 103.3 
Agua 99.5 0.4 32.1 2.0 7.0 27.8 98.6 
Pima 99.2 0.7 33.9 1.9 6.7 28.0 99.3 
Brazito 99.7 0.2 31.4 1.8 6.6 21.7 98.3 
Contine 98.4 1.3 25.2 2.4 8.4 28.0 99.3 
Laveen 99.3 0.5 31.3 1.8 6.6 27.9 99.1 
Pimer 99.8 0.2 32.0 1.2 4.4 28.8 102.4 
Hayhook 98.6 1.0 31.0 3.4 12.2 27.6 98.0 
Mohave 99.2 0.6 27.8 ,,~ 

_i) 9.2 27.1 96.2 
Gila 99.3 0.5 36.5 ,,~ 

_i) 9.0 27.5 97.6 
Superstition 98.7 0.8 26.6 3.1 10.6 29.9 106.1 
Silica sand 99.7 0.2 35.0 1.9 6.6 29.2 103.7 

• Percentage of variance. 
lISoU spectral variations in the direction of greenness. 
cGreen vegetation index of full-canopy wheat point. 
<I Normalized to GYI from mean soU line. 

corresponding GVI from the mean soil 
line (28 units). one finds that the green
ness of a single full-canopy wheat point 
varies from 86% to 106%. Consequently, 
separate soil-dependent greenness scales 
would have to be developed since the 
fully canopy wheat point, with no soil 
showing, is independent of soil back
ground. 

Discussion 

At first glance the results of this re
search appear to confinn the existence of 
a single, universal soil line. 98% of the soil 
spectral variance was explained by a 4-
space soil line, even though the data 
consisted of soils with widely ranging 
spectral properties. With all soil spectra, 

dry or wet, plotting near this line, it is 
easy to imagine a series of parallel, indi
vidual soil lines extending from end to 
end on the mean soil line. If this were the 
case, vegetation assessment would only be 
limited by bare soil spectral deviations in 
the direction of greenness and only low 
vegetation densities would be affected. 

The complex behavior of soil back
ground on vegetation analysis became ap
parent by studying the skeletal. individual 
soil lines that made up the overall soil 
cloud. Most soil lines were not parallel 
but intersected the mean soil line at vari
ous inclinations and soil lines that were 
parallel varied in position in the mean 
soil-greenness plane. As a result, when the 
mean soil line was used, greenness mea
surements were sensitive to both soil type 
and soil moisture condition. 
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The influence of soil type would be with greenness. The sharper the spectral 
critical in many wildland areas where contrast between green plants and soil, 
nwnerous soils are often present in com- the easier it is to discriminate the two 
plex spatial patters and vegetation densi- materials, and greenness sensitivity is im
ties are low. Development of local or soil- proved. In this study, greatest spectral 
specific background lines would greatly contrasts occurred between green wheat 
enhance vegetation discrimination from and Superstition sand and Holtville silty 
bare soil. In agricultural areas, varying clay. The red Whitehouse (B) sandy clay 
soil moisture conditions may limit green- loam provided least contrast. The use of 
ness measurements, and soil-dependent an overall, mean soil line totally ignores 
background lines would be crucial in the contrast differences between soils and 
isolation of vegetation development. The green vegetation. 
use of individual soil lines would not only The variations in soil spectra presented 
reduce the influence of soil moisture on here are also likely to affect other vegeta
greenness measurements, but may also tion indices. The two-dimension PYI, al
minimize those effects due to variations though smaller in magnitude, behaves in 
in soil brightness caused by crop canopy a simi4u' manner as the 4-space GYI. 
shadowing and soil tillage operations. Whereas the full canopy wheat GYI varied 

In either case, the development of ap- from 24 to 30 units for separate soil lines, 
propriate soil background lines is user- the corresponding PYI in the band 4 
dependent. In certain situations a univer- versus band 2 plane ranged from 22 to 27 
sal, scene-independent background line is units. Since nearly all soil lines intersected 
all that is needed for vegetation classifica- the band 4 axis above the origin (Table 
tion. In other situations, scene- or tem- 6), the IR/Red ratio changes as a soil 
poral-dependent background lines may be goes from a wet to dry surface condition. 
needed for improved vegetation dis- Furthermore, bare soils with steeper band 
crimination. Finally, for more intense 4 versus 2 slopes possess higher IRIRed 
levels of vegetation analyses, multiple soil ratios. Thus the IR/Red ratio may vary 
background lines may be developed based not only with green canopy cover, but 
upon scene stratification schemes, land- also with soil type and soil moisture con
use, or soil types. The level to which dition. 
vegetation can be measured, however, In conclusion, the use of a mean soil 
may become limited by such factors as line was found to hamper both the accu
sensor noise, atmospheric conditions, and . racy and sensitivity of vegetation analysis. 
spatial and radiometric resolution. The width of the mean soil line precluded 

The orthogonal distance from a vege- greenness assessment below 25% cover. 
tation point to individual soil lines varied The slope and location of individual soil 
considerably and required the develop- line components wittfthe overall soil cloud 
ment of soil-dependent vegetation in- rendered vegetation analysis highly sensi
dices. Relative to a full canopy wheat tive to soil background influences. The 
point, some sqil lines were located at use of individual soil lines reduced soil 
greater orthogonal distances than others. background sensitivity and increased the 
.\n interpretation of this result is that accuracy of greenness measurements, 
certain soil materials have better contrast especially at low vegetation densities. This 
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improvement was gained at the expense 
of having to calculate separate greenness 
indices for different soil lines. 
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caVER TIME saIL DK-VI MMtI. wAV28A~OS 
( 10 ) TYPE wET 1 2 3 't :) 6 7 

--------------------------------------------------------------
0 U 859 SUPR DRY 1072 2415 3157 3~41 4092 429j 3931 
0 08j3 SU?K DRY 1717 2473 3232 3623 -t170 43&~ 402l 
0 0954 SUPR DRY 1747 2512 3292 3697 4269 4509 4149 
0 0963 AvON DRY 0843 1255 1639 2277 2b33 2923 2607 
0 0968 AVON D-w 0534 0837 1289 1666 2141 2161 1700 
0 0975 AVON \tIET 0428 0669 1044 1370 1752 1666 11~6 
0 0996 WriTS DRY 0391 0773 1351 2028 2830 2921 2271 
0 1001 WHTB D-W 0319 0631 1278 1075 2334 2218 1400 
0 1009 WHTS WET 0324 0624 1245 1619 210u 1862 10.jo 
0 1031 CLOV DRY 0329 0437 0014 0923 2022 2~11 2439 
0 1036 CLOV . D-it/ 0211 0277 0384 0598 1440 1765 1;88 
0 1043 CLOV WET 0175 0219 0289 0447 1126 1356 1061 
0 1057 SUPR DRY 17d7 2549 3346 3755 4336 4587 4213 
0 1060 SwPR D-W 1245 1862 2526 2891 3409 3'td:) 2030 
0 1067 SUPR wET 0874 1355 1855 2114 23't7 1960 1155 

20 1046 AJON DR Y 0813 ll44 1540 3171 3471 2969 2275 
20 1025 CI..OV DRY' 0378 0~76 0565 1867 2604 24d2 1999 
20 1036 CI.OV Wi: T 0250 0403 0325 142'1 1786 14a9 0"116 
20 1057 SUPR DRY 1338 2001 24~8 4164 4't66 4059 3271 
20 1006 wHTd DKV 0444 0831 12117 2816 33~4 2973 2,O~5 

20 1076 WriTS ORY 0450 0840 1315 2841 ~41.3 ~99d 20-=t 7 
20 1087 SUPR DRY 1376 2044 2488 4166 4500 4144 3374 
20 1109 CLOV DR Y 0408 0616 0643 1634 2604 2640 22,09 
20 1098 AVON DRY 0877 1326 167:5 31cl9 3541 31.jO 24~7 
23 1037 SUPR DRY 1210 1869 216d 4164 4383 382d 29;'1 
25 1047 AIJO~~ DRY 0777 1219 1400 3197 3'::':19 2ci91 2118 
25 1057 w:-iTd Di{Y 0441 0837 1220 2951 3432 2d7-=t .Lei70 
25 1067 CLOy DRY 0396 0624 059.5 2039 2. 717 2480 19J 7 
25 1076 CLOIJ DRY 0400 06j3 0602 2050 27.L. 9 2"t-13 1929 
25 1085 wHTS DR '( 0455 0863 1254 3uOO 3502 294=1 1922 
25 1093 AVON DRY 0826 12db 1536 3321 3;"15 3022, 222' 
25 1102 SUP~ uRY 1235 1963 2311 4261 45:.)6 4005 3124 
40 10S7 SUP~ OR Y 0964 1554 1674 't473 4413 3336 2292 
40 1072 SUjl~ ~i:T 0574 1009 0973 3341 3070 Ib33 0717 
40 1083 AvON OKY 06:j0 1138 11<13 30o't 308~ 271=1 .L737 
40 1095 AVQN wtT 0410 0749 06CfO 2ade 2d16 ia'}3 0930 
40 1105 wH r B DRY 0'+59 08d.5 1028 357'1 3761. 278ij 15';'9 
!to 1117 WHTa wET 03d5 0704 J843 3105 3264 2170 0902 
40 1128 CLOV DRY 0427 0721 J574 2747 .3146 2494 10,7 
40 .L142 Cl..OV !'jET 0324 0584 0377 2421 2J:)3 .1.820 ::>9 't 3 
40 11:;3 wriTa DR Y 04-10 09::i5 i126 36:)~ 3j';o 2940 17ci:'+ 
40 11o't t .. J ·IN D~Y 0783 1"06 134b 3657 j=ti7 290't 1'112. 
!'to 1177 SJPR DKY 1150 1aZ6 1<;92 4750 !t7.j3 3d,0 2. 7:d 
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55 1032 SUPR DRY 0594 1077 0809 4707 4.1.06 2495 1192 

55 1042 AVON DKY 0481 0~84 0632 4140 30dO 2169 0901 

55 1051 ioiHTi3 JRY 0401 u600 0607 4023 3726 2228 0907 

55 1062 CLOV DRY 0390 0733 0436 3521 3381 2114 1026 

55 1076 SUPR DRY 0712 1251 10~9 4823 4410 2847 1564 

55 1122 SUPR Dr(Y 0611 13Jl. 5 1260 4690 4;63 312'1 1564 

55 1137 CLOV DRY 0419 \)764 0509 340(; 3453 2390 .1360 

55 1147 WHTB DRY 0459 0906 01:;60 4005 3974 2681 1332 

55 1158 AIJON DRY 0648 1122 1004 4237 4014 2727 1500 

55 1176 SLJPR DRY 0921 1533 1477 503~ 4706 3426 21,9 

60 1013 SUPR DRY 0507 0946 0627 4047 4035 2207 0949 

60 1035 SUPR wET 0426 0826 0534 4064 3478 1807 0655 

60 1054 SUPR D-w 0454 0879 0596 4110 35dO 1982 0734 

60 1067 SUPR D-w 0475 0911 0640 4155 3640 2052 0791 

60 1080 AVON DRY 0505 0925 0691 4187 3771 2282 1090 

60 1090 AVON D-w 0405 0794 0;37 3799 3426 2031 i.J678 
60 1103 AVON D-W 0438 0845 0613 394~ 3600 2199 1v19 
60 1112 AVON wET 0't14 0802 0;42 3770 3372 1962 0787 
60 1123 WHTS OKY 0437 Ob71 0738 4151 3947 25.1.8 1204 
60 1133 WriTS D-W 0413 0838 0676 4000 3a17 2308 1u2d 
60 1145 WHTS o-w 0421 0851 0712 4044 3090 2'tcl 1113 
60 1152 WHTd wET 0411 0828 0661 0000 3656 2133 0810 
60 1161 CLOV DRY 0437 0809 0520 361£1 30J..I. 2455 13~5 
60 1170 CLOV 0-101 0370 0714 0401 0000 3215 2070 0909 
60 117t3 CLOV D-w 0380 0730 0427 3369 3317 2194 10'19 
60 1187 CLOV ~E T 037:; 0720 ,):;96 0000 3137 1971 Ob50 
60 119~ SLJPR DRY J897 1524 l.410 519, 4t77 3't34 20-18 
75 1024 SUP/< Li/( Y 0377 0705 0~77 5145 4067 1~9b Ob2:J 
75 1039 SUPR D-W 03bO 0749 0367 '197'1 3~60 1946 00'') 5 
75 1052 SUPR WET 03;6 u727 0353 't71c 3757 1837 Cl503 
75 1063 AVON DRY 0366 0740 0367 4709 3797 1901 0015 
75 1069 AVON u-I'I 0356 0724 0355 4573 3692 11356 0599 
75 1077 AVON WET 0349 0711 0348 't434 j624 1830 o;a 5 
75 1087 ioIHTa DRY 0354 072.7 0382 4607 3827 1957 00,1 
75 1097 w,TB D-w 0353 0729 03b4 4510 37j2 1961 uoj9 
75 1104 WHT3 WET 0353 0726 0367 '1-492 j741 1913 J01 a 
75 1114 CLOV DR Y 0350 0715 0353 4295 3677 1963 07.,7 
75 1121 CLOV D-w 035~ 0714 0349 4261 363 c; 1966 07 ~ 0 
75 1138 CLOI/ wET U355 0714 03;1 4241 3615 1951 00,.;9 
75 1148 SUPr< OR Y uj32 0996 Oe64 5232 4366 2'190 1.1.27 
75 1159 AVON DKY 0469 0896 0595 4822 4091 2304 0'1-10 
75 1170 ",;-I T 6 OI'l.Y u403 0824 0565 4760 4.1.36 l345 0-101 
90 1:)52 SJt'R OKY 03.35 0024 0334 5~60 't~.I.l. 2.060:, JO:J1 
'10 1J61 AVOr-. Or(Y 0323 059d 0314 5053 4028 1'104 J62t> 
90 .1072 i'lHTa DR Y 0314 0591 0~.l.4 499; .!rJll 1-107 Ob2. 7 
90 1090 CLOV OI(.Y 0.314 0,93 0300 4780 3-i02. 19b7 Jc34 
90 1095 CLOV JR Y 0323 0600 0322, 45ae j,,42 1-100 Oo!tO 
:to 110a SUPR O"Y 0350 0649 0350 5353 ':'215 20'12 0004 
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92 1042 SlJPR DRY 0365 0678 0345 6125 46d4 2320 0733 
92 1056 AVON DRY 0362 0078 0346 5967 't621 230j 0730 
92 1077 WriTS DRY 0361 0675 0338 5924 4632 2321 0740 
92 1092 CLOV DR Y 0357 0673 0335 5768 4548 2313 0739 
92 1113 SUPR DRY 0362 . 0681 0341 6040 4081 2352 0750 
92 1138 SUPR DRY 0367 0669 0340 0030 :'092 2364 0766 
92 1162 SUPR DR-Y 0374 0698 0356 6021 4706 2386 0763 
95 1035 SUPR DRY 0378 0718 0363 6250 4770 2337 0745 
95 1046 AVON D~ Y 0374 0720 0305 6095 46&3 2301 0733 
95 1002 WHT6 DRY 0368 0701 Oj50 6G70 47J.2 2341 07~2 
95 1073 CLOV DKY 0370 0712 0356 5986 4056 2329 07-=t6 
95 10a7 SUPR DKY 0370 0720 0355 6170 4752 2300 0700 
95 1097 SlJPR DRY ~~71 0715 0357 6103 47~6 235, 0756 
95 1110 SlJPR DRY 0369 0719 0354 6162 't7b3 2391 0771 
95 1143 SJPR D~ Y 0374 0723 0359 0160 4772 2404 0734 
95 1173 SJPR ORY 0378 0737 0369 6179 4785 2429 07-16 
~7 1052 SUPR D~Y 0305 0722 J3:;;) 6175 4733 2332 0734 
97 1063 CLOV DRY 0366 0723 0358 5976 4010 229-1 0726 
97 1075 CLOV wET 0357 0713 0348 5917 4003 2296 0728 
97 1059 SUPR wET 0365 0725 03'0 b047 4b54 2320 0738 
97 1100 SJPR DRY 0368 0727 0357 0161 4703 2342 074~ 
~a 1042 SJPR DRY 0377 0739 J~07 623i 4739 2337 0748 
98 1073 CLOV OKY 0375 0747 0368 6026 4604 23~O 0754 
98 10d3 SUPK OK Y 03d1 0749 0369 0244 47")4 2358 0750 

100 1056 SJPR DR Y 0400 0756 0370 640'1 !to2Cl 23~J 07~8 

100 1071 CLOV Dr(.Y 0't07 0787 0372 0209 4010 2373 0'174 
100 1084 SUPR JRY 0409 0797 0379 6491 4b-10 2409 0781 
100 1097 SuPR DRY 0400 0794 0374 6462 ~908 2413 0782 
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G~EEN SOIL DR 'fI MMr< 'pjAVEcANDS 
C,JVER TYPE weT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

( r. ) 
-------------------------------------------------------------

0 SUPR uRY .1004 .2504 .3369 .377f1 .43e4 .4020 .'t240 
0 AVON DRY .01;)69 .1280 .1879 .2324 .2.cH2 .2990 .2600 
0 AVON \)-111 .0550 .0853 .1310 .16~9 .2134 .2209 .179; 
a AVON '~ET .0440 .0081 .1065 .1396 .17ti5 .1701 .120d 
0 wHTS DK'f .0406 .071)'t .1577 .20b.0 .2d75 .2972 .2300 
0 WHTB 0-',0/ .0320 .0640 .1298 .1700 .236 -1 .2255 .1481 
0 WHTB WET .0330 .0032 .1203 .1041 .2210 .1.390 .1050 
0 CLOV DRY .il334 .0441 .0621 .0933 .2043 .2540 .2404 
0 CLOV D-w .0214 .0280 .0388 .Oc04 .14;4 .1804 .lb03 
0 CLOV wET .0177 .0221 .0292 .O"t51 .n~o .1369 .U)70 
0 SUPR 0-· ... .1256 .1872 .2542 .2908 .342'1 .3500 .2647 
0 SUPR wET .0880 .1301 .1805 .2124 .2359 .1971 .1l01 

20 5UPR DRY .1413 .2092 .2565 .4178 .4;,32 .42u3 .3440 
20 AVON DRY .Od7'1 .1329 .1080 .3190 .3544 .313; .2443 
20 CLOV DKY .0413 .0621 .06 .. 0 .ld;7 .2060 .2040 .2.197 
20 CLOV wET .0275 .0430 .0359 .1439 .ld31 .1:H6 .1000 
20 IiHTS DRY .0465 .0804 .1302 .2d37 .3440 .3000 .2.111 
25 SUPR DRY ol.283 .1960 .2307 .42.77 .4531 .4UVO .3119 
25 AVON DRY .0~24 .1281 .1539 .3300 .3 Jd 3 .3018 .222d 
25 WHTB DRY .04bO .0809 .1267 d012 .3520 .2970 .1944 
25 CLOV DRY .0408 .0042 .0613 .2069 .27;9 .2;30 .196b 
40 SUPR DRY .1031 01651 .178d .4575 .454'1 .3552 .2451 
40 SUPR ',I/ET .0599 .1049 .1015 .3390 .313 7 .1091 .07411 
40 AI/ON DRY .0711 .1105 .1227 .3715 .37'tu .2760 .1791 
40 AVON ',olE T .0413 .0754 .Jo~5 .2d-14 .lazo .1 ~O3 .0 ~37 
40 wtiTo D~Y .o~;; .0077 .1033 .3';01 .3754 .2779 .1;'07 
40 ioIHTB oiIET .• 0375 .0747 .0822 .3137 .322 e .2131 .0930 
40 CloOV Dr<'f .J41v .0094 .0551 .270d • 30d 0 .2'tlO .1590 
40 CLOV wET .0305 .0552 .0355 .23/:)9 .2~OO .1746 .V 887 
55 SUPR DRY .0702 .1318 .1103 .4d;,7 • 44a 7 .298d .17l't 
;5 AVON D~Y .0505 .1003 .0 ell 8 .4192 .30;0 .244~ .1271 
55 riHTB DRY .0430 .0853 .u73 7 .40't4 .38; 0 .24'55 .1l7; 
55 CLOV DRY .0405 .0749 .0473 .3401 • ~41 7 .2252 .11'13 
00 SU?R DRY .00'i0 .1219 .09~5 .4905 .4't31 .2810 .1489 
60 SUPR 'IilET .0531 .0990 .0730 .4230 .3727 .2.i.S; .06'19 
60 5UPR 0-,,,, .052£1 .J990 .0741 .4227 .3750 .2210 .0908 
00 SUPR D-w .0528 .0995 • a 75 i .42.39 .3700 .2216 .0917 
60 AVON DRY .0530 .0975 .J755 .'t238 .3850 .2389 .1169 
bO AVON 0-111 .0418 .0815 .0 561 .3dl2 .3402 .207a .0910 
60 AVON D-w .04,H .003-1 .0005 .3~3J .35~; .21b't .1000 
60 AVON 'oliET .03~9 .0778 .0:H6 .3 743 .33.H .19l.l. .0749 
00 'IIHTS D~Y .040d .0823 .:l672 .4094 03056 .2.395 .10<19 
00 'IIIHTa 0-111 .0375 .0773 .0 5 ~3 .3122 .30-l2. .220j • .j 904 
60 WriTS J-iI .0370 • U 763 .J596 .3-}37 .37 i d .2l30 .0~37 

00 ',oIrl T a /leT .03;5 .ii731 .054.l. .37J6 .3471 .1~10 .Jooo 
00 CLOV D~Y .0365 .0700 .J413 .3~o:, .3Bd .216U .10(:)0 
60 ';I.OV 0-,0/ .:) 30 j .0006 .030 ; .3U9 .29-1'1 .179; .0 700 
bO -:L.UV D-II .0307 .J609 .0321 .3217 .3071 .ld6S .lJd2-i 
60 CLuV weT .02'Jo .J;d'1 .,)291 .3U't~ .2:3dO .1050 .Ob2't 
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75 :iUP~ DRY .v472 .0907 .0505 .51~8 • 't,no .-'29'1 .0~3~ 

75 SUPR 0-'11 .v43~ .0850 .0501 .5020 .4iO 7 .2.1.70 .,)823 
75 SUP~ wt:T .0405 .0807 .0447 .4747 .3002 .2004 .0711 
75 AVON Di(Y .040b .0800 .04;, 7 .4758 .BB .2001 .07bO 
75 AVON D-w .0388 .v173 .il4i1 .4392 .37:io .1 ~6l .v092 
75 AVON ,.jeT .0372 .0746 .J3d7 .444 d .3072 .1 '1VO .J650 
75 WHT8 ,HY .0353 .0734 .0420 .4060 .3'117 .~O47 .u7U 
75 jljHTa O-iol .035b .0734 .03-14 .4.522 .3788 .1971 .0600 
75 WHTS wtT .0349 .0720 .0380 '.44'10 .3733 .1900 .Ob07 
75 CLOV DRY .0343 .0695 .0333 .4207 .3048 .1930 .0704 
75 CLoOV O-W .0336 .0684 .0320 .4249 • 3j~0 .ld~7 .Ob75 . 
75 CLJV WET .0323 .0662 .0301 .4219 .3::i39 .1830 .000v 
90 SUPR DRY .0348 .0645 .034ti .S 35; .4214 .i-OCld .0079 
90 AVON DRY .03j3 .Ob15 .0324 .5044 .4JJ.I. .ZJ03 .0040 
90 WHTS DRY .0321 .0603 .0321 .4789 .4013 .2000 .0643 
90 CLOV DRY .0320 .0603 .0317 .483.5 .3922 .1977 .0041 
92 SUPR J~Y .0363 .0080 .OH2 .0050 .4002 .2340 .07;" 
92 AVON O~Y .0360 .0680 .0344 .50116 .461 ~ .2325 .0750 
92 I'It-ITS DRY .0360 .0676 .0337 .5~9 7 .'tb31 .2331 .0747 
92 CLOV OrH .0357 .0073 .v 33 5 .5759 .4H8 .231:7 .0742 
95 SUPR D~Y .0306 .0721 .0353 .0..1.;9 .474d .2373 .0764 
95 AVON DRY .0366 .0722 .0357 .oillo .4005 .2331 .0746 
95 wHTS DRY .0362 .0702 .0344 .0014 .4099 .2302 .0763 
95 CL.DV OKY .03a6 .0713 .03;2 .5947 .4047 .2344 .0754 
97 SUPR DiH .0368 .072.7 .0357 .6161 .4703 .2342 .0745 
97 CLOV D~Y .0~68 .0727 .0300 .:i~60 • 4:i9 5 .2307 .0736 
97 CLOV '/1 t: T .0359 .• 0716 .0349 .:i·HO .'t5dd .2301 .0734 
97 SUPR \ojET .v360 .0726 .03;0 .bJ't4 .40 .. 7 .2322 .0741 
98 SVPr( LlRY .03d3 .0753 .0370 .624'1 .4700 .2367 .0762-
98 CLOV DRY .0378 .0754 .0369 .b034 .'t074 .234't .0701 
100 SUPR D~Y .u414 .0603 .03d't .0536 .4~39 .2443 .0794 
100 CLOV DRY .0Hb .0798 .03dl .0372 .4odo .2434 .079d 
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Following the model expressed in equation (6.1), 

we start with: 

( 1) d = m + 

203 

where dm is the measured canopy reflectance; rc is the 

reflectance contribution from the vegetative portion of the 

canopy; rs is the underlying reflectance of the soil and; 

tc is the global transmittance through the canopy. All 

terms are waveband dependent and the following procedure is 

carried out one waveband at a time. 

If we measure the spectral response of a canopy with 

a dry and then a wet soil background, we obtain: 

(2) d = r + r t 2 
1 c sl c 

and = r + r t 2 
c S2 c 

where subscript 1 refers to dry soil conditions and 2 repre-

sents wet soil conditions. Subtracting the two equations of 

the same vegetative canopy results in: 

( 3) or 

The transmittance through a canopy is readily calculated by 

measuring canopy reflectance before and after wetting the 

soil and having prior knowledge of bare soil reflectances. 

Inserting the transmittance term into equation (2) allows 

one to compute r c ' or inherent vegetation reflectance. 
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